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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by J.L. Richards & Associates Limited (JLR) on behalf of the 

Township of North Dundas (Township) to provide consulting engineering services for the Municipal Environmental 

Assessment (Class EA) of the North Dundas Drinking Water Supply System Capacity Expansion. The Class EA is 

being undertaken to provide a solution to address water supply capacity for both residential and industrial use for 

the future 20-year projection period and provide water supply system reliability over the 20-year future projection 

period for the Village of Winchester (Winchester) and the Village of Chesterville (Chesterville) in the Township of 

North Dundas. 

As part of the study, Golder carried out a hydrogeological investigation to assess the capacity of the overburden 
aquifer at a property identified as a potential site (the site) for a proposed new communal water supply well. A test 

well was drilled and hydraulically tested to detennine if the aquifer yield available at the proposed location would 
be sufficient to be included as a part of the solution to address the required water supply capacity shortage 

identified during the Class EA process. This investigation was carried out between October and November 2021 

as a component of the ongoing Class EA. 

This technical report was prepared to present the results of the aquifer testing program. A geotechnical 

investigation was also carried out as part of the assessment and the results are presented in Appendix A. 

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION 
The site is located on Lot 14, Concession 9 in the Geographic Township of Winchester, Township of North 

Dundas, approximately 7 kilometres northeast of Winchester and consists of a partially developed licensed 
aggregate pit. A small water table pond is located within the site. Agriculture operations are found to the 

immediate north, west, south and east of the site. A private residence is located north of the site, about 
250 metres from the test well location on Lafleur Road. A site plan is shown on Figure 1. 

3.0 HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTING 
3.1 Surflcial Geology 
The area between Winchester and north of the site is located within the physiographic region of the Winchester 
Clay Plain (Chapman and Putnam 1984) which is characterized by flat to gently sloping topography and imperfect 

to poorly drained soils. The surficial geology of the area consists of recently deposited materials of glacial, 
glaciofluvial and marine origins (refer to Figure 2). Spatially the most dominant units consist of glacial till and 

marine clays, with a thickness ranging between a few metres to 20 metres. The glacial till in the area tends to be 

stony and sandy and is generally characterized as silty sands. 

The Morewood Esker is an extensive north-south linear feature that is some 7.5 kilometers long by approximately 

250 metres wide at the surface (average subsurface width is -BOO metres) and the southern end of the esker 

feature is mappable from about 1.2 kilometres south of the site (Figure 2). The esker material consists of a highly 
conductive, 100 to 200 metre wide, esker core of well sorted sand and gravel, cobbles and gravel and sandy 

gravel. The core is flanked by finer soils, grading from sands to silts and clays. The esker is entrenched into the 
glacial till and its base is generally at or near the underlying bedrock surface; it is frequenUy overlain by marine 

clays at the margins. The signature of the esker core is delineated in places by a small topographic ridge 
reworked by nearshore processes (former beach). Elsewhere the presence of the esker core is only inferred and 

may be discontinuous in places. 
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3.2 Bedrock Geology 
The vicinity of the site is underlain by sedimentary bedrock of the Middle to Lower Ordovician Period that dips 

eastwards along a major synclinal structure (Wilson (1968) in Charon 1978). The sequence of sedimentary rocks 

underlying the majority of the study area (from youngest/shallowest to oldest/deepest) have been interpreted to 

consist of the Bobcaygeon Formation (limestone), Gull River Formation (interbedded silty dolostone and 

limestone), Rockcliffe Formation (interbedded sandstone, shaley limestone and shale) and Oxford Formation 

(dolostone; Williams 1991). Bedrock in the general site vicinity is encountered at depths ranging from Oto 
20 metres below ground surface. Bedrock outcrops are limited although several occur along escarpments north of 

Winchester and Morewood. 

3.3 Bedrock Aquifers 
Groundwater flow in the bedrock aquifers is controlled by and occurs along and through fractures and bedding 

plane features (secondary porosity). It has been hypothesized that the contact zone between the upper weathered 

bedrock surface and the overburden materials (basal till) have an enhanced permeability and thus have a higher 

hydraulic conductivity than the lower, more massive bedrock. 

The Gull River Formation, the predominant bedrock in the area studied, is regionally known to have low 

transmissivities and potable quality at a regional scale. Yields are usually adequate for private individual well 

supplies but are not adequate for municipal communal water supply. 

The lower formations in the stratigraphic sequence (i.e., Oxford Formation and the underlying Nepean Formation) 
are regionally known to produce higher well yields. The bedrock municipal wells of Winchester (No. 1, 5 and 6) 

are completed in these deeper bedrock aquifers. The bedrock aquifers are largely overlain by several metres of 

low permeability clays and silts that act as an aquitard by storing water and transmitting it slowly to the aquifer. 
Therefore, the bedrock aquifers in the area studied are considered mostly to be confined/semi-confined. 

A review of the water level information within the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) Water 

Well Information System (WWIS) indicates that, on a regional scale, flow in the bedrock is from southwest to 

northeast. On a more local scale, groundwater flow in the bedrock is generally towards the rivers that exist within 

the area (East Castor River and South Nation River). Recharge to the bedrock aquifers likely occurs where the 

bedrock outcrops, where the overburden is thin, or in areas where relatively permeable sediments are in contact 

with the bedrock. The main recharge areas are expected to be in areas of topographic highs. Some recharge 

occurs from storage in the overlying aquitard. Recharge through the aquitard may occur in areas of local 

topographic lows where depression-focused recharge may occur. 

3.4 Overburden Aquifers 
As discussed in Section 3.1, the overburden in the area studied is mainly comprised of marine clay and glacial till. 
The hydraulic conductivity of the clay is very low, and water is transmitted very slowly through the matrix of the 

clay. The clay is considered an aquitard and not suitable for the development of a high yield water supply. 
Even though the glacial till has a higher hydraulic conductivity than the marine clays, it is perhaps only capable of 

providing adequate well yields for a higher yield water supply in very localized areas. These high producing areas, 

if present, would have to be identified by chance. The lower portion of the till (basal till) is known to contain 

coarse-grained sediments, which can have relatively high hydraulic conductivities and at selected locations high 
producing areas for communal water supply systems in the basal till/upper bedrock contact zone have been 

identified. These high producing areas would again have to be identified by chance. This unit could be targeted by 
wells that also penetrate other formations (i.e., glaciofluvial or bedrock) to potentially increase well yields. 
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The coarse grained glaciofluvial deposits within the Morewood Esker (-7 kilometres northeast of Winchester), and 

the Maple Ridge Esker (-4.5 kilometres east of Winchester), and potentially the Loughlin Ridge (-11 kilometres 

west of Winchester) form excellent local aquifers. Wells constructed within these deposits typically have high 

yields of potable water. The Morewood Esker, the Maple Ridge Esker and the Loughlin Ridge are principally 

unconfined, but confined conditions persist where the marine clays overly the coarse-grained materials on the 

margins of the deposits, or where the deposits are entirely buried (if present). The aquifers are recharged by 

infiltrating precipitation (diffuse) and by the surface ponds created by gravel extraction operations (local) below the 

water table. The majority of recharge will occur where the coarse granular central core and sandy flanks of the 

askers are exposed at the surface. The permeable material that comprises the core of the askers is underlain by 

less permeable till and/or bedrock. Previous hydrogeological evaluations completed for the wellfield in the 

Morewood Esker (Golder, 2003a; Golder and Sauriol, 2005) and the Maple Ridge Esker (Golder, 2003b), indicate 

that it is likely that the two askers have some component of inflow from an adjacent source such as underlying 

bedrock zones, although this has not been conclusively determined. 

4.0 SITE SPECIFIC HYDROGEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
The hydrogeology of the site was investigated through the drilling and installation of a total of seven boreholes 

instrumented with monitoring wells completed by Golder in 1992 and 2021. During the investigations, boreholes 

were put down at the approximate locations shown on Figure 1 as described below. Borehole logs and grain size 

distribution curves from the previous and current investigations are included in Appendices Band C, respectively. 

• Six boreholes (numbered OW-1 through OW-6) were advanced between March 1 and 20, 1992 as part of 

the 1992 Groundwater Supply Investigation on the St. Pierre Property (Golder 1992). Boreholes OW-1 

through OW-4 were located within the central core of the esker, while OW-5 and OW-6 were located within 

the flanks of the esker. 

• One borehole (number BH21-01) was advanced on October 4, 2021 as part of the current geotechnical 

investigation (Golder 2021 ). 

Based on the available information, the subsurface conditions at the site consist of coarse granular deposits 

underlain by glacial till, which in tum is underlain by bedrock. Deposits of sand and gravel to fine to coarse gravel 

were encountered in OW-1, OW-2, OW-4 and BH21-01 to a depth of up to 11 metres. Away from the central core 

of the aquifer, the deposit grades into fine to medium sand and silty sand between approximately 11 metres 

(OW-5) and 15 metres (OW-6) depth. Glacial till comprised of grey sandy silt with gravel and trace clay was 

proven at boreholes OW-1 through OW-6, where its thickness ranged between 0.9 metres to 3.8 metres. Auger 

refusal was encountered between 12. 7 and 13. 7 metres depth. As shown in Figure 3, the site is interpreted to be 

underlain by bedrock comprised of the Gull River Formation (interbedded silty dolostone and limestone). 

Monitoring wells were sealed into boreholes OW-1 through OW-6 and BH21-01 to allow for hydraulic response 

testing and measurement of groundwater levels as part of the 1992 or 2021 aquifer testing programs. The 

resulting groundwater levels and aquifer parameters are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Groundwater Levels and Aquifer Parameters 

ow-1 1 Gravel 76.98 1-Apr-92 1.37 75.61 T = 1,000 m2/day -------+--------~---------+------I 
ow-21 Sandy Gravel 76.48 1-Apr-92 0.88 75.60 S= 0.1 

OW-31 Sand 77.04 1-Apr-92 1.43 75.61 

ow-41 Gravel 76.36 1-Apr-92 0.76 75.60 

OW-51 Sand 78.31 1-Apr-92 2.72 75.59 

OW-61 Sand to Silty Sand 80.72 1-Apr-92 5.29 75.43 

BH21-012 Gravel and Sand 76.04 12-Nov-21 0.86 75.18 
to Sandy Gravel 

K = 8 x 104 mis 

Notes: 
masl - metres above sea level, mbgs - metres below ground surface, K - hydraulic conductivity, T - transmissivity; S - storativity 
1 OW-1 through OW-6 data from aquifer testing program (Golder 1992). 
2 BH21-01 data from current investigation. 

It is noted that groundwater levels are expected to fluctuate seasonally. Higher groundwater levels are expected 

during wet periods of the year such as spring. As shown in Table 1, the groundwater table is relatively flat and 

subject to topographic influences; groundwater flow direction is interpreted to be towards the southwest 

(Golder 1992). 

5.0 METHODOLOGY 
5.1 Construction of Monitoring Well BH21-01 
Borehole 21-01 was drilled on October 4, 2021 at the approximate location shown on Figure 1. The borehole was 

advanced using a track-mounted hollow stem auger rig supplied and operated by CCC Geotechnical and 

Environmental Drilling of Ottawa, Ontario. The borehole was advanced to a depth of about 9.8 metres below the 

existing ground surface (bgs). 

Borehole 20-01 was instrumented with a 32 millimetre (mm) diameter monitoring well screened within gravel and 

sand to sandy gravel materials from about 7 .6 to 9.1 metres bgs to allow for hydraulic conductivity testing and 

subsequent measurement of the groundwater level. Golder personnel developed the monitoring well following 

completion of the installation by purging 120 Litres (17 well volumes) using conventional purging methods. 

5.2 Construction of Test Well TW21-01 
Test well TW21-01 was constructed by J.R. Drilling using mud rotary drilling techniques from October 25 to 29, 
2021. The 300 mm diameter borehole was drilled to a total depth of 9 .14 metres bgs. The 150 mm diameter well 

test well was built inside of the borehole. The test well was equipped with a steel well casing through the upper 

sandy gravel and gravel to a depth of approximately 7.32 metres bgs. Below this depth the test well was equipped 

with a 140 mm diameter stainless steel well screen (40 slot size) to a depth of approximately 8.84 metres bgs. 

The borehole annulus was backfilled with filter pack (No. 3 silica sand) from 6.07 metres bgs to 8.84 metres bgs. 

The annulus was sealed from 6.07 metres bgs to ground surface with bentonite. The borehole log and water well 

record for TW21-01 are found in Appendix B. TW21-01 was developed by using the water well rig to blow air 

through the screen until the discharge was clear with trace sediments (approximately 30 minutes). 
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5.3 Hydraulic Conductivity Testing Program 
In situ hydraulic testing (rising and falling slug tests) was carried out in the monitoring well installed in borehole 

20-01 to estimate the hydraulic conductivity of the screened gravel to silty sand and gravel materials. The 

hydraulic conductivity was calculated using the Springer-Gelhar (1991) method. The test results indicate an 

estimated hydraulic conductivity value of 8 x 1 o-4 metres per second (m/s). The detailed results of the testing are 
provided in Appendix A and summarized in Table 1. 

5.4 Aquifer Testing Program 
Prior to commencement of the constant rate pumping test, a preliminary step test was carried out at TW21-01. 
On November 2, 2021, TW21-01 was pumped for a series of short steps at increasing pumping rates (227, 322 

and 334 Litres per minute; Umin). However, the well could not be pumped at the expected testing rate due to 
inefficiency of the well. 

Test well TW21-01 underwent additional development on November 8, 2021 using an air compressor and a 

perforated airline to increase the well yield. The airline was lowered to the bottom of the well, and compressed air 

was introduced into the well for 30 minutes. The airline was then raised by 0.3 metres and the compressed air 

continued for another 30 minutes after which the process was repeated until all of the 1.52 metre screen was 

developed (at 0.3 metre intervals). A second step test was completed on November 8, 2021 after the additional 

development. The second step test determined that the additional development of the well had increased its 
efficiency and that the test well could sustain a higher constant pumping rate for the longer duration test. 

The maximum pumping rate for the constant rate test was limited to 400 L/min by the Permit to Take Water that 
was previously obtained for the site. Groundwater was pumped from TW21-01 using a 342 Umin (90 US gallon 

per minute) 5 horsepower submersible pump supplied by J.R. Drilling. The pump was able to operate above its 
rated capacity due to the limited head above the pump at TW21-01. 

A 24-hour pumping test was completed on TW21-01 with a subsequent recovery period of approximately 
24 hours. The well was pumped at a constant rate of approximately 400 L/min for the duration of the test. The 

constant pumping rate was maintained with a flow control valve and monitored using a flow meter. The discharge 

from the pumping test was directed through a flexible 75 mm diameter hose to a low-lying area located 

approximately 90 metres west of the pumping well (refer to Figure 1). 

During the pumping test, water levels were monitored in the pumping well (TW21-01) and in the available on-site 

wells (St. Pierre well and BH21-01) to observe aquifer response to the pumping test. The St. Pierre Well is an 

existing 200 mm diameter well that was installed in 1988. The well apparently consists of an open-ended pipe 

(without a well screen or slots in the pipe) completed to a depth of about 9 metres bgs. The St. Pierre well was 

previously hydraulically tested by Golder in 1992. A staff gauge (SG-1) was installed in the nearby water table 

pond that is located south of the pumping well. The pond was created after materials were excavated below the 
water table. For approximately 7 days prior to the start of the pumping test, water levels were collected using 

pressure transducers installed in BH21-01 and the pond (SG-1) to establish background static water levels. The 
locations of the existing on-site wells, staff gauge and boreholes installed as part of the previous investigation are 

shown on Figure 1. Details for the pumping well and water level monitoring network are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Summary of Test Well and Observation Wells 
. ; •I t-; 

~ •II ,1,• ' •J• E• 1: •• • 11• •ll' 
la.- ; •111 

I-:• .. , " .. ~ • r; M!-111 (:.,1 i ':l . ; '..:...l l.' t: 1 

• . . ·c;.J I 
,t, ~ Ill .. I I• • f-""1 

I 

TW21-01 76.34 - 7.32 8.84 

St. Pierre Well 1 14.02 3 9.00 

BH21-01 76.04 16.1 7.62 9.15 

SG-1 74.904 54.0 - -
Notes: 
1 St. Pierre well is located inside a pump house. Geodetic elevation data unavailable. 
2 Approximate radial distance interpreted from Google Earth coordinates. 
3 St. Pierre Well reportedly installed as an open-ended pipe (no slots) in sand and gravel. 
4 Bottom of the pond at the location of the staked staff gauge. 

IJ--1 ,; i:.i:.i • ,. ,n,, ,11• 

• 
Gravel 

Sandy Gravel 

Gravel and Sand to 
Sandy Gravel 

-

Water levels were monitored in the test well, observation wells and at the nearby water table pond during the 
pumping period and recovery period after the pump was shut off. Water levels were measured at TW21-01, 

BH21-01, St. Pierre Well and SG-1 continuously using pressure transducers at pre-set intervals (30 seconds in 
the pumping well and 5 minutes at the observation monitors) during the pumping test as well as the recovery 

period. Manual water level measurements were also taken frequently in each of the wells and the staff gauge 
during the pumping and recovery periods. 

Groundwater samples were collected from the pumping well after 1 and 24 hours of pumping to assess any 

changes to groundwater quality as a result of pumping. Groundwater samples were analyzed for a select set of 
parameters. The analysis of the water samples was completed by Eurofins Environment Test Canada located in 

Ottawa, Ontario. 

6.0 RESULTS 
6.1 Aquifer Testing Program 
A 24-hour pumping test was conducted at TW21-01 at a rate of approximately 400 L/min (6.8 Us) on November 10 

and November 11, 2021. Water levels during the pumping and recovery periods were monitored at the test well 

(TW21-01 ), St. Pierre Well, BH21-01 and SG-1 . Figure 4 presents the drawdown measured in the test well, 

observation wells and the staff gauge installed in the on-Site pond during the 24-hour constant rate pumping test. 

Figure 5 presents the drawdown measured in the observation wells and pond. The response to the pumping 

measured at TW21-01 indicates that the well is located in an unconfined aquifer based on the characteristic 
"S" shaped curve. The early and late time drawdown data follows the Theis (1935) response, where water is being 
released from storage due to compression of the formation and expansion of the water (early time), followed by 

delayed gravity drainage and a return Theis curve response following the cessation of the contribution of water 

from delayed drainage. 

A maximum of 3.29 metres of drawdown was measured in the test well at the end of the pumping period. 

The water level recovered rapidly after the pump was shut down, with 99% of the drawdown recovered within 

1 minute. Table 3 below summarizes the maximum drawdown observed in the test well and in the monitoring 
network during the 24-hour pumping period. 
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Table 3 Summary of Water Levels and Drawdown During TW21-01 Pumping Test .. ; ' ; · I··, -:• ·~ 1·· • ii ,~ • l ' B: ,., :.:i· 
l a.:-1•: •II ~ . ( , :~ ;JI •• .. I ; I II 

la:, .. :IH•ll· I ; • l1l(a , .. , ; lP- · ...,,. '"••- '" lil!J.u • . ·~11 . I . ; • 11 I J ; .. I ; • • ' j 

'I ,t: J 1111111• I• I I 11 •l • ; 1 I il 

TW21-01 76.34 7.32-8.84 - 1.19 75.15 3.29 1,441 

St. Pierre Well 1 3 14.02 1.61 - 0.05 1,080 

BH21-01 76.04 7.62-9.15 16.1 0.88 75.16 0.04 1,178 

SG-1 74.904 - 54.0 - 75.18 0.03 1,205 

Notes: 
masl - metres above sea level, mbgs - metres below ground surface m - metres; min - minutes since start of pumping 
1 St. Pierre well located inside pump house, Geodetic elevation data unavailable. 
2 St. Pierre Well reportedly installed as an open-ended pipe (no slots) in sand and gravel. 
3 Approximate radial distance interpreted from Google Earth coordinates. 
4 Bottom of the pond at the location of the staked staff gauge. 

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 5, the maximum drawdown observed in the observation wells and staff gauge 

occurred between 1,080 and 1,205 minutes after the start of pumping. The recovery period observed at these 

locations towards the end of the pumping test may possibly be related to potential recharge from the discharge as 

no precipitation event occurred during the pumping period. 

For approximately 7 days prior to the start of the pumping test, water levels were collected using pressure 

transducers installed in BH21-01 and the pond (SG-1) to establish background static water levels. Figure 6 shows 

the water level elevations at BH21-01 and SG-1 between October 28 and November 12, 2021, which includes 
periods of little to no pumping between October 28 and November 2, 2021 and the 24-hour pumping and recovery 
period between November 10 and 12, 2021. A slight increasing trend was observed at BH21-01 and SG-1 during 

periods of no pumping (baseline). It is noted that water levels at BH21-01 and SG-1 are subject to small variations 

throughout the day that may be related to barometric changes and the possible influence from the intermittent 

pumping of Winchester Well #7 (refer to Figures 5 and 6). Based on the available baseline water level data, the 

water level trends observed at BH21-01, the St. Pierre Well and SG-1 during the pumping test are interpreted to 

be the response of the aquifer to the pumping. 

6.1.1 Aquifer Parameters 

The drawdown data was analyzed using the Cooper-Jacob (1946) method. Table 4 provides estimates of 

transmissivity and storativity obtained from the TW21-01 pumping test. The pumping test analysis plots are 
provided in Appendix D. 

Table 4: TW21-01 - Estimates of Transmissivity and Storativity of the Morewood Esker 

·soiution Method 
---·.- --·-· ,, • ~-. -- -~~,f'• 

BH21-01 
Cooper Jacob (1946) - 80-216 min 6,042 0.59 

Cooper Jacob ( 1946) - 288-1, 178 min 4,402 0.60 

The transmissivity of the aquifer was estimated to range from 4,402 m2/day to 6,042 m2 /day and the storativity 

was estimated to range from 0.59 to 0.60. 

A 12-hour pumping test at St. Pierre Well was previously completed at the Site by Golder in 1992 (Golder 1992) at 

a pumping rate of 1,514 Umin (25.2 Lis), which estimated a transmissivity of 5,405 and 11,850 m2/day and a 
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storativity between 0.01 and 0.27. The aquifer parameters estimated from the pumping test completed at 

TW21-01 are comparable to the previously estimated values. 

Golder also performed a 30-day pumping test at Winchester Well No. 7a in 1995 (Golder 1995) at a pumping rate 

of 1,476 Umin (24.6 Us), which estimated the transmissivity of the Morewood Esker to be 1,100 m2/day and a 
storativity between 0.02 to 0.32. The hydraulic conductivity of the formation was calculated to be 8 x 1Q-3 m/s. 

The transmissivity values (4,750 to 11,850 m2/day) estimated from the two aquifer testing programs completed at 
the on-site overburden aquifer in 1992 and 2021 by Golder are not considered completely representative, since 

the relatively short pumping test does not reflect any boundary conditions. Due to the geometry of the esker 

deposit, the boundary conditions would likely be observed during a longer duration pumping period. 

6.1.2 Well Efficiency 

Throughout the pumping test, the observed drawdown at TW21-01 was higher than would be expected given the 

drawdown observed in the nearby monitoring wells and based on the results of previous hydraulic testing of the 

St. Pierre Well in 1992. The efficiency of TW21-01 was estimated from the Cooper-Jacob (1946) distance

drawdown plot presented in Figure 7. The theoretical drawdown produced by the pumped well was extrapolated 

from the plot of the drawdown produced at monitoring wells BH21-01 and St. Pierre Well and evaluated at the 

radius corresponding to the outside surface of the gravel pack (radius = 0.305 metres). The drawdown at 
TW21-01, St. Pierre Well and BH21-01 were corrected using the Jacob correction for an unconfined condition 

(Jacob 1944), since the drawdown produced within the vicinity ofTW21-01 was significant (3.29 metres) 
compared to the saturated thickness of the aquifer (9 metres). 

The well efficiency value obtained using this method was 18%. The low efficiency is potentially attributed to issues 
that include the limited development of the filter pack (to remove the drilling mud), and small size of the screen 

slot and sand pack relative to the natural aquifer used for the construction of the test well. Selection of the screen 

and sand pack were affected by the availability of the well construction supplies at the time of drilling. Results 

show that with 100% efficiency, drawdown in TW21-01 would be approximately 0.49 metres and smaller than the 

corrected drawdown (2.68 metres). Improved efficiency ofTW21-01 could result in both a lower magnitude of 

drawdown and a reduction in the rate of drawdown. 

6.2 Aquifer Yleld 
One of the primary objectives of this investigation was to assess the water supply potential of the overburden 

aquifer in the vicinity of the St. Pierre property. This assessment was carried out utilizing the results obtained from 
the 24-hour pumping test and based on the productivity of other high capacity wells (Winchester and Chesterville) 

also completed in similar deposits. 

The period of the pumping test was not long enough to warrant firm long-term predictions on the safe aquifer yield 

and the efficiency of the well and limitations of the PTTW prevented using a higher pumping rate. However, it is 
possible to calculate the theoretical pumping rate (Driscoll, 1986) for a given drawdown in the pumping well based 

on the aquifer parameters estimated from the testing in the current investigation and other nearby wells 

constructed in the same esker. For example, assuming a 305 mm diameter pumping well, and a transmissivity of 

1,000 m2/d and a storativity of 0.3 and a theoretical drawdown of 4 metres, one could estimate a potential flow 
rate of 30 Us. This is assuming a well with an efficiency of 100% and, as such, a properly designed and 

constructed production well is required. It is emphasized that a long-term pumping test (72 hours or more) would 
provide a better indication of the safe yield of the aquifer. 
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Elsewhere, the potential of the overburden aquifer to supply large volumes of groundwater is demonstrated by the 

existing high-capacity wells that serve Winchester and Chesterville. The well field at Winchester Well #7 accesses 
a groundwater supply located in the Morewood Esker approximately 950 metres to the northeast of the test well 

site. There are three wells located at the site (7a, 7b and 7c). Golder performed a 30-day pumping test at 

Winchester Well No. 7a in 1995 (Golder, 1995) at a pumping rate of 2,127 m3/day (24.6 Us), which estimated the 

transmissivity of the overburden aquifer to be 1,100 m2/day with a storage coefficient between 0.02 to 0.32. 

Drawdowns in excess of one metre were limited to a zone of about 130 metres from the test well. The point of 

zero drawdown was estimated to be located 3,500 metres from the test well. The study concluded that the safe 

yield of the aquifer would range from 2,252 to 2,380 m3/day (26.1 to 27.5 Us). 

After Winchester Wells No. 7b and Well 7c were added, the well field was operated at a daily taking of 
approximately 1,944 m3/day (22.5 Us). In 2003, a hydrogeological study concluded that the capacity of 

Winchester Well Field No. 7 could be increased to 2, 169 m3/day (25.1 Us) without adversely affecting the 
Morewood Esker over a twenty-year period (Golder 2003a). 

Chesterville Wells No. 5 and 6 also derive water supply from a glaciofluvial outwash complex about 5.5 kilometres 
south of the test well site. It has not been proven whether this deposit is or is not a southern extension of the 

Morewood Esker; however, the test drilling program conducted by Golder Associates in 1990 between the 
St. Pierre pit and Boyne Road (north of Maple Ridge) only rarely encountered coarse granular deposits 

within/beneath fine sand, silty clay and till materials. 

A 72-hour pumping test was performed on Chesterville Well No. 5 in 1989; the transmissivity of the overburden 

aquifer in the area of the well was estimated to be between 1,000 and 2,000 m2/day. The storativity of the aquifer 

sediments was estimated to be 0.005. it was concluded that the well could produce up to 22. 7 Lis, and that the 

water quality was good. 

In 2003, Golder conducted a 72-hour pumping test at a pumping rate of 30.3 Lis at Chesterville Well No. 6 

(Golder, 2003b ). The transmissivity of the overburden aquifer was estimated to be 1,300 m2/day and the specific 

yield was 0.045. The final measured drawdown at the pumping well was 2.13 metres and the calculated well 
efficiency was 97%. During the testing, only minor interference from pumping at Chesterville Well No. 5 was 

observed in Chesterville Well No. 6. The long-term capacity of Chesterville Well No. 6 was conservatively 

evaluated at 2,290 m3/day (26.5 Lis). 

In 2005, a 30-day pumping test was completed at Chesterville Wells No. 5 and 6 to gain a better understanding of 

the long-term yield of the aquifer (Golder, 2005). During the test, Chesterville Wells No. 5 and 6 were 

simultaneously pumped at rates of 17 to 20 Lis and 29.3 Us, respectively, for the initial 25 days, and then at rates 

of 16.5 and 22. 7 Us, respectively, until the end of the test. Based on the results of the test, it was concluded that 

the yield of Chesterville Well No. 6 was at least 2,592 m3/day (30 Us), and the long-term aquifer yield is at least 

3,456 m3/day (40 Us). Also, a yield of 4,320 m3/day (50 Us) may be sustainable for several weeks. 

The pumping test completed at the St. Pierre Well in 1992 determined that the water table aquifer is easily 

capable of delivering in excess of 30.7 Us over short periods with minimal drawdown. These historical results 

combined with the results of the current investigation and testing program indicate that a properly designed and 

constructed production well located within the Morewood Esker core at the site should be constructed and is 
expected to likely be capable of supplying 20 to 30 Us. This test well would be intended to subsequently become 

the municipal supply well. A long-term pumping test (72 hour minimum, preferably longer) should then be 
undertaken to estimate the sustained yield of the aquifer. This testing will also provide more representative values 

for aquifer transmissivity and storativity. 
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6.3 Water Quality Sampling 
Groundwater samples were regularly tested in the field for conductivity, pH, temperature and hydrogen sulphide. 

Water quality samples were collected after 1 hour of pumping on November 10, 2021 and towards the end of the 

pumping test on November 11, 2021 (24 hours) and submitted to a laboratory for analysis of a suite of 

groundwater parameters commonly used to evaluate drinking water quality, as summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Summary of Water Quality Testing 

10/11/2021 13:05 60 (1) Subdivision package 
11/11/2021 11 :55 1430 (24) Subdivision package 

The analytical results of the groundwater samples collected from the test well are summarized in the attached 

Table 6 and are compared to the Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards ("ODWQS", MOE 2003) to assess the 

suitability of the water as a potable water source. The ODWQS defines the following types of standards, 

objectives and guidelines: 

• Maximum Allowable Concentration (MAC) - established for parameters that, when present above certain 

concentration, have known or suspected adverse health effects; 

• Aesthetic Objective (AO) - established for parameters that may impair the taste, colour or colour of water, or 

that may interfere with good water control practices; and, 

• Operational Guidelines (OG) - established for parameters that, if not controlled, may negatively affect the 

efficient and effective treatment, disinfection and distribution of the water. 

The analytical results indicate the water generally meets the applicable standards, objectives and guidelines. 

Laboratory certificates of analysis are found in Appendix E. 

The AO for manganese and colour were exceeded in all samples. The groundwater quality samples collected 

were odourless, sediment free, clear and light beige in colour. The manganese and colour exceedance is 

considered to be a naturally occurring condition of the aquifer. The occurrence of manganese in groundwater can 

lead to discoloration and taste issues. Water treatment will need to consider these levels. 

The OG for hardness was exceeded in all samples, which is normal for calcium-bicarbonate type aquifers; the OG 

was also exceeded for organic nitrogen. The ODWQS technical support document (MOE, 2006) states that: 

"Organic nitrogen is calculated by the difference between the total Kjeldahl nitrogen and the ammonia 

nitrogen. High levels may be caused by septic tank or sewage effluent contamination. This form of 

contamination is often associated with some types of chloride-worsened taste problems. Organic nitrogen at 

levels above 0.15 mg/L would typically be associated with dissolved organic carbon (DOC) contribution of 
0. 6 mg/L. Organic nitrogen compounds frequently contain amine groups which can react with chlorine and 
severely reduce its disinfection power. Certain chlorinated organic nitrogen compounds may be responsible 

for flavour problems that are associated with chlorophenol. Taste and odour problems are common with 

organic nitrogen levels greater than 0. 15 mg/L." 

In this case, given the isolated hydrogeologic setting, the organic nitrogen in the aquifer is considered to be from a 

naturally occurring condition of the aquifer. Water treatment will need to consider these levels. 
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The MAC was exceeded for total coliforms in the final sample collected towards the end of the pumping test. 

The source of the total coliforms is unknown but may be related to groundwater under the influence of the nearby 
pond, which is subject to potential water quality contamination from local and nearby migratory bird species. It is 

noted that if this site is developed for a communal water supply, the pond can be easily infilled with soil. There are 

also multiple treatment options available for coliforms. 

Overall, the results of the parameters tested indicate the quality of the water produced by TW21-01 is good and 

suitable for use as a potable water source with some treatment required. 

It is understood that the water pumped from the new well location would be mixed with water from Winchester 
Well #7 in the transmission main to Winchester, and then with the water from the Town's other supply wells in the 

water tower prior to distribution. Ultimately it is the quality of this mixed water supply that is most relevant for 
determining treatment requirements for the new well. 

Water quality results from the 2021 aquifer testing program completed at TW21-01 were compared to the 1992 

results from the St. Pierre Well and are presented in Table 6. The St. Pierre Well water quality met the ODWQS 

for the parameters tested with the exception of hardness that exceeded the operational guideline in all samples 
collected. The water quality data from TW21-01 are similar to the available historical water quality data from the 

St. Pierre Well; however concentrations of a majority of parameters are elevated in TW21-01 and in some 
instances exceeded the ODWQS (i.e., colour, total coliform, manganese and organic nitrogen as previously 

discussed). 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions and recommendations are provided based on the assessment results of the aquifer 

testing programs completed at the overburden aquifer on the site during the 1992 and 2021 water supply 
investigations: 

• The transmissivity and storativity that was estimated from the TW21-01 pumping test for the current 

investigation for the aquifer is similar to previous estimates for the Morewood Esker. 

• The period of the pumping test was not long enough to warrant firm long-term predictions on the safe aquifer 

yield, and the efficiency of the well and limitations of the PTTW prevented using a higher pumping rate. 

However, a potential flow rate of 30 Us was estimated for the Morewood Esker based on the aquifer 

parameters estimated from the current and previous investigations for nearby wells completed within the 
same esker. 

• Drawdown in TW21-01 (pumping well) was excessive as compared to the general drawdown imposed on the 
aquifer during pumping due to an inefficient well. The lower efficiency in the test well may be due to the well 
construction and development of the aquifer following well construction. For a production well, a review of 

the grain size distribution curves indicates that a filter pack of 6.3 to 9.5 mm and a no.125 slot size screen 

(3.175 mm opening) would be appropriate. A filter pack is recommended as it allows for a larger screen slot 

opening, which will reduce entrance velocities and rates of mineral precipitation. 

• The pumping test completed at the St. Pierre Well in 1992 determined that the water table aquifer is easily 

capable of delivering in excess of 30. 7 Us over short periods with minimal drawdown. These historical 

results combined with the results of the current investigation indicate that a properly designed and 

constructed production well located at the site within the Morewood Esker core should be constructed and is 

expected to likely be capable of supplying 20 to 30 Us. This test well would be intended to subsequently 
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become the municipal supply well. A long-term pumping test (72 hour minimum, preferably longer) should 

then be undertaken to estimate the sustained yield of the aquifer. This testing will also provide more 

representative values for aquifer transmissivity and storativity. 

• Review of water quality results indicates that for the parameters analysed there were no exceedances of the 

respective MAC, IMAC, AO or OG, with a few exceptions. The MAC for total coliforms was exceeded in the 

final sample collected at the end of the 24-hour pumping period. The AO for manganese and colour, as well 

as the OG for hardness and organic nitrogen also exceeded the ODWQS for both samples collected 

throughout the duration of the pumping test. Overall, the results of the parameters tested indicate the quality 

of water currenUy produced to be good and suitable for use as a potable water source with some treatment. 

The design of the water treatment system expansion would incorporate the water quality results to provide 

adequate treatment. It is understood that the water pumped from the new well location would be mixed with 

water from Winchester Well #7 in the transmission main to Winchester, and then with the water from the 

Town's other supply wells in the water tower prior to distribution. Ultimately it is the quality of this mixed 

water supply that is most relevant for determining treatment requirements for the new well. 

• Drawdown measured at a staff gauge installed at in the nearby water table pond indicates groundwater at 

TW21-01 may be under direct influence of surface water. The current pond on site should be filled in with soil 

materials. These materials could likely be derived from another area, above the water table, on the property. 

By eliminating the water table pond, the potential groundwater quality impacts arising from local and 

migrating bird species will be eliminated. 

8.0 LIMITATIONS 
This report was prepared for the exclusive use of J.L. Richards & Associates Ltd. The report, which specifically 

includes all tables, figures and attachments, is based on data and information collected by Golder Associates Ltd. 

and is based solely on the conditions of the properties at the time of the work, supplemented by historical 

information and data obtained by Golder Associates Ltd. as described in this report. 

Electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration and incompatibility and therefore 

authenticity of any electronic media versions of Golder's report should be verified. 

Golder Associates Ltd. has relied in good faith on all information provided and does not accept responsibility for 

any deficiency, misstatements, or inaccuracies contained in the report as a result of omissions, misinterpretation, 

or fraudulent acts of the persons contacted or errors or omissions in the reviewed documentation. 

The services performed, as described in this report, were conducted in a manner consistent with that level of care 

and skill normally exercised by other members of the engineering and science professions currently practicing 

under similar conditions, subject to the time limits and financial and physical constraints applicable to the services. 

Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on, or decisions to be made based on it, are the 

responsibilities of such third parties. Golder Associates Ltd. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, 

suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report. 

The findings and conclusions of this report are valid only as of the date of this report. If new information is 

discovered in future work, including excavations, borings, or other studies, Golder Associates Ltd. should be 

requested to re-evaluate the conclusions of this report, and to provide amendments as required. 
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9.0 CLOSURE 

Paul Smolkin, P.Eng. 
Senior Geo-Environments/ Engineer 

DH/BH/PAS/rk 

Golder and the G logo are trademarks of Golder Associates Corporation 
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Footnotes: 
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Table 6: Groundwater Analytlcal Results for Subdivision Characteristics 

Tables should be read in conjunction with the accompanying document. 
Bacteria concentrations are in counts per 100 ml 
All values in mg/l unless otherwise noted 
Microsiemens per centimetre 
Colour is equivalent to colour produced by 1 mg of platinum cobalt (True Colour Unit) 
Tnephelometric Turbidity Units 
Indicates parameter not detetted above laboratory method detection limit. 
Indicates parameter detected above equipment analytical range. 
Chemical not analyzed or criteria not defined. -~--Value Parameter is greater than ODWQS(169/03)-Health 

Value Parameter is greater than ODWQS-AO 
VaJ,ue Parameter is greater than ODWQS-OG ----(1) Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards - Health Based Standards (June 2003, revised January 2020). 

19125451-6000 

(2) Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards - Aesthetic Objectives. Aesthetic Objectives are established for 
parameters that may impair the taste, odour or colour of water or which may interfere with good water quality 
control practices. For certain parameters, both aesthetic objectives and health-related MACs have been derived 
(June 2003, revised July 2017). 

(3) Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards - Operational Guidelines. Operational Guidelines are established for 
parameters that, if not controHed, may negatively affect the efficient and effective treatment, disinfection and 
distribution of the water (June 2003, revised June 2006). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of a geotechnical investigation for a proposed pump station to be constructed as 

part of municipal infrastructure improvements, which is included as part of the current EA study for the Township 

of North Dundas located on Lafleur Road south of Thompson Road. 

The geotechnical investigation included a review of available previous investigations and published geological 

mapping, along with a borehole investigation to assess the subsurface conditions at the site. Based on an 

interpretation of the factual information obtained, a general description of the subsurface conditions is presented. 

These interpreted subsurface conditions and available project details were used to prepare engineering guidelines 

on the geotechnical design aspects of the project, including construction considerations, which could influence 

design decisions. 

The reader is referred to the "Important Information and Limitations of This Report'', which follows the text but 

forms an integral part of this document. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SITE 
The site is located on Lafleur Road south of Thompson Road in the Township of North Dundas, Ontario. The 

approximate location of the site is shown on the Key Map inset on the attached Site Plan (Figure 1 ). The site 

consists of approximately 2 hectares (5 acres) of undeveloped land that was previously a worked sand and gravel 

pit. The site is mostly grass covered with high shrubs/bushes and mature trees on the north and east ends of the 

site boundary. The natural terrain appears to be undulating with ground surface elevations ranging between 76 m 

and 77 m. There appears to be several stockpiles of sand about 2 m to 3 m high that have become grass 
covered. There also appears to be a body of water located near the south end of the site boundary which appears 

to cover about 20% of the site. 

It is understood that the proposed new pump station will be located within the northeast portion of the site. 

3.0 SITE GEOLOGY 
Based on subsurface mapping obtained from the Geological Survey of Canada, the subsurface conditions in this 

area typically consist of near shore sediments consisting of gravel, sand and boulders underlain by limestone with 

dolomite interbeds of the Gull River formation. The overburden thickness in this area was anticipated to range 

between 5 to 10 m depth. 

4.0 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
An investigation was carried out by Golder Associates Ltd. between March 11 and 13, 1992 which consisted of 6 
sampled boreholes labelled borehole OW-1 to OW-6 with boreholes OW-1, OW-2 and OW-4 in close proximity to 

current borehole 21-01. The locations of these boreholes are shown on Figure 1. In general, the subsurface 
conditions encountered in boreholes OW-1, OW-2 and OW-4 consisted of a 9.9 to 11 m thick layer of sand and 

gravel underlain by a 2.1 to 3.8 m thick layer of sandy silt till. Auger refusal was achieved in borehole OW-1 at a 

depth of about 13.7 m. Groundwater measured in all three boreholes on April 1, 1992 indicated water levels 

ranging from 0.8 to 1.4 m below ground surface the time of the investigation. The Borehole Records are included 
in Appendix A. 

Another investigation carried out by Golder in December 1989, included one borehole, BH 13 in close proximity to 

the site. The location of B H 13 is approximately 20 m east of the east site boundary line and is shown on Figure 1. 

At this location, the subsurface conditions consisted of topsoil, over a thick deposit of sand with some silt and 
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traces of gravel. The borehole encountered auger refusal at about 12.4 m below the ground surface at the time of 

the investigation. A monitoring well installed in Borehole 13 indicated a water level at about elevation 75.6 m (6.7 
m below ground surface), measured on April 1992. This Borehole Record is also included in Appendix B. 

5.0 PROCEDURE (CURRENT INVESTIGATION) 
The fieldwork for this investigation was carried out on October 4, 2021. During that time, one borehole (numbered 

21-01) was advanced at the approximate location shown on the attached Site Plan (Figure 1). 

The borehole was advanced using a track-mounted drill rig supplied and operated by CCC Geotechnical and 

Environmental Drilling Ltd. of Ottawa, Ontario. The borehole was advanced to a depth of 9.8 m below the existing 

ground surface. 

Standard Penetration Tests (SPTs) were carried out at regular intervals of depth. Samples of the soils 

encountered were recovered using split-spoon sampling equipment. Upon completion of the borehole, a 

monitoring well was installed for subsequent groundwater measurement and hydraulic conductivity testing. 

The fieldwork was supervised by personnel from our engineering staff who directed the drilling and in situ testing 

operations, logged the boreholes and samples, and took custody of the soil samples retrieved. On completion of 

the drilling operations, samples of the soils were transported to our Ottawa laboratory for further examination and 
for laboratory testing, which included natural water content and grain size distribution tests on selected soil 

samples. 

One sample of soil from borehole 21-01 was submitted to Eurofins Scientific for basic chemical analyses related 

to potential sulphate attack on buried concrete elements and corrosion of buried ferrous elements. 

The borehole location was selected, marked in the field, and subsequently surveyed by Golder Associates 
personnel. The coordinates and ground surface elevation of the borehole was measured using a Trimble RB GPS 

survey unit. The geodetic reference system used for the survey is the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). 
The coordinates are based on the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 18) coordinate system. The 

elevations are referenced to Geodetic datum (CGVD28). 

6.0 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS (CURRENT INVESTIGATION) 
6.1 General 
The subsurface conditions encountered in Borehole 21-01 consisted of topsoil overlying native sand and gravel. 

The Record of Borehole Sheet is included in Appendix A. The results of laboratory grain size distribution testing 

carried out on four samples of the native sand and gravel are provided in Appendix B. The results of the basic 

chemical analysis carried out on one sample of soil are provided in Appendix C. 

The following sections present a more detailed description of the subsurface conditions encountered in borehole 

21-01. 

6.2 Topsoll 
A 200 mm thick layer of topsoil consisting of silty sand and gravel was encountered at ground surface. 
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6.3 Gravel and Sand 
A deposit of gravel with varying amounts of sand, some silt and occasional cobbles and boulders was 

encountered beneath the topsoil. The borehole was terminated in a sandy gravel deposit at a depth of 9.8 m 

below the existing ground surface. 

SPTs carried out within the gravel and sand deposits measured 'N' values ranging from 20 to 66 blows per 0.3 m 

of penetration. The results of this in situ testing indicate a compact to very dense state of packing. 

The results of laboratory grain size distribution tests carried out on four samples of the gravel and sand deposit 

are provided in Appendix B. Moisture contents ranged from 7 to 11% and are shown on the Borehole Record 

included in Appendix A. 

6.4 Groundwater 
A monitoring well was installed in borehole 21-01 at a depth of 9.2 m. A groundwater measurement taken on 
November 12, 2021 indicated that the groundwater was at about 0.9 m depth. It should be noted that the 1992 

boreholes measured groundwater to be at O .8 to 1.4 m in April 1992. 

A test well (TW21-01) located about 30 m east of the geotechnical borehole drilled in the current investigation was 
advanced by Golder Associates between October 25 and 29, 2021. The well was installed to a depth of about 

8.8 m. Groundwater measured on November 12, 2021 indicated a water level of 1.2 m below existing ground 

surface. The Borehole Record is included in Appendix A. 

It should also be noted that groundwater levels are expected to fluctuate seasonally. Higher groundwater levels 

are expected during wet periods of the year, such as spring. 

6.5 Corrosion 
One sample of soil from borehole 21-01 was submitted to Eurofins Scientific for basic chemical analyses related 
to potential sulphate attack on buried concrete elements and potential corrosion of buried ferrous elements. 
The results of this testing are provided in Appendix C and are summarized in the following table. 

Table 1: Chemical Analysis Results 

21-01 / Sa 2 <0.002 0.01 8.5 8,333 

7 .0 DISCUSSION 
7.1 General 
This section of the report provides engineering guidelines on the geotechnical design aspects of the project based 

on our interpretation of the borehole information and project requirements. 

The foundation engineering guidelines presented in this section have been developed in a manner consistent with 

the procedures outlined in the 2012 Ontario Building Code (OBC) for Limit States Design. 
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7 .2 Site Grading and Preparation 
The subsurface conditions on this site generally consist of topsoil over a gravel and sand deposit containing 

cobbles and boulders. 

Any topsoil should be removed from the proposed structure location. It is important that stockpiles, if located on 

site, not be adjacent to any excavations but rather should be located within any future landscaping areas. 

In preparation for construction for the new slab-on-grade, any loose, wet, and disturbed material (including 

materials disturbed during excavation) should be removed from within the proposed structure areas. If 

sub-excavation below the subgrade is required, the excavated soils must be replaced with engineered fill 

comprised of earth fill approved by the engineer or imported granular fill which meet the requirements of OPSS 

1010. Soils that are significantly above their optimum water content for compaction or contain significant 

quantities of organics are not considered suitable for use as engineered fill. 

Engineer-approved fill should be placed in maximum 300 mm thick loose lifts and uniformly compacted to 95% of 

its Standard Proctor Maximum Dry Density (SPMDD) using suitable vibratory compaction equipment. Filling 

should continue until the design subgrade elevations are achieved. 

The engineered fill limits are defined such that the fill extends to at least 1 m beyond the outside edge of the 
founding level of any footing/slab-on-grade or other settlement sensitive area and then downward and outward at 

a slope of one horizontal to one vertical (1 H:1V). Full-time inspection and in situ density testing should be carried 
out by a qualified geotechnical engineering firm during placement of engineered fill beneath the proposed 

structures and/or other settfement sensitive areas. 

The final surface of the engineered fill should be protected as necessary from construction and foot traffic and 

should be sloped to provide positive drainage for surface water during the construction period. If the engineered 

fill materials will be left exposed (i.e., uncovered) during periods of freezing weather, consideration should be 

given to placing an additional soil cover above final subgrade to provide for frost protection. The surface of the 

engineered fill should be inspected by a geotechnical engineer. 

7 .3 Seismic Design and Liquefaction Potentlal 
7.3.1 Seismic Site Class 

The seismic design provisions of the 2012 OBC depend, in part, on the shear wave velocity of the upper 30 m of 

soil and/or rock below founding level. The OBC also permits the Site Class to be specified based solely on the 
stratigraphy and in situ testing data (i.e., shear strengths and standard penetration test results), rather than from 

direct measurements of the shear wave velocity. 

Based on the corrected SPT 'N' values (corrected for the overburden stress, rod length during sampling, and 

hammer energy efficiencies), this site can be assigned a Site Class C for seismic design purposes. 

7.3.2 Liquefaction Assessment 

Seismic liquefaction occurs when earthquake vibrations cause an increase in pore water pressures within the soil. 

The presence of excess pore water pressures reduces the effective stress between the soil particles, and the 
soil's frictional resistance to shearing. This phenomenon, which leads to a temporary reduction in the shear 

strength of the soil, may cause: 

• Large lateral movements of even gently sloping ground, referred to as 'lateral spreading'. 
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• Reduced shear resistance (i.e., bearing capacity) of soils which support foundations, as well as reduced 

resistance to sliding. 

• Reduced shaft resistance for deep foundations as well as reduced resistance to lateral loading. 

In addition, 'seismic settlements' may occur once the vibrations and shear stresses have ceased. Seismic 
settlement is the process whereby the soils stabilize into a denser arrangement after an earthquake, causing 

potentially large surface settlements. 

The following conditions are more prone to experiencing seismic liquefaction: 

• Coarse grained soils (i.e., more probable for sands than for silts). 

• Soils having a loose state of packing. 

• Soils located below the groundwater level. 

An assessment of the liquefaction potential of the gravelly and sandy deposits was carried out using the Seed and 

Idriss (1971) simplified procedure based on SPT Neo values from the boreholes. The SPT 'N' values reported on 

the borehole records were corrected for the overburden stress, rod length during sampling, and hammer energy 
efficiencies. The assessment was carried out using an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.2 (Ottawa area specified 
design value) and a peak 'firm ground' acceleration (PGA) of 0.302 g. 

The results of the assessment suggest that the soils at this site are not susceptible to liquefaction. 

7 .4 Frost Protection 
All exterior perimeter foundation elements or foundation elements in unheated areas should be provided with a 
minimum of 1.5 m of earth cover or equivalent insulation for frost protection purposes. Isolated, unheated exterior 

footings adjacent to surfaces which are cleared of snow cover during winter months should be provided with a 

minimum of 1.8 m of earth cover or equivalent insulation. 

7 .5 Shallow Foundations 
It is understood that the design of the pump station and any associated structures are currently unknown, but it is 

understood that there may be a need to construct small, lightly loaded foundations. Preliminary recommendations 

for shallow foundations are therefore provided below. 

The subsurface conditions at this site consist of a thick deposit of compact to very dense native gravel and sand 

underlain by glacial till (which was not encountered in the 2021 investigation but was encountered in the 1992 
investigation). Based on the subsurface conditions it is considered that relatively light structural elements might be 

supported on conventional spread footings founded on the undisturbed native gravel and sand or engineered fill 
placed over the native material. 

It is assumed that the floor loading for the buildings (i.e., the existing loads from the building around any new 
foundation) will not exceed 4.8 kPa. 
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The proposed footings should be designed using the bearing resistance values provided in the table below. 

Table 2: Geotechnical Bearing Resistances for Shallow Foundations 

I .. , . :1, 
: ' 11! 1 • ;;r, • ,j . ',ilill ll;;ic:r.H, i;.Iol : • ; 11111 

• • . : I o(;-1) 
'll 

r .'.'-"1--"ill ,;.i , • ;;r, 1111Tol111tJ ;'j 
U;;r,JoHl t!oQ'J•I;.J i1 ~ , .. ,, l:<·.1.·-u . .--1 : I I :•••Ja..'"11 •= a..•~: IU• l •• II ,rn I : i-; .,, . -: 

~2.0 350 450 

Pad 74.2 2.0-3.0 400 500 

3.0-4.0 480 600 

~1.0 400 500 

Strip 74.2 1.0-1.5 480 600 

1.5-2.0 500 650 

For larger footings, footings placed at greater depth, increases in floor loading, or increases in exterior grade 

levels, the above design parameters will change, and new values must be calculated taking any such changes 

into account. The bearing values should also be reviewed once foundation bearing elevations are known. 

The post construction total and differential settlements of footings sized using the above SLS net bearing 

resistance values should be less than about 25 and 20 mm, respectively, provided that the soil at or below 

founding level is not disturbed during construction. 

Where the resulting excavation leaves the native subgrade level below the proposed underside of footing level, 

the grade should be raised, within the zone of influence of the footing, with OPSS Granular B Type II placed in 

maximum 300 mm lifts and compacted to at least 95% of the material's SPMDD using suitable vibratory 

compaction equipment. The zone of influence is considered to extend out and down from the edge of the footings 

at a slope of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical. The same foundation design parameters given above can be used for 

foundations placed on a properly constructed engineered fill pad. 

Subgrade modulus values for footings can be developed as indicated in Section 8.5.1. 

7.5.1 Raft Slab and/or Slab-on-Grade 

A raft slab and/or slab-on-grade may also be considered for the foundation. The geotechnical design of a raft slab 

and slab-on-grade is typically not governed by bearing resistance, but by maintaining settlement and deformation 

(particularly differential) of the slab under loading within acceptable limits. 

The localized differential settlements (i.e., raft slab deflections) will depend upon the relative stiffness between the 

footing and the underlying subgrade. The deflections and the resulting forces and bending moments in the slab to 

be used in its structural design could be determined by structural analysis using a modulus of subgrade reaction, 

ka, for the subgrade. 

The modulus of subgrade reaction is not a fundamental soil property and its value depends, in part, on the size 

and shape of the loaded area. For the analysis of the contact stress distribution beneath a raft foundation, its 

value would depend on the size of the areas over which increased/concentrated contact stresses are anticipated 

(analogous to equivalent footings beneath the columns); the size of these areas is in tum related to the value of 

the modulus of subgrade reaction, i.e., they are inter-related. 
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Accordingly, the analysis of the foundation slab should ideally involve an iterative analysis between the 

determination of the contact stress distribution by the structural engineer and the geotechnical determination of 
the modulus of subgrade reaction value, until the two are consistent with each other. 

For a 0.3 m by 0.3 m unit section of the concrete slab, the modulus of subgrade reaction may be assumed to be in 
the range of 100 MPa/m for a concrete slab overlying the native compact to very dense gravel and sand. This unit 

modulus of subgrade reaction value (kv) may be modified to a modulus of subgrade reaction value (kvb) for a pad 
of width B and width to length ratio M using the following equation: 

(
3.28B + 0.3) 

k1111 = kv 656B A 2 

7.5.2 Resistance to Sliding 

Resistance to sliding across the interface between the concrete slab-on-grade or foundations and the native soil 

at founding level may be calculated using the following parameters: 

Table 3: Coefficient of Friction Parameters 

Concrete - Engineered Fill 0.55 

Concrete - Native Gravel and Sand 0.60 

A factor of 0.6 should be applied to the lateral resistance obtained with the values given above. 

7.5.3 Construction of Slab-on-Grade 

In preparation for the construction of the slab-on-grade, all existing topsoil should be removed from beneath the 
footprint of the proposed slab. Provision should be made for at least 150 mm of Ontario Provincial Standard 

Specification (OPSS) Granular A to form the base for the slab-on-grade. Any bulk fill required to raise the grade to 
the underside of the Granular A should consist of OPSS Granular B Type II. The underslab fill should be placed in 

maximum 300 mm thick loose lifts and should be compacted to at least 98% of the material's SPMDD using 

suitable vibratory compaction equipment. 

7 .6 Foundation Excavations & Dewatering 
At the time of writing this report, the design of the proposed structure(s) was unknown. Excavations for foundation 

construction will be through the native gravel and sand. 

No unusual problems are anticipated in excavating in the overburden materials using conventional hydraulic 
excavating equipment. The existing gravelly and sandy deposits in the area of the proposed structure would be 

classified as Type 3 soils, respectively in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) and 
therefore open cut side slopes would need to be cut back at an inclination no steeper than 1 horizontal to 1 

vertical (1 H:1V). 

Given the groundwater conditions at the site, it is recommended that any excavations and the underside of any 

footings, be placed above the groundwater table. This may require the use of insulation as the groundwater depth 

is less than the recommended frost depth. 
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7. 7 Foundation Wall Backfill 
The following guidelines are also provided on the basis that the structure foundations are designed to be 'drained' 

(i.e., that a watertight foundation is not to be provided}. 

The foundation walls should be backfilled with non-frost susceptible sand or sand and gravel conforming to the 

requirements for OPSS Granular A or Granular B Type I or II. Free draining backfill materials are also required if 

hydrostatic water pressure against the foundation walls (and potential leakage) is to be avoided. The gravelly and 

sandy soils at this site may be considered as free draining and non-frost susceptible, and therefore could be 

re-used as backfill against foundation elements within the depth of potential frost penetration (1.8 m). This 

assumption is based on visual observations and laboratory test results from a single borehole; excavated soils 

should be reviewed during construction to confirm that the salvaged portions of the sand and gravel are suitable 

for use as backfill. 

As indicated in Section 7.6 above, based on the anticipated depth of excavation, it is expected that the excavation 

will be carried out in open cut with side slopes no steeper than 1 H:1V, or within fully braced trench boxes. The full 

width of the open or trenched excavations should be backfilled using non-frost susceptible and free draining 

materials as stated above. 

To avoid ground settlements around the foundations, which could affect site grading and drainage, all of the 

backfill materials should be placed in maximum 300 mm thick lifts, compacted to at least 95% of the material's 

SPMDD. 

The foundation wall backfill (for the full height of the wall) should be drained by means of a perforated pipe 

subdrain in a surround of 19 mm clear stone, fully wrapped in a geotextile, which leads by positive drainage to a 

storm sewer or to a sump from which the water is pumped. 

7.7.1 Lateral Earth Pressures 

The magnitude of the lateral earth pressures acting on the foundation walls depend on the backfill materials and 

backfill conditions adjacent to the foundation walls. If the backfill materials consist of existing compacted native 

sand and gravel or granular fill consisting of OPSS Granular A or Granular B Type I or II, then the lateral earth 

pressures may be taken as: 

Where: O"h(Z) 

K 

y 

z 

q 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

m,(z) = K (yz + q) 

Lateral earth pressure on the wall at depth z, kilopascals; 

Active or at-rest earth pressure coefficient, Ka or Ko, see below; 

Unit weight of retained soil, see below; 

Depth below top of wall, metres; and 

Uniform surcharge at ground surface to account for traffic and equipment (not less than 

15 kPa), plus any surcharge due to adjacent foundation loads. 

If the passive resistance to the foundation offered by the backfill soils will be relied upon to resist the lateral loads 

on the structure, the magnitude of that lateral resistance will depend on the backfill materials and backfill 

conditions adjacent to the foundation walls. If the backfill materials consist of existing compacted granular fill, 

sand or sand and gravel (OPSS Granular A or Granular B Type I or 11), then the passive resistance acting on the 

foundation wall may be taken as: 
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CJ't,(Z) = Kpy Z 

Where: crh(Z) = Lateral earth resistance applied to the foundation wall at depth z, kilopascals; 

Kp = Passive earth pressure coefficient, see below; 

r = Unit weight of retained soil, see below; and, 

z = Depth below top of wall, metres. 

The following static earth pressure coefficients assume that the back of the wall is vertical and the ground surface 

behind the wall is flat (which is understood to be the case): 

h'F:I l 'C-.::,"l'; 11 • • ;-1 
ll ,'1F:l('-1 •t: l• .11,£1 W"; 111,1 ~; 1 .... ..... ,. IC"I ,r; "'" t ; l di :~•j ,;;.JI ~II 

llClr: - r _,,,, 

Soil Unit Weight: 21 kN/m3 21 kN/m3 22 kN/m3 

Angle of Internal Friction 35° 35° 35° 

Coefficients of static lateral earth pressure: 

Active, Ka 0.27 0.27 0.27 

At-rest, Ko 0.43 0.43 0.43 

Passive, l(p 3.7 3.7 3.7 

These lateral earth pressures would increase under seismic loading conditions. The earthquake-induced dynamic 

pressure distribution, which is to be added to the static earth pressure distribution, is a linear distribution with 

maximum pressure at the top of the wall and minimum pressure at its toe (i.e., an inverted triangular pressure 

distribution). The total pressure distribution (static plus seismic) for design may be determined as follows: 

crh(Z) = Ky z + (KAE - K) y (H-z) 

Where: crh(Z) = Lateral earth pressure at depth z, kPa; 

K = Static active earth pressure coefficient, Ka (to be used for yielding walls); 

K = Static at-rest earth pressure coefficient, Ko (to be used for non-yielding walls); 

KAE = Seismic earth pressure coefficient, see below; and 

H = Total height of the wall, metres. 

The following seismic active pressure coefficients (KAE) for the above backfill cases can be used in design. 

It should be noted that these seismic earth pressure coefficients assume that the back of the wall is vertical and 

the ground surface behind the wall is flat (which is understood to be the case). 

,,,----------_] 
~ ~fti~ P~ cG~ificilrits~ 

Native Gravel and Sand Granular A Granular: B'Type II 

Yielding wall 0.38 0.38 0.38 

Non-yielding wall 0.54 0.54 0.54 
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It should be noted that all of the lateral earth pressure equations are given in an unfactored fonnat and will need 

to be factored for ULS design purposes. 

It should also be noted that the above lateral earth pressure equations assume that the foundation walls will be 

drained. If the walls are design to be water-tight, the walls will have to be designed to resist the additional 
hydro-static pressure. 

Since the native gravel and sand is not considered as frost-susceptible, frost taper is not required in areas where 
pavement or other hard surfacing will abut any buildings. 

7 .8 Corrosion and Cement Type 
One selected soil sample from borehole 21-01 was submitted to Eurofins Laboratories for basic chemical 

analyses related to potential sulphate attack on buried concrete elements and potential corrosion of buried ferrous 

elements. The results of this testing are provided in Appendix C and also noted in Section 5.5. 

The results indicate that concrete made with Type GU Portland cement should be acceptable for substructures. 

The results also indicate a moderate potential for corrosion of exposed ferrous metal, which should be considered 

in the design of substructures. 

8.0 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
All foundation and subgrade areas should be inspected by experienced geotechnical personnel prior to filling or 
concreting to ensure that soil having adequate bearing capacity has been reached and that the bearing surfaces 

have been properly prepared. The placing and compaction of any engineered fill should be inspected to ensure 

that the materials used confonn to the specifications from both a grading and compaction viewpoint. 

At the time of the writing of this report, no details regarding the pump station design were available. Golder 

Associates should be retained to review the final drawings and specifications for this project prior to tendering to 

ensure that the guidelines in this report have been adequately interpreted. 
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GOLDER 
MEMBER OF WSP 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND LIMITATIONS 
OF THIS REPORT 

Standard of Care: Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) has prepared this report in a manner consistent 
with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the engineering and science 
professions currently practicing under similar conditions in the jurisdiction in which the services are 
provided, subject to the time limits and physical constraints applicable to this report. No other warranty, 
expressed or implied is made. 

B•is and Use of the Report: This report has been prepared for the specific site, design objective, 
development and purpose described to Golder by the Client J.L. Richards & Associates Ltd. 
The factual data, interpretations and recommendations pertain to a specific project as described in this 
report and are not applicable to any other project or site location. Any change of site conditions, 
purpose, development plans or if the project is not initiated within eighteen months of the date of the 
report may alter the validity of the report. Golder cannot be responsible for use of this report, or portions 
thereof, unless Golder is requested to review and, if necessary, revise the report. 

The information, recommendations and opinions expressed in this report are for the sole benefit of the 
Client. No other party may use or rely on this report or any portion thereof without Golder's express 
written consent. If the report was prepared to be included for a specific permit application process, 
then the client may authorize the use of this report for such purpose by the regulatory agency as an 
Approved Userforthe specific and identified purpose of the applicable permit review process, provided 
this report is not noted to be a draft or preliminary report, and is specifically relevant to the project for 
which the application is being made. Any other use of this report by others is prohibited and is without 
responsibility to Golder. The report, all plans, data, drawings and other documents as well as all 
electronic media prepared by Golder are considered its professional work product and shall remain 
the copyright property of Golder, who authorizes only the Client and Approved Users to make copies 
of the report, but only in such quantities as are reasonably necessary for the use of the report by those 
parties. The Client and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell, or otherwise make available the report 
or any portion thereof to any other party without the express written permission of Golder. The Client 
acknowledges that electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration and 
incompatibility and therefore the Client cannot rely upon the electronic media versions of Golder's 
report or other work products. 

The report is of a summary nature and is not intended to stand alone without reference to the 
instructions given to Golder by the Client, communications between Golder and the Client, and to any 
other reports prepared by Golder for the Client relative to the specific site described in the report. In 
order to properly understand the suggestions, recommendations and opinions expressed in this report, 
reference must be made to the whole of the report. Golder cannot be responsible for use of portions 
of the report without reference to the entire report. 

Unless otherwise stated, the suggestions, recommendations and opinions given in this report are 
intended only for the guidance of the Client in the design of the specific project. The extent and detail 
of investigations, including the number of test holes, necessary to determine all of the relevant 
conditions which may affect construction costs would normally be greater than has been carried out 
for design purposes. Contractors bidding on, or undertaking the work, should rely on their own 
investigations, as well as their own interpretations of the factual data presented in the report, as to how 
subsurface conditions may affect their work, including but not limited to proposed construction 
techniques, schedule, safety and equipment capabilities. 

Soil, Roek and Groundwater Conditions: Classification and identification of soils, rocks, and 
geologic units have been based on commonly accepted methods employed in the practice of 
geotechnical engineering and related disciplines. Classification and identification of the type and 
condition of these materials or units involves judgment, and boundaries between different soil, rock or 
geologic types or units may be transitional rather than abrupt. Accordingly, Golder does not warrant or 
guarantee the exactness of the descriptions. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND LIMITATIONS 
OF THIS REPORT (cont'd) 

Special risks occur whenever engineering or related disciplines are applied to identify subsurface 
conditions and even a comprehensive investigation, sampling and testing program may fail to detect 
all or certain subsurface conditions. The environmental, geologic, geotechnical, geochemical and 
hydrogeologic conditions that Golder interprets to exist between and beyond sampling points may 
differ from those that actually exist. In addition to soil variability, fill of variable physical and chemical 
composition can be present over portions of the site or on adjacent properties. The professional 
services retained for this project include only the geotechnical aspects of the subsurface 
conditions at the site, unless otherwise specifically stated and identified in the report. The 
presence or implication(s) of possible surface and/or subsurface contamination resulting from previous 
activities or uses of the site and/or resulting from the introduction onto the site of materials from off
site sources are outside the terms of reference for this project and have not been investigated or 
addressed. 

Soil and groundwater conditions shown in the factual data and described in the report are the observed 
conditions at the time of their determination or measurement. Unless otherwise noted, those conditions 
form the basis of the recommendations in the report. Groundwater conditions may vary between and 
beyond reported locations and can be affected by annual, seasonal and meteorological conditions. 
The condition of the soil, rock and groundwater may be significantly altered by construction activities 
(traffic, excavation, groundwater level lowering, pile driving, blasting, etc.) on the site or on adjacent 
sites. Excavation may expose the soils to changes due to wetting, drying or frost. Unless otherwise 
indicated the soil must be protected from these changes during construction. 

Sample Disposal: Golder will dispose of all uncontaminated soil and/or rock samples 90 days 
following issue of this report or, upon written request of the Client, will store uncontaminated samples 
and materials at the Client's expense. In the event that actual contaminated soils, fills or groundwater 
are encountered or are inferred to be present, all contaminated samples shall remain the property and 
responsibility of the Client for proper disposal. 

Follow-Up and Construction Services: All details of the design were not known at the time of 
submission of Golder's report. Golder should be retained to review the final design, project plans and 
documents prior to construction, to confirm that they are consistent with the intent of Golder's report. 

During construction, Golder should be retained to perform sufficient and timely observations of 
encountered conditions to confirm and document that the subsurface conditions do not materially differ 
from those interpreted conditions considered in the preparation of Golder's report and to confirm and 
document that construction activities do not adversely affect the suggestions, recommendations and 
opinions contained in Golder's report. Adequate field review, observation and testing during 
construction are necessary for Golder to be able to provide letters of assurance, in accordance with 
the requirements of many regulatory authorities. In cases where this recommendation is not followed, 
Golder's responsibility is limited to interpreting accurately the information encountered at the borehole 
locations, at the time of their initial determination or measurement during the preparation of the Report. 

Changed Conditions and Drainage: Where conditions encountered at the site differ significantly from 
those anticipated in this report, either due to natural variability of subsurface conditions or construction 
activities, it is a condition of this report that Golder be notified of any changes and be provided with an 
opportunity to review or revise the recommendations within this report. Recognition of changed soil 
and rock conditions requires experience and it is recommended that Golder be employed to visit the 
site with sufficient frequency to detect if conditions have changed significantly. 

Drainage of subsurface water is commonly required either for temporary or permanent installations for 
the project. Improper design or construction of drainage or dewatering can have serious consequences. 
Golder takes no responsibility for the effects of drainage unless specifically involved in the detailed 
design and construction monitoring of the system. 
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Borehole Logs - Current Investigation 

Borehole Logs - Previous Investigations (Golder) 
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METHOD OF SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

The Golder Aaocl•s Ltd. Soll Classlflcatlon Sys111m Is based on the Unified Soll Classlftcatlon System (USCS) 
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1'4'A(,-'t 
nill 3 lffll -

75% 
t1 

100% 

GP 

Gw 

GC 

SP 

SM 

SC 

llol.. 

llol.. 

OL 

MH 

Cl 

CH 

PT 

SLTY 
GRAVEL 

CLAYEY 
GRAVEL 

SLTYSAMI 

CLAYEY 
$NE 

SLT 

CLAYEY SILT 

~IC 
SLT 

CLAYEY SILT 

SL TY CLAY 

CLAY 

SLTYPEAT, 
S#EYPEAT 

PEAT 

Dual Symbol-A dual symbol is two symbols separated by 

a hyphen, for uam pie, GP-GM, SW-SC and CL-ML 

For nol"HlOhesive soils, the dual symbols must be used when 

the soil has between 5% and 12% fines (i.e. to identify 

transitional material between "clean" and "diny" sand or 

gravel. 

For cohesive soils, the dual symbol must be used when the 

liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-ML area 

of the plasticity cha rt ( see P last icily Chart at left). 

Bonlertlne Symbol -A borderline symbol is two symbols 

separa1Bd by a slash, for uample, CUCI, GMISM, CUML. 

A borderline symbol should be used to indicate that the soil 

has been identified as having properties that are on the 

transition between similar materials. In addition, a borderline 
symbol may be used to indicate a range of similar soil types 
within a stratum. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS USED ON RECORDS OF BOREHOLES AND TEST PITS 

PARTICLE SIZES OF CONSTITUENTS 

Soll Pertlde lnchea Size Mllllmetre• ConaUtuent Deacrlntlon (US Std. Sieve SIie) 

BOULDERS 
Not 

>300 >12 
Accllcable 

COBBLES 
Not 

75 to 300 3 to 12 Accllcable 

GRAVEL Coarse 19 to 75 0.75 to 3 
Fine 4.7510 19 (4) to 0.75 

Coarse 
2.00104.75 

(10) to (4) 
0.425 to 2.00 

SAND Medium 
0.075 to 

(40) to (10) 
Fine 

0.425 
(200) to (40) 

SILT/CLAY 
Classified by 

<0.075 < (200) 
plasticity 

MODIFIERS FOR SECONDARY AND MINOR CONSTITUENTS 
Percentage Modifier byMaH 

>35 
Use 'and' to combine major constituents 
(I.e. SAND and GRAVEL} 

> 121035 
Prtmary soil name prefilCl9d with "gravelly, sandy, SILTY, 
CLAYEY" as accllcable 

> 5 to 12 some 

:S5 trace 

PENETRATION RESISTANCE 
Standard Penetration RHlatance (SPl), N: 
The number of blows by a 63.5 kg (140 lb) hammer dropped 760 mm (30 In.) 
required to drtve a 50 mm (2 In.) spllt-epoon sampler for a dlstanoe of 300 mm 
(12 In.). Values reported are as recorded In the field and are uncorrected. 

c- Penetration Tut (CPT) 
An electronic cone penetrometer with a 60° conical tip and a project end area of 
10 cm• pushed through ground at a penetration rate of 2 cm/s. Measurements of tip 
resistance (q~. porewater pressure (u) and sleeve frictions are recorded 
electronically at 25 mm penetration Intervals. 

DyNmlc Cone Penetration R88fflance (DCPT); Ne: 
The number of blows bye 63.5 kg (140 lb) hammer dropped 760 mm (30 In.) todrt118 
uncased a 50 mm (2 In.) diameter, 60° cone attached to "A" size drtll rods for a 
dlstanoe of300 mm (12 In.). 
PH: Sampler advanoed by hydraulic pressure 
PM: Sampler advanoed by manual pressure 
WH: Sampler advanoed by static weight of hammer 
WR: Sampler advanoed by weight of sampler and rod 

NON-COHESIVE ICOHESIONLESSl SOILS 

Compactneaa• 

Term SPT 'N' lbloww0.3m\1 

Vervloose 0 to4 
Loose 4 to 10 

Comcact 10 to 30 
Dense 30 to 50 

VervDense >50 
1. SPT 'N' in accardanoe with ASTM D1588, uncarrected lbr the etrec1& ol 

o"9rburden pressure. 
2. Definition of campactn .. terms are b-d on SPT 'N' renges • provided in 

Terzaghi, Peck and M•ri (1996). Many faolDlll all'eot the recorded SPT 'N' 
value, including hammer efficiency (which may begrelll8rthan80% in au1Dmatic 
trip hamme111), overburdan pressure, ground-lBrconditions, andgreinsize. Aa 
such, the recorded SPT 'N' value(s) should be cansidered only an approximate 
guide to the soil compactness. These factolll need to be cansidered when 
evaluating the resul1s, and lhe stated campac:tness terms should not be relied 
upon for design or canstruction. 

Fleld Molature CondlUon 
Term Deacrlntlon 

Dry Soll flows freely through fingers. 

Moist 
Soils are darker than In the dry condlVon and 
may feel cool. 

Wet 
As moist, but with free water forming on hands 
when handled. 

GOLDER 

SAMPLES 
AS Auger sample 

BS Block sample 

cs Chunk sample 

DD Diamond Drilling 

DO or DP 
Seamless open ended, driven or pushed tube 
sampler- note size 

DS Denison type sample 

GS Grab Sample 

MC Modified Callfomla Samples 

MS Modified Shelby (for frozen soil) 

RC Rock core 

SC Soll core 

ss Splltspoon sampler- note size 

ST Slotted tube 

TO Thin-walled, open - note size (Shelby tube) 

TP Thin-walled, piston - note size (Shelby tube) 

ws Wash sample 

SOIL TESTS 
w water content 

PL,Wp plasticllmlt 

LL, WI. llquld llmlt 

C consolidation (oedometer) test 

CHEM chemical analysis (refer to text) 

CID consolidated lsotroplcallv drained trtaxlal test' 

CIU 
consolidated Isotropically undrained trtaxlal test with 
porewater pressure measurement' 

DR relati118 density (specific gravity, Gs) 

DS di reel shear test 

GS spedfic gravity 

M sieve analysis for partlde size 

MH combined sieve and hydrometer (H) analysis 

MPC Modified Proctor compaction test 

SPC Standard Proctor compaction test 

oc organic content test 

so. concentration of water-eoluble sulphates 

UC unconfined compression test 

uu unconsolidated undral ned trtaxlal test 

V(FV) fleld vane (LV-laboratory vane testl 

V unit weight 
1. Tests anisotrop,cally cansohdated prior to st.er are shown as CAD, CAU. 

COHESIVE SOILS 

Conalatency 

Term Undrained Shear SPT 'N'1,t 

Strennth lkPal lblows/0.3m \ 
VervSoft <12 0to2 

Soft 1210 25 2to4 
Firm 251050 4to8 
Stiff 50 to 100 8 to 15 

VervStlff 100 10200 15 to30 
Hard >200 >30 

1. SPT 'N' in accardanoe with ASTM D1586, uncarreoted for 0"9rburden pressure 

2. 
efrects; approximate only. 
SPT 'N' values should be cansidered ONLY an approximate guide to 
cansislBncy, lbr sensiti"9 c lays (e.g., Champlain Sea clays), the N--value 
approximetion for consislBncy IBrms doa NOT apply. Rely on direct 
measurement of undrained shear strenglh or olher manual observations. 

Water Content 
Term Deacrll!llon 

w<PL 

w-PL 

w>PL 

Material Is estimated to be drier than the PlasVc 
Llmll 

Material Is estimated to be close to the Plastic 
Llmll 

Material Is estimated to be wetter than the Plastic 
Llmll 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Unless otherwise stated, the symbols employed in the report are as follows: 

I. 

1t 

lnx 
10910 
g 
t 

II. 

r 
A 
6 

6v ,, 
u 
a 
a' 
a'-o 
a,, m, 0'3 

t 

u 
E 
G 
K 

Ill. 

(a} 
p(r) 
pc1(yd) 
pw(yw) 
ps(rs) 
r' 

e 
n 
s 

GENERAL 

3.1416 
natural logarithm of x 
x or log x, logarithm of x to base 1 O 
acceleration due to gravity 
time 

STRESS AND STRAIN 

shear strain 
change in, e.g. in stress: A a 
linear strain 
volumetric strain 
coefficient of viscosity 
Poisson's ratio 
total stress 
effective stress (a'= a - u) 
initial effective overburden stress 
principal stress (major, intermediate, 
minor) 

mean stress or octahedral stress 
= ( a, + 0'2 + 0'3)/3 
shear stress 
porewater pressure 
modulus of deformation 
shear modulus of deformation 
bulk modulus of compressibility 

SOIL PROPERTIES 

Index Properties 
bulk density {bulk unit weight)* 
dry density {dry unit weight) 
density (unit weight) of water 
density (unit weight) of solid particles 
unit weight of submerged soil 

(r' =r-rw) 
relative density (specific gravity) of solid 
particles (DR = p. / pw) (formerly Gs) 
void ratio 
porosity 
degree of saturation 

(a} 
w 
WI or LL 
WpOrPL 
Ip Or Pl 
NP 
Ws 
IL 
le 
emax 
em;n 
lo 

(b} 
h 
q 
V 

i 
k 

(c) 
Cc 

C, 

Ch 

Tv 
u 
a'p 
OCR 

(d} 
tp, tr 

t' 
µ 
C' 

Cu, Su 

p 
P' 
q 
qu 
St 

* Density symbol is p. Unit weight symbol is r Notes: 1 
where r = pg (i.e. mass density multiplied by 2 
acceleration due to gravity) 

GOLDER 

Index Properties (continued) 
water content 
liquid limit 
plastic limit 
plasticity index= {w1 -wp) 
non-plastic 
shrinkage limit 
liquidity index = (w- Wp) / Ip 
consistency index= {w1 - w) / Ip 
void ratio in loosest state 
void ratio in densest state 
density index= (emax- e) / (emax. - em;n) 
(formerly relative density) 

Hydraulic Properties 
hydraulic head or potential 
rate of flow 
velocity of flow 
hydraulic gradient 
hydraulic conductivity 
(coefficient of permeability) 
seepage force per unit volume 

Consolidation (one-dimensional} 
compression index 
(normally consolidated range) 
recompression index 
(over-consolidated range) 
swelling index 
secondary compression index 
coefficient of volume change 
coefficient of consolidation (vertical 
direction) 
coefficient of consolidation {horizontal 
direction) 
time factor (vertical direction) 
degree of consolidation 
pre-consolidation stress 
over-consolidation ratio = a'p I a'-o 

Shear Strength 
peak and residual shear strength 
effective angle of internal friction 
angle of interface friction 
coefficient of friction = tan 6 
effective cohesion 
undrained shear strength(• = O analysis) 
mean total stress ( a, + a3)/2 
mean effective stress (a', + a'3')/2 
(a, - 0'3')/2 or {a'1 - a'3')/2 
compressive strength (a, - a3) 
sensitivity 

t=c'+a'tan •' 
shear strength = (compressive strength)/2 

June 2018 
Revision 5 
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PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: 21-01 SHEET 1 a 2 

LOCAT10N: N 4999471.3 ;E 476602.8 BORING DAlE: October 4, 2021 DAl\JM: Geodetic 

SAMPLER HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm PENE'TRAllON lEST HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
l1J 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::;; 

"- ELEV. l1J l1J 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-. 
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::;; Cu, lcPa ram V. Ell U- 0 l1J ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl eW I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

GROUND SURFACE 711.04 
f--- 0 

TOPSOIL - (SM-GM) SILTY SAND and "::;::; o.oo 
GRAVEL; dark brown; moist -ss 75.84 

(GP-OM) Sandy GRA VIEL, some 1?-',? 0.20 

nor>-plastic fines; brown, contains 'i·)i: 
cobbles and boulders; nor>-cohesive, ~,-'.i: , ... , 
moist to wet, compact 1:•1: 

~ ~?-',? ~ , ... , 
f--- 1 'i:'i. I -1i·,l 1 S8 28 0 

1:•1: 

)~.)i ~ 

)i-'.>: 
~ ~?.';? , ... , 

1:•1: 
)~.)~ 2 S8 Z1 

f--- 2 ,~.)~ ,-,..,, 
73-91 >----::.------------ 'ii-'ii 2.13 (GP-OM) GRAVIEL and SAND, some 

n0r>-plastic fines; brown, contains , ... , ~ 

cobbles and boulders; nor>-cohesive, )}:)} 
wet, compa,::t to very dense ;:.;: 3 S8 20 0 

'ii-'ii , ... , , .. ,. 
~ 

f--- 3 '";~.';~ 
~ 

,-
7?.;? 
i:_.'j; Culi..-C-
-/:.'f: 4 S8 22 0 
, ... , ,:.,: 

•j;.';? f--

)~.'j; 
~ -/:.): 

f--- 4 ~:.';? ,-
';?.';? 5 S8 21 0 

i "i:-'i: 
'ii-'ii ~ ., , ... , 

~ 

"I ~:)} 
t! ';?.)? 

f S8 39 0 
f--- 5 J § ~-i ,_ 

E ;}:)} ~ 

§ ';?.';? f--

"ii-'ii 
-/:.'f: 7 S8 45 0 , ... , 
1:•1: 
7?.';? 

f--- f ,~-'ii f-- ,_ 
-1:-'f: ~ 

, ... , 
;:•;: 
~.';? a S8 43 0 
'i:-'i: 
'ii-'ii 

f-- --~:.;: 
';?.';? ~ 

f--- 7 ';?.)? ,_ 

'ii-'ii 9 S8 51 0 , ... , 
)}:)¼ Sil<eSend 

7?-'i? 
f--

~-))_ 
f--

1:-'ii 
~:.';? 10 S8 40 

f--- a , ... , ,_ 
1:•1: 
)~-'ii f---/:!i 67.ff 32nm Diem. PVC 

(GN-OM) Sandy GRAVIEL, some 1?.')? e.a. #10 Slot-
n0r>-plastic fines; grey, contains cobbles , ... , 
and boulders; nor>-cohesive, wet dense ;}:;} 11 S8 49 0 
to very dense )?-~ 

f--- 9 ~?-'.>: ~ 
,_ 

, ... , 
;}:)} f--

";,?.)? 
12 S8 • 0 ca.. )~.;i 

)i-ll 86.28 

End of Borehole 9.76 

f--- 10---------------- -- -- - ---------- ---- ----- ---- ------------
CONTII/UEDNEXr"PAGE 

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> G 0 LD E R LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: CRG 



PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: 21-01 SHEET 2 a 2 

LOCAT10N: N 4999471.3 ;E 476602.8 BORING DAlE: October 4, 2021 DA 1\JM: Geodetic 

SAMPLER HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm PENE'TRAllON lEST HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
l1J 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::;; 

"- ELEV. l1J l1J 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-. 
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::;; Cu, lcPa ramV. ffi U- 0 l1J ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl e W I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

f--- 10 
- CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE-

No1e(s) 

1. Waler level in well saeen at 0.86 
mbgs (Elev. 75.18 m) on No-ember 12, 
2021 

f--- 11 -

f--- 12 -

f--- 13 -

f--- 14 -

f--- 16 -

f--- 10 -

f--- 17 -

f--- 1a -

f--- 18 -

f--- Z) -

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> GOLDER LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: CRG 



PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: TW21-01 SHEET 1 a 1 

LOCAT10N: N 49994802 ;E 476616.3 BORING DAlE: October 25, 27-29, 2021 DA 1\JM: Geodetic 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
UJ 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::; 

"- ELEV. UJ UJ 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::; Cu, lcPa ramV. ffi U- O UJ ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl eW I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

GROUND SURFACE 711.3'1 
f---- 0 

Probably SAND and GRAVEL >~.')~ o.oo 

~ ~ 1i.11 
1;.1, 

t )?.;;-
>?-~i ✓ 
1?-1: > 1?.')? 

f---- 1 ):.>." ~i 1i·"i 

~ 
>:•1: 
?~.')~ 

t~ 
ti•'~ ~ 1i•'~ >:-1: ;,x 

~ ,-f---- 2 :;,?.;. -- ~ ·1-~ 7;.'.7, )' ,)< 
>?.')? 

I ~ 
-;:_.;;- 159 rrm Diam. 

-~-);_ Staolc..,g 
>;.'.7, 

f---- 3 
)'~.')~ 

~,->?.')? 
>;-.;;-
7i·"i ~ 7:•1· 
'1?-i? )< 

~ ·-;:_.~ 

~ ?~-~~ 
f---- • >t-1~ ~,-

i 1;.1, 

~ ~ 
:!i "~->.' 
I -J:.'-J 

1~-i~ 
I >?.')? 

~t?i: 
& 1-~ 

f---- 6 I: >i·'~ ~ 
~,-

71.lf 
Probable GRAVEL to sandy GRAVEL 6.18 

I ~ 
~ 
~ .. 

f---- f ~ ,_ 

Sileas.id ~ ~ 
~ t 

f---- 7 
~ 

,_ 

n-1 

f---- a 140 rrm Dilm. ,_ 
Sllli-Staol #40 
Wi18Wrai,padSIDI -
Sileas.id 

f---- 8 ca.. ,_ 
f7.20 2S 

End of Borehole e.,, 
Nobe(s) 

1. Waberlewl in well screen at 1.16 
mbgs (Elev. 75.18 m) on No-ember 12, 

f---- 10 
2021 -

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> GOLDER LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: DH 



J 

.... 

.I-

· .. ·,:::·:::_- ... ,,,.·-··,-···-

· !"i'<:4i1;:ct; -.~1.,229J;i · 

·. · :L.OQATJ:QN: .=l?!iil'P.IMJ -· .. ·. 

. ' .,Qlft. 

s 

... · .. · . 

SOit PROFILE 

DE;Sef>JPTION 

Very dans<i brown SAND and 
GRAVEL. !race sill somo cobbles, 
nested ccbblos /rom 2.3 to · 
2.8 melr(ls · · 

Compact to dense grey line to 
coarse GRAVEL. som,; sandiar . 
wm:s, many cobpjes · · 

......... 6. 

! 
iii -· 

....... ~ 

: - · 10 

". 12 

- 13 

Vmy dens., dark grey sandy si!t. 
some nravel, trace clay, some 
cobbles and boulders . 
(GLACIAL Till) 

::.: .... 1~ 

End of Hole 
Auger H.afusal 

~ 

"" ::., 
,: :. ... , .. 
<( 

"' 

15 

DEPTH SCALE (ALONG HOLE) 

1 to 76 

5 .. , 
n. 
<:: 
\;: 
a: ,_ 
!/) 

. §P81NC.£?AIE: :M~r:1:1.\•t:,t:i:~. . PAI.t.i.M, ,.G_i,t>dQtic 

· .. ·_ ~.AMf'-J;l:rtfl-:iMM~B; t0::.s:is.!?; '.9.!JQ!'\ 1:flW. crmi:i ··•··~ 
SAMPLES OAS CCNCi;r,TMTION 1il HYO!!AUUC CONDUCT!Vlrl, 

k. emt, I 
~ a: 

El.£V. w w g 
"' ~ - ,; "' DCPTii ::., 

~ z 
[m) 

.,-

,~ 
2 ~75 

. -t-'<"': 

.1--

63.32 
13.66 

"" g ,. 
" 

.: 
'" ~ > 

§ oi 
:S "' 

{ ) 

I I 

¾LEL 0 

I 

WAT~ll CONTENT. PERC£NT 

Wp~'M 

'2'0«)60:SO 

! 
! 

--1--+--+--i--t---t-....... _.,,_ ......... ··--··· 

N1J.tiYfl 
Sa<hi~ 
Eento-nrte
Soal 

. MK 

! 

"·->· ·•'-··- ···-· ··-· ··--··1--i---t---t---t---

M!< - --,---t---+--+--;--,---,---,....-, 50mm PVC 
#10 Slot 
Scieen 

__ L __ _ 

Mk 
Na.ti-Ii i.v;cj 
C:t.\l'Eld 

,---,--,.--r--t--..--=--<--isaci<fi 

Golder Associates 

W.Lln 
Screen at 
E:lev.75.61 m 
Apr. 1, !091 

JNSTALLA TIONS 

A 

-

-

-

I 
LOGGED: P.A.S 



t . -~ 

·.·.• :&~~ii;. Sil2i.,2t.!>i) t•·••-·-•·-··- -.· 

\~¢NI<:iti :~:BJ~/ < >·•··•··.··.·· 
. ····. :ow:\ . . 

0 SOll PROFILE . SAMPLES cw, CONCENTAA TION ~ 

~ l------------==...---.----l--,-.....--,--,--1 { l 
>iYOAAlJUC CUNDl.>CTIVI TY, 

k.eml• I 

.. - .;. 

1-. 

,. 8. 

-. 9. 

. ·. -- 11 

12 

t;; 
::i: 
I!) 
z 
oc 
0 
a:, 

DESCRIPTION 

Compact to Yery dense grey 
sandy silt, some gravel, trace 
clay {GLACIAL Till) 

End or Hole 

DEPTH SCALE (ALONG HOLE) 

1 to 75 

,.. 
0 
a'. 
..: 

~ 
I-
(f) 

. V' 

. ; 

ff; "' CUN. l; f i - "' OEPTH ::, ~ 
z 3 

(m) "' 

l ~1a 

·,-.. 

,-

·•_t-

-

... <:; 

~ 
z 
i:: 

w "' i; ~ 

" oi 
"' :s e:: 

M. 

'41..El • WATEA CONTENi. PtRCENT 
Wp ~ 'M 

2C 40 &; 80 

,_--'--+--+--....----1--0•---·-t--- ·-

I--..-:-: -•f---t--f---1--+---i--f----t•-

--<1---+--+---+--·I-- --~ --- ........ ~~-

5001mPVC 
·•-......,>----+--+-----+---+--+---e--+--< H10 Slot 

.. ... ~~··· -~·--
' 

Golder Associates 

Sc,...,n 

Bont.onito 
So.I 

W.L!n 
Semen at 
Gov.75.60,n 
Apr, 1, UJ92 

A 

INST ALLA T!ONS 

LOGGED: PAS 
i)r)-~ 

CHECKED: i/x::, 

-

. 

-

. 

-

-

. 
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·-• ·P-.l'!?~A~T,:\~:t,~{9.?:··/"> ::·/:\>:: .. · =:}\/\:·.\·\~g:¢.,9.:f~;i:•. ft ·e,o.a~lip~.:;:4JW-~iJ;:<·-:_•,. 
· .. · .• L,QC!).·;_T:.-_: __ :'.f .·!.Nf')_._'_•.·•._: .. $®··.:. :.: .. ,/tiM'. >: : > <· ·. ·.··._•···:·,·• .. ·_:_··:::,·•.·:_·,: __ ·:_:_·_ ·$,981N~'.p_~:rei . 'M/!tt~:,~:..,:"l''"·r~··.::;,.,r.R· ·--~ 5 .,:g· :;AoTrP.:,6.0G.~m-~_tic .. 

' I- . 3 

,.,, 4 ' 

I]. 
· - $ 

- . 7 

'. :r . 
., -.· . 8 

. , 
·. ·{ ... 

- . 9 

l : -IQ 

,,_ II 

> 
i" 

. T 

... ,J. 
- 1Z 

- ,a 

14. 

5 ' ... s ~ - - \ 5 

·l ~ 

I" >::_":._ :-.·.;- r _::_·:_<:: . . . . . . : -'::'~'?• ~.,,.r???rt::: :"-""'· ~ ,."" .. ··· ,;, '···•< -·--- · 
: ::-:-.::::-::::>.·- ·· . ·· .... · .. 

SOIL PROFIL:o SAMPLES· 

D€SCR:P1lON 

Compact to dense gr .. y fine to 
medium SAND. Ir ace gravel, some. 
gravelly s~nd .bands . · . . . .... . 

... g 
n. 
<: g 
Ul 

~ ~ ELEV. a, IU ~ - "' ~ l OEPTH ::, 
:,: _, 

(ml a, 

2 ~10 

··1-:-:' 

· -

-
·. ; .' 69.14 

----- ------ - - . •. :: - 7.90 5 ~20 

Compact gray modium to coarse 
SANO, trace to some fine grnv<>I 

-

' .. 
1------- --- - ---i.·.· .. ~!-: fl~! ,o.

7

:, 1 ~~1 
Compact to dense grey sandy 
silt, sorne grnvol and cobl>los, 
trace day, boulders 
(GLACIAL TILL) 

End ol Hole 
Auger Refusal 

.. -
~> 
t-' \ . ;,r 

:;f 
~,;f. 64.39 

12.65 

~1~ ~ E 
~! ::3 81 .... 
wl'° a: ! :s 

QAS CONCENTP.J\TION a HYDAAUUCCONOUCTl\ll'JY, 
( ) k,cm/1 I 

l I 

¼lEl • WA1'tf<CO>i1€NT. PERCENT 

Wp~WI 
20400080 

!--1--+---I-•--,,.,.• -••u ..,. -·•····-• - - --

- ............ ~----· - - - -- 11- _;._ ..j..._-1--1--1 

1--!---1--.-1---1-·-~ --···- --- -••l--!---1 

50mm PVC ,.__....,__...__,___, _ _ ,_ _ _,.___. .. __ - #10 Slot 

. - ··-'"' ... .... , ·"·····- ...... -. ····--•l--+---i--...--1 

------ i--- ~-~ ------·· - ·-··-- -----~ ---- - - '-- ·-

S<:recm 

W.Llr> 
SCleen at 
Elev,7:,.Glm 
Apr.\, 1992 

fNSTALLA T!ONS 

A 

'~ 

--~ 

.: 

-

-

-

-

-

-

: .. :)· ~ 1----L--l....l--- --- -------L-...___J_,L.....,L._,!....,.!.__.,J,__;,____L_ ,L.._.,..:_.....L___:-,.L___J.,.____,!._.l,_ ____________ -l 

DEf'TI! SCALE {Al.ONG HOLE) 

1 lo 75 Golder Associates 

LOGGEO: l'.A.S 

CHECKED: '(,t'.$ 



{,, .... ,~ 

r . t 

· >:~~9');~.crf 1~:t:f;~t <··•··•••·•··· 

to¢Atrt!~i il)iJ.~JJk i i•.•· ... ··.· 
.·.·.··.· :pu;/ > 

w _, 
<t.w 
Ow 
(l) II: 
:i::t:; 
li:::. 
"' 0 

-~--

·.... 2 

.... 4 

. ... 5 

~-- 7 

·. -. a 

· ~- 10 

II 

... 13 

0 

~ 
i'o 
~,.. 
"' g 

H 

~ 
0. 
,: ,, 

0 
0 
:i: 
ti; 
::, 
~ 
z 
cc 
g 

SOIL PROFILE 

DESCR1f'TION 

Compact t>row11 to grey tine 
to coarse GRAVEL, trace sand, 
occasional cobbles. 

•-
0 
..J 
0. 
<l. 

i ... 
(/) 

Compact grey SAND and GRAVEL, ci'o 
some silt l>ciltl 

•1t 
Prnbahly ru~iSTill I 

. ·.r.1, 
·li 
. ~f;;, 
·h 

End <Jt Hole 

:, .... 
•-
c!i 

Dl:PTK SCALE (ALONG HOLE) 

1 to 75 

.,.•.•:;'. ······•·•••-·;~:;,,·:·,,:"•,•;.;•:·'·.'·'.,'·.'·,•, ··"'".·•'l'.'''·•','/.y•.,-• 

. . ,'1-~GQBCLQfJ;3:9Jn=JiO:L;.~ .···_ 'QW~4 ·. -
. ··· .. · .... ····~··-·.· __ ·.·.·•• ··" .'.":-::•·c'-i' ~' ;_M!ir,·;j;{~/· ·.·.··DAT.\)M: .$~<>tic 

.. : JA~Pt;,5'~P.l~M~it,~:~~,f:,i:)BQk,'jl><l ·. Wi!l .. 
. . 

SAMPLEoS 

Ji u; 
ELEV. "' w z: .. 

~ - "' -~ 
DEPTH ~ 'l:; 

% ~ 
(m) m 

........ 1 

t 1~12 
I ·,-· 

,_ 

,_ 

l 
_i 

~ ~<0 

10.52,...._ 

!i;/.-.,!.~ ] ~135 
W.90e.-,, 

S3.25 
13.11 

)t 
>-a: 

§ 
"' a: 

. ·.-· . 

GAS CONCENTf\ATION II) HYDfl/1VLIC CONDUCTMTY. 
( ) k1 ante I 0. ::,; 

I I I i= 

"' "" -.LEL D WATER CONTENT. ~EHCENT ... 
Wp ,-..dY.-. Wl .. 

'.'i "° 
._, 00 eo 

... ·····'"· ·---~-·"·-~·~·-~~••I-- . 1---

_ _,__4------__ ~ .,..,mN ••-~.,1-,,....••-.•l--!--l--J---l 

N~eiW".Q 
, ____ .,, ,~ .. ·-· ~. _,__......,_ _ __, Cpved 

1--1--+-.. i-:----~ .. 

--l--+-~+-_,-....._, _______ ,_,., .... ··--·~• ~ ~-

_...,__"'"--'---'--' 

------ --·-· .•• , ... l---l--l----1----1--l 

1--"''--'--'"--4-.. ,~ ..... ---- --,-, .. 1----~ 

Golder Associates 

BO<ktl 

SOm,n PVC 
#10 Slot 
Scre.tSn 

W.Lin 
Sc1een ac 
Elov. 75.60m 
A(,1, 1, 1S92 

A 

I A 

INSTALLATIONS 

LOGGED: P.A.$ 

CHECKED: 

-

-

-

-

-

-



. . · ....... ·.-. ··... .,.,,. ..... , ....... . 

·_.·•_· r'B•..!itt; ;~;i.t,;;.too 
. · ·. •. • i(:p.A~)•N: ;g~ P)\l;\ 

i~~.c6a.o.:0FiailiR.~H_citE::. ,6/w.,.'s.: · .. ·... . s.8i;t(, .QfJ 

••< .~·•ijlJ.<t.b.A:rE:/ '.M,<>,,~q;\~~~:- •· · bAtQ:,.J; Qogdetic 

··.·· ... >> / //•.··· ... .... ..... .. .-.• .$f.\Mt't~~Jti\M~(EA. -N,5.k_g:D.fl.Qi\/§Q .:ffj!)J 

o. SOil PROFILE SAMPLES GASOONCENTRATION e ;JYDI\AUUCCONDVCliVITY. 

'.:J g 1--------------~~---1---...-...---,--,---, ( l k. e,;v, I 
~fil ~ . ' "'a: ::;; 
i:; t; Cl OESCRlPTION • WATER CO~TtNT. l'(JlCfiNT 
fu ~ ~ Wp ~ \',\ 
Cl g 20~M"° 

INSTALLATIONS 

A 

:~/17£:s·· ··.>En·._ 
·• ... -__ -.:··:·_!~~~/- . 

r: -0 l-t-+L.19.,.ar,.,.QU'Yj"'.£§-,-'"':"'.,,.......:-•---------+ ... > •• --7'-:~:-'-:~::::1\ 

Brown Sil TY SANO, lfaco grave!, : : o. 
18 ·~·-· -•~.---,- -------- ·--···-· -•~=-- - --- L.....__ _____ , ---,---·' 

2 

f .. .. --=-- ,4 

I. 

'. 

. ,-.. 10 

':" 11 

. >,o · 12 

"' 

occnsional cobble 
77.4{) 

Brown CIAYEYSILT 1 AS· 

76.79 
:.· 1.52 

Loose brown SILTY line SAND : J: 2 &,!ii ,... _________________ ·r _1s.m>--
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION FIGURE 1 
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION FIGURE2 
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METHOD OF SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

The Golder Aaocl•s Ltd. Soll Classlflcatlon Sys111m Is based on the Unified Soll Classlftcatlon System (USCS) 
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Dual Symbol-A dual symbol is two symbols separated by 

a hyphen, for uam pie, GP-GM, SW-SC and CL-ML 

For nol"HlOhesive soils, the dual symbols must be used when 

the soil has between 5% and 12% fines (i.e. to identify 

transitional material between "clean" and "diny" sand or 

gravel. 

For cohesive soils, the dual symbol must be used when the 

liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-ML area 

of the plasticity cha rt ( see P last icily Chart at left). 

Bonlertlne Symbol -A borderline symbol is two symbols 

separa1Bd by a slash, for uample, CUCI, GMISM, CUML. 

A borderline symbol should be used to indicate that the soil 

has been identified as having properties that are on the 

transition between similar materials. In addition, a borderline 
symbol may be used to indicate a range of similar soil types 
within a stratum. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS USED ON RECORDS OF BOREHOLES AND TEST PITS 

PARTICLE SIZES OF CON81TTUENTS 
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(10)to (4) 

0.425 to 2.00 SAND Mdn (40)to (10) 
0.075to Rne 0.425 (200) to (40) 

SILT/CLAY Qasallled by 
plaslldty <0.075 < (200) 

MODIFIERS FOR SECONDARY AND MINORCONSfflUENTS 
Percentage Modifier bvM-

>35 Use 'and' to contine major c-ittuents 
fl.e. SAND and GRAVEL\ 

> 12 to 35 flmlaiy sol name pretlxed with 'vavely, sandy, SIL TY, 
CLAYEY"as -

> 5to 12 -!:5 1lace 

PENETRATION RESISTANCE 
st.aD'!II P11118hdle11 R---- (8Pt}, N1 
The runber of blolr.'IJ by a 83.5 kg (140 lb) hanmer l)vpped 780 mm (30 In.) 
19qlked to cMll9 a 50 mm (2 In.) splt-iJP(lon sampler for a clstance of 300 mm 
(12 In.). Vable reported are as 19CXJlded In the tleld and are ln:Ollllded. 

Cone '"etllltlon TNt (CPT) 
Jr. electnnc cone penebumeter with a 80' ancal _, and a piuject end area of 
10 cm' pushed ltrolql i,Wld at a peil8nllon rate of 2 cnvs. M-lnffl8llts of 11p 
18Slstance (Cl), ~ter pl"Nall8 (u) and sl88119 frldlons are r80Glded 
eleclronlcaly at 25 mm penetration lntelvals. 

DiJqmle c- ,_...IOI! ll .. ....._. (OCPT); ll,: 
The 1UTa1rof blows by a 83.5 kg (140 lb) harmlerl)vpped 780 mm (30 In.) to cMll9 
lnl8Slld a 50 mm (2 In.) clameter, eo• Qlne attadled to "A" size d rods for a 
distance of 300 mm (12 In.). 
PH: Sampler advanced by hyG"ldt: prea1n 
PM: Sampler advanced by maruJI Pl8SSln 
WH: Sampler advanced by stalk:•~ of hammer 
WR: Sampler advanced by 'A911ht of sampler and rod 

NON-COHESIVE ICOHESIONLESS) SOILS 

ComPKfn-" 
Tenn SPT 'N' lbloww0.3m\1 

Vmvloose 0to4 
Loose 4to 10 

Cnnv.....t 10 to30 
Dense 30to50 

VervDense >50 
1. SPT 'N' In awou:tww;., 1111th AS1M D1588, ~ for tie~ of 
~rn-n-

2. DaftlfU!lfl of co,..,. .... """8.., •eo on SPT 'N ,-,gee• prowld9cll In 
Terzai,i, Ped<~ Ma9t (1898). M8rly facln affad the ,-d9d SPT 'N 
value, lna::tudlng t9mtalreftdenG!f (v.Nehmay be i,wta,-1191110% In auvnauc 
b1p 19rmerla), ~pr-.n, ~ conc11 .... , ~i,-alnalze. Ae 
IUGh, tie ,-d9d $PT 'N valU9(e) llhould be QOlllldlnd only_, 8flPO'dmale 
r,ide b the eol co,......... n-.e ~ need b be QOlllldlnd ....., 
ewalualng tie rea..119, ~ the etal9IJ wa .,..cbW """8 llhould not be nilled 
....,. b-deeli,, or oone\'uelon. 

Fleld Mollmn CondNlon 
Tenn DNcrWlon 

cry Sol flows freely lhn:,utti ~-

Moist Sols are dalllar than In the~ Qllllltlon and 
may feel Qlol. 

Wet 
As moist, but with free 'A9ler fonnlng on hands 
when handed. 

GOLDER 

SAMPLES 
AS Auger sample 

BS Bloc;k sample 

cs Ctuw.sample 

DD DIBmond Dltlwo 

DOOl"DP seani- open ended, dllll9n OI" pushed ti.tie 
sampler-note !llze 

OS Dlrison type sample 

GS GiabSample 

MC Mocltled Calforna Samples 

MS Mocltled Shelby (for,._ sol) 
RC Rodtc;ore 

SC Sol c;ore 

ss Spit apoon sampler- note lllze 
ST Slotted ti.tie 

TO Thin-waled, open-note size ,s......, ha) 
TP Thin-waled, piston-note size (Shelby ti.tie) 

WS Wash sample 

SOIL TESTS 
w water content 

PL,Wp plas11t:I~ 

LL,111,1_ lcpdlmll 
C QlnSolda11on (oed(mAiwl teet 
CHEM c:h8mk;al anelysls (refer to text) 
CID QlnSoldated leotiuplcallv chined tlialdal test' 

CIU QlnSoldated leotiuplcally lnlialned ldaxlal test with 
pcnwalerprea1n mwlnfflent1 

DR rel8tl119 density (spedtlt: 1J81111y, Gs) 
OS ..-et:t ..__ test 

GS spedtlc; 1J81111y 
M sieve anal..,. for par1k;le size 
MH Qlfflblned llleve and hydrumeter (H) analysls 
MPC Mocltled Prodor ~on teet 
SPC Standard Prodor~on teet 
oc ~ Qlntent test 
so. t:ont:en1ratlon of 'A91er-soUlle IQPhates 
UC ~ ~Ion test 

uu ~dated lnhlned IJ1axl8I test 

V(FV) tleld vane (LV-Wloiatory vane teet) 
V ........... ht 

COHESIVE SOILS 

Con•l.tenc:y 

Tenn Und,-lned Sh- SPT 'N'1•2 

atrenath llrP•l lblow9/0.3mt 
v~son <12 0to2 

Soft 12to25 2to4 
Fnn 25to50 4to8 
S111f 50to 100 8to 15 

V_,,S111f 100to200 151030 
Hard >200 >30 ,. SPT'N lnaooordlJn08wl1hASlMD1588, ~b-ov.wdanpr-.n 

2. 
eflectla; 8flPO'dma'9 only. 
SPT 'N valuee llhould be QOlllldlnd ON.. Y _, 8flPO'dma'9 r,ide b 
QOllllelllrq; for ... u.. d9)'8 (ea., o-.r.iian Sea daye), tie N-vall.9 
8flPO'dmatlon b- QOlllletenc:y terme cir-. NOT apply. Rely llfl ca--ec:t 
,._mentof lftlhlned._.en,vthorotler ...... ..-.-..... ..... 

Water Content 
Tenn DNcrWlon 

w<PL 

w~PL 

w>PL 

Maleltal Is ee11mated to be dlter than the Plastlc; 
linlt. 

Maleltal ls.ee11mated to be close to the Plastlc; 
linlt. 

Maleltal Is ee11mated to be wetter than the Plas11t: 
linlt. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Unless otherwise stated, the symbols employed in the report are as follows: 

I. 

ft 

lnx 
log,o 
g 
t 

II. 

GENERAL 

3.1416 
natural logarithm of x 
x or log x, logarithm of x to base 1 0 
acceleration due to gravity 
time 

STRESS AND STRAIN 

l shear strain 
A change in, e.g. in stress: A a 
s linear strain 
&v volumetric strain 
11 coefficient of viscosity 
u Poisson's ratio 
a total stress 
a' effective stress (a'= a - u) 
a'VQ initial effective overburden stress 
a,, 02, 03 principal stress (major, intermediate, 

minor) 

aoe1 mean stress or octahedral stress 
= (a, + 02 + 03V3 

"i shear stress 
u porewater pressure 
E modulus of deformation 
G shear modulus of deformation 
K bulk modulus of compressibility 

Ill. SOIL PROPERTIES 

{a) Index Properties 
p(y) bulk density (bulk unit weight)• 
Pd('Yd) dry density (dry unit weight) 
p,,("fW) density (unit weight) of water 
p.(y8) density (unit weight) of solid particles 
"(' unit weight of submerged soil 

("/ = y- "(w) 
DR relative density (specific gravity) of solid 

particles (DR = p. / Pw) (formerly Ga) 
e void ratio 
n porosity 
S degree of saturation 

{a) 
w 
WI or LL 
WporPL 
Ip or Pl 
NP 
We 
IL 
le: 
e.,._ 

&rln 

lo 

{b) 
h 
q 
V 

i 
k 

{c) 
Cc 

Cr 

Tv 
u 
a'p 
OCR 

{cl) 
"ip, "ir 

t 
µ 
rj 
Q.i, Su 

p 
p' 
q 
qu 
St 

• Density symbol is p. Unit weight symbol is y Notes: 1 
where y = pg (i.e. mass density multiplied by 2 
acceleration due to gravity) 

Index Properties {continued) 
water content 
liquid limit 
plastic limit 
plasticity index= (WI-Wp) 
non-plastic 
shrinkage limit 
liquidity index= (w-Wp) / Ip 
consistency index = (WI - w) / Ip 
void ratio in loosest state 
void ratio in densest state 
density index = (e,,_ - e) / (em. - emn) 
(formerly relative density) 

Hydraulic Propertie• 
hydraulic head or potential 
rate of flow 
velocity of flow 
hydraulic gradient 
hydraulic conductivity 
(coefficient of permeability) 
seepage force per unit volume 

Consolidation {one-dimensional) 
compression index 
(normally consolidated range) 
recompression index 
(over-consolidated range) 
swelling index 
secondary compression index 
coefficient of volume change 
coefficient of consolidation (vertical 
direction) 
coefficient of consolidation (horizontal 
direction) 
time factor (vertical direction) 
degree of consolidation 
pre-consolidation stress 
over-consolidation ratio= a'p / a'VQ 

Shear strength 
peak and residual shear strength 
effective angle of internal friction 
angle of interface friction 
coefficient of friction = tan 5 
effective cohesion 
undrained shear strength(• = 0 analysis) 
mean total stress (a, + 03)/2 
mean effective stress (a',+ a',V2 
(a, - 03)/2 or (a', - a',)/2 
compressive strength (a, - 03) 
sensitivity 

"i=rj+a'tan •' 
shear strength = (compressive strength)/2 
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PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: 21-01 SHEET 1 a 2 

LOCAT10N: N 4999471.3 ;E 476602.8 BORING DAlE: October 4, 2021 DAl\JM: Geodetic 

SAMPLER HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm PENE'TRAllON lEST HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
l1J 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::;; 

"- ELEV. l1J l1J 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-. 
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::;; Cu, lcPa ram V. Ell U- 0 l1J ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl eW I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

GROUND SURFACE 711.04 
f--- 0 

TOPSOIL - (SM-GM) SILTY SAND and "::;::; o.oo 
GRAVEL; dark brown; moist -ss 75.84 

(GP-OM) Sandy GRA VIEL, some 1?-',? 0.20 

nor>-plastic fines; brown, contains 'i·)i: 
cobbles and boulders; nor>-cohesive, ~,-'.i: , ... , 
moist to wet, compact 1:•1: 

~ ~?-',? ~ , ... , 
f--- 1 'i:'i. I -1i·,l 1 S8 28 0 

1:•1: 

)~.)i ~ 

)i-'.>: 
~ ~?.';? , ... , 

1:•1: 
)~.)~ 2 S8 Z1 

f--- 2 ,~.)~ ,-,..,, 
73-91 >----::.------------ 'ii-'ii 2.13 (GP-OM) GRAVIEL and SAND, some 

n0r>-plastic fines; brown, contains , ... , ~ 

cobbles and boulders; nor>-cohesive, )}:)} 
wet, compa,::t to very dense ;:.;: 3 S8 20 0 

'ii-'ii , ... , , .. ,. 
~ 

f--- 3 '";~.';~ 
~ 

,-
7?.;? 
i:_.'j; Culi..-C-
-/:.'f: 4 S8 22 0 
, ... , ,:.,: 

•j;.';? f--

)~.'j; 
~ -/:.): 

f--- 4 ~:.';? ,-
';?.';? 5 S8 21 0 

i "i:-'i: 
'ii-'ii ~ ., , ... , 

~ 

"I ~:)} 
t! ';?.)? 

f S8 39 0 
f--- 5 J § ~-i ,_ 

E ;}:)} ~ 

§ ';?.';? f--

"ii-'ii 
-/:.'f: 7 S8 45 0 , ... , 
1:•1: 
7?.';? 

f--- f ,~-'ii f-- ,_ 
-1:-'f: ~ 

, ... , 
;:•;: 
~.';? a S8 43 0 
'i:-'i: 
'ii-'ii 

f-- --~:.;: 
';?.';? ~ 

f--- 7 ';?.)? ,_ 

'ii-'ii 9 S8 51 0 , ... , 
)}:)¼ Sil<eSend 

7?-'i? 
f--

~-))_ 
f--

1:-'ii 
~:.';? 10 S8 40 

f--- a , ... , ,_ 
1:•1: 
)~-'ii f---/:!i 67.ff 32nm Diem. PVC 

(GN-OM) Sandy GRAVIEL, some 1?.')? e.a. #10 Slot-
n0r>-plastic fines; grey, contains cobbles , ... , 
and boulders; nor>-cohesive, wet dense ;}:;} 11 S8 49 0 
to very dense )?-~ 

f--- 9 ~?-'.>: ~ 
,_ 

, ... , 
;}:)} f--

";,?.)? 
12 S8 • 0 ca.. )~.;i 

)i-ll 86.28 

End of Borehole 9.76 

f--- 10---------------- -- -- - ---------- ---- ----- ---- ------------
CONTII/UEDNEXr"PAGE 

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> G 0 LD E R LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: CRG 



PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: 21-01 SHEET 2 a 2 

LOCAT10N: N 4999471.3 ;E 476602.8 BORING DAlE: October 4, 2021 DA 1\JM: Geodetic 

SAMPLER HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm PENE'TRAllON lEST HAMMER, 64kg; DROP, 760mm 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
l1J 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::;; 

"- ELEV. l1J l1J 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-. 
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::;; Cu, lcPa ramV. ffi U- 0 l1J ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl e W I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

f--- 10 
- CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE-

No1e(s) 

1. Waler level in well saeen at 0.86 
mbgs (Elev. 75.18 m) on No-ember 12, 
2021 

f--- 11 -

f--- 12 -

f--- 13 -

f--- 14 -

f--- 16 -

f--- 10 -

f--- 17 -

f--- 1a -

f--- 18 -

f--- Z) -

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> GOLDER LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: CRG 



PROJECT: 19125451 RECORD OF BOREHOLE: TW21-01 SHEET 1 a 1 

LOCAT10N: N 49994802 ;E 476616.3 BORING DAlE: October 25, 27-29, 2021 DA 1\JM: Geodetic 

0 SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES DYNAMIC PENETRATION \ HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, 
UJ 0 RESISTANCE, BLOWS/0.3m ' k,crm _,(!) 

-i!m ::c g ' ~~ 
PIEZOMETER 

Iii E 10" 10" 10' 10" OR 
!,!~ a: Ii! 20 40 eo 80 om ::; 

"- ELEV. UJ UJ 
I I I I I I I I STANDPIPE 

~~ (!) lo! SH EAR STRENGTH netV. + Q-. WATER CONTENT PERCENT E,-
z DESCRIPTION j5 m 

~ i 8m INSTALLATION ::; Cu, lcPa ramV. ffi U- O UJ ii ~ DEPTH ::, Wpl eW I WI <:5 0 Q I;; (m) z 9 
m 20 40 eo 80 20 40 60 80 

GROUND SURFACE 711.3'1 
f---- 0 

Probably SAND and GRAVEL >~.')~ o.oo 

~ ~ 1i.11 
1;.1, 

t )?.;;-
>?-~i ✓ 
1?-1: > 1?.')? 

f---- 1 ):.>." ~i 1i·"i 

~ 
>:•1: 
?~.')~ 

t~ 
ti•'~ ~ 1i•'~ >:-1: ;,x 

~ ,-f---- 2 :;,?.;. -- ~ ·1-~ 7;.'.7, )' ,)< 
>?.')? 

I ~ 
-;:_.;;- 159 rrm Diam. 

-~-);_ Staolc..,g 
>;.'.7, 

f---- 3 
)'~.')~ 

~,->?.')? 
>;-.;;-
7i·"i ~ 7:•1· 
'1?-i? )< 

~ ·-;:_.~ 

~ ?~-~~ 
f---- • >t-1~ ~,-

i 1;.1, 

~ ~ 
:!i "~->.' 
I -J:.'-J 

1~-i~ 
I >?.')? 

~t?i: 
& 1-~ 

f---- 6 I: >i·'~ ~ 
~,-

71.lf 
Probable GRAVEL to sandy GRAVEL 6.18 

I ~ 
~ 
~ .. 

f---- f ~ ,_ 

Sileas.id ~ ~ 
~ t 

f---- 7 
~ 

,_ 

n-1 

f---- a 140 rrm Dilm. ,_ 
Sllli-Staol #40 
Wi18Wrai,padSIDI -
Sileas.id 

f---- 8 ca.. ,_ 
f7.20 2S 

End of Borehole e.,, 
Nobe(s) 

1. Waberlewl in well screen at 1.16 
mbgs (Elev. 75.18 m) on No-ember 12, 

f---- 10 
2021 -

DEP'Tl-lSCALE '''I> GOLDER LOGGED: RI 

1 :50 CHECKED: DH 



Ull,l~•t·- lolll! EM'"'il 

W,t> 8 3 

l: 

Slatul ol W.ll 
Cw,..,:.-, 
• R.oc---1\Yel 
S,'ldl-t:oo 
0 ll(,0-~•., 
C!!.~WI//I 
Q oi-. ... -.. 

!.l~hclt 
Cl~ ~, 
c
~~ 

Co,,alnk:lbnl{"-1! -~ -~ ~---. • ~te.P,;,;, = \- F(/n'\l -c...i 1-1 1"-'a...- ,...., :;.,i-., ,_, 1 I• •~-

0 Qr. " ... ly 

contr;ictor·• COP'f 

Well Record 
R,g,A'4'1'(,nffl OnSMo ~,Ro-H Ate 

P\,f41 "'°"' WC IC (ln'tl t 2 

~-flfflnl-,, 3 3 

4 I 4 
o,,._.q1tul'P"'9 -~· ""' $ s 
Artlv.'l'f_a,.....,ercJc(llUft~I"' 10 10 ·~~-,~, 15 1$ 

20 3~ ~ --0:,,~~l/lrtf 
2S 

~.'O.>nnordoo--
""'°''\IJ :lO ~ 

\\ ~(JII~ 
40 ..co 

~ 
~ so 

..... llo cj() 60 

~ OI Wo.l LocatlOn 
Pft-p~•m.:>t»bN~ '91'-~1-t.d. 
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J 

.... 

.I-

· .. ·,:::·:::_- ... ,,,.·-··,-···-

· !"i'<:4i1;:ct; -.~1.,229J;i · 

·. · :L.OQATJ:QN: .=l?!iil'P.IMJ -· .. ·. 

. ' .,Qlft. 

s 

... · .. · . 

SOit PROFILE 

DE;Sef>JPTION 

Very dans<i brown SAND and 
GRAVEL. !race sill somo cobbles, 
nested ccbblos /rom 2.3 to · 
2.8 melr(ls · · 

Compact to dense grey line to 
coarse GRAVEL. som,; sandiar . 
wm:s, many cobpjes · · 

......... 6. 

! 
iii -· 

....... ~ 

: - · 10 

". 12 

- 13 

Vmy dens., dark grey sandy si!t. 
some nravel, trace clay, some 
cobbles and boulders . 
(GLACIAL Till) 

::.: .... 1~ 

End of Hole 
Auger H.afusal 

~ 

"" ::., 
,: :. ... , .. 
<( 

"' 

15 

DEPTH SCALE (ALONG HOLE) 

1 to 76 

5 .. , 
n. 
<:: 
\;: 
a: ,_ 
!/) 

. §P81NC.£?AIE: :M~r:1:1.\•t:,t:i:~. . PAI.t.i.M, ,.G_i,t>dQtic 

· .. ·_ ~.AMf'-J;l:rtfl-:iMM~B; t0::.s:is.!?; '.9.!JQ!'\ 1:flW. crmi:i ··•··~ 
SAMPLES OAS CCNCi;r,TMTION 1il HYO!!AUUC CONDUCT!Vlrl, 

k. emt, I 
~ a: 

El.£V. w w g 
"' ~ - ,; "' DCPTii ::., 

~ z 
[m) 

.,-

,~ 
2 ~75 

. -t-'<"': 

.1--

63.32 
13.66 

"" g ,. 
" 

.: 
'" ~ > 

§ oi 
:S "' 

{ ) 

I I 

¾LEL 0 

I 

WAT~ll CONTENT. PERC£NT 

Wp~'M 

'2'0«)60:SO 

! 
! 

--1--+--+--i--t---t-....... _.,,_ ......... ··--··· 

N1J.tiYfl 
Sa<hi~ 
Eento-nrte
Soal 

. MK 

! 

"·->· ·•'-··- ···-· ··-· ··--··1--i---t---t---t---

M!< - --,---t---+--+--;--,---,---,....-, 50mm PVC 
#10 Slot 
Scieen 

__ L __ _ 

Mk 
Na.ti-Ii i.v;cj 
C:t.\l'Eld 

,---,--,.--r--t--..--=--<--isaci<fi 

Golder Associates 

W.Lln 
Screen at 
E:lev.75.61 m 
Apr. 1, !091 

JNSTALLA TIONS 

A 

-

-

-

I 
LOGGED: P.A.S 



t . -~ 

·.·.• :&~~ii;. Sil2i.,2t.!>i) t•·••-·-•·-··- -.· 

\~¢NI<:iti :~:BJ~/ < >·•··•··.··.·· 
. ····. :ow:\ . . 

0 SOll PROFILE . SAMPLES cw, CONCENTAA TION ~ 

~ l------------==...---.----l--,-.....--,--,--1 { l 
>iYOAAlJUC CUNDl.>CTIVI TY, 

k.eml• I 

.. - .;. 

1-. 

,. 8. 

-. 9. 

. ·. -- 11 

12 

t;; 
::i: 
I!) 
z 
oc 
0 
a:, 

DESCRIPTION 

Compact to Yery dense grey 
sandy silt, some gravel, trace 
clay {GLACIAL Till) 

End or Hole 

DEPTH SCALE (ALONG HOLE) 

1 to 75 

,.. 
0 
a'. 
..: 

~ 
I-
(f) 

. V' 

. ; 

ff; "' CUN. l; f i - "' OEPTH ::, ~ 
z 3 

(m) "' 

l ~1a 

·,-.. 

,-

·•_t-

-

... <:; 

~ 
z 
i:: 

w "' i; ~ 

" oi 
"' :s e:: 

M. 

'41..El • WATEA CONTENi. PtRCENT 
Wp ~ 'M 

2C 40 &; 80 

,_--'--+--+--....----1--0•---·-t--- ·-

I--..-:-: -•f---t--f---1--+---i--f----t•-

--<1---+--+---+--·I-- --~ --- ........ ~~-

5001mPVC 
·•-......,>----+--+-----+---+--+---e--+--< H10 Slot 

.. ... ~~··· -~·--
' 

Golder Associates 

Sc,...,n 

Bont.onito 
So.I 

W.L!n 
Semen at 
Gov.75.60,n 
Apr, 1, UJ92 

A 

INST ALLA T!ONS 

LOGGED: PAS 
i)r)-~ 

CHECKED: i/x::, 

-

. 

-

. 

-

-

. 
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WELL TEST ANALYSIS 

1. 10. 

Data Set: C:\ ... \BH21-01 Coo~er Jacob early-.agt 
Date: 12/16/21 Time: 16:03:08 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

Company: Golder Associates Ltd. 
Client: JLR 
Project: 19125451 
Location: North Dundas 
Test Well: TW21-02 
Test Date: November 10-11, 2021 

AQUIFER DATA 

Saturated Thickness: 9. m Anisotropy Ratio {Kz/Kr): 1_ -

WELL DATA 

Pumping Wells Observation Wells 
I Well Name I X(m) I Y (m) I I Well Name 

I 

X{m} 
I TW21-01 I 476617 I 4999475.BI : 0 BH21-01 476601 

SOLUTION 

Aquifer Model: Unconfined Solution Method: Coo~er-Jacob 

T = 6042.2 m2tday S = 0.5891 

: 4999472 : I v {m} I 
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WELL TEST ANALYSIS 

Data Set: C:\ ... \BH21-01 Coo~er Jacob late.agt 
Date: 12/16/21 Time: 16:09:21 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

Company: Golder Associates Ltd. 
Client: JLR 
Project: 19125451 
Location: North Dundas 
Test Well: TW21-02 
Test Date: November 10-11, 2021 

AQUIFER DATA 

Saturated Thickness: 9. m Anisotropy Ratio {Kz/Kr): 1_ -

WELL DATA 

Pumping Wells Observation Wells 
I Well Name I X(m) I y (m) I I Well Name I X(m) I y (m) I 
I TW21-01 I476616.289~999480.238 I O BH21-01 I 476602.83 ~999471.34~ 

SOLUTION 

Aquifer Model: Unconfined Solution Method: Coo~er-Jacob 

T = 4401. 7 m2tday S = 0.604 --
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APPENDIX E 

Laboratory Certificates of Analysis 

GOLDER 



.;~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder Associates Lid. (Ottawa) 

1931 Rcber1son Read 
Ottawa, ON 
1<2H5B7 

Atlenlion: Ms. Dale Hotze 

PO#: 
lrwoice to: Golder Aasooiates Lid. (Ottawa) 

0..r D•le Holtze: 

Certificate of Analysis 

Page 1 of 10 

Report Number: 
Dale Submitted: 
Dale Repo,ted: 
Project 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125461 
215679 

Pleae find .Cached the • nalylic:111 re• ult• for your nmple• . If you haw •ny que• tiona regarding thi• report, ple• H do not he• it• te to call (113-727-6992). 

Report Comments: 

APPROVAL: 

Addrine 
~ -.....,,_ Thomas 

>;•~ 2021.11 .19 
12:39:14-05'00' 

Addrine Thomas, lnorganice Supervisor 

All -lyaia ia c;ompleled al Eurofins EnYironment Teating ear.da Inc. (Ollawa, Onlalio) unlan athenoriae indicated. 

Eurofins Environment Testing Canada Inc. (Otta., Ontario) ia aocredited by CAL.A, Canadian Association for Laboratory Accreditation ID ISOIEC 17025 for tests whidl appear on the s00pe of 
aooreditation. The s00pe is available at http://www.cala.ca/5oopes/2602.pdf. 

Eurofins Environment Testing Canada Inc. (Otta., Ontario) ia licensed by the Ontario Ministry of the Envirorvnent, Conaarvation, and Parks (MECP) for specifoc tests in drinking watar (lioenaa 
#2318). A 00py of the lioensa ia available upon requasl 

Eurofins Environment Testing Canada Inc. (Ottawa, Ontario) ia aocredited by the Onlaria Miniatry of Agric;ulure, Food, and Rural All'airs for spec;ilic; tests in agricultural soils. 

Please note: F•ld data, where presented on the report, has t.en providad by the client and is presented for informational purpcees only. Guideline values listed on this report are provided for 
ease of US8 (Informational purposes) only. Euroflns 1900mmends 00nsU1ttng the offlClal provincial or rec1ara1 guideline as required. Unlass otherwlSe stated, m-u111ment uncertainly Is not taken 
into ao00unt whan determining guideline or regulas,ry .,..,_..,aes. 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Anions Cl 
F 

N-N02 
N-N03 
S04 

General Chemistry Alkalinity as CaC03 
Colour (Apparent) 

Conductivity 
DOC 
pH 

Phenols 
S2-

TDS (COND - CALC) 
Turbidity 

Hardness Hardness as CaC03 
Indices/Cale Ion Balance 

Metals Ca 
Fe 

Fe (total) 
K 

Mg 

Mn 
Mn (total) 

Na 
Microbiology Escherichia Coli 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampllne Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

1 mg/L AO250 
0.10 mg/L MAC 1.5 
0.10 mg/L MAC 1.0 
0.10 mg/L MAC10.0 

1 mg/L AO500 
5 mg/L 0G 30-500 
2 TCU AO5 
5 uS/cm 

0.5 mg/L AO5 
1.00 6.5-8.5 

0.001 mg/L 
0.01 mg/L AO0.05 

1 mg/L AO500 
0.1 NTU AO5 
1 mg/L 0G 80-100 

0.01 
1 mg/L 

0.03 mg/L A00.3 
0.03 mg/L 

1 mg/L 
1 mg/L 

0.01 mg/L A00.05 
0.01 mg/L 

2 mg/L A0200 
0 ct/100ml MACO 

Page2of10 

1596125 
GN 

2021-11-10 
iW21--01-1HR 

30 
0.10 

<0.10 
<0.10 

68 
235 
24• 

629 
8.()" 
7.74 

<0.001 
<0.01 
409 
02 

311• 
0.97 

95 
0.14 

0.13 
2 
18 

0.13• 
0.14 
11 

0 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objoc1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Microbiology Faecal Coliforms 
Faecal Streptococcus 

Heterotrophic Plate Count 
Total Coliforms 

Nutrients N-NH3 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 

Subcontract Tannin & Lignin 
voes Surrogates 1 ,2~ichloroethane-d4 

4-bromofluorobenzene 
Toluene-d8 

Volatiles 1 , 1, 1,2-tetrachloroethane 
1,1, 1-trichloroethane 

1, 1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 
1, 1,2-trichloroethane 
1, 1 ~ichloroethane 

1, 1 ~ichloroethylene 
1,2~ibromoethane 

1,2~ichlorobenzene 
1,2~ichloroethane 

1,2~ichloropropane 
1,3,5--trimethylbenzene 
1,~ichlorobenzene 
1,~ichlorobenzene 

Benzene 
Bromodichloromethane 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampllne Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

0 ct/100ml 
0 ct/100ml 
0 ct/1ml 
0 ct/100ml MACO 

0.010 mg/l 
0.100 mg/l 

0.1 mg/l 
0 % 
0 % 
0 % 

0.5 ug/l 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l 
0.5 ug/l MAC14 
0.2 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l MAC200 
0.2 ug/L IMAC5 
0.5 ug/L 
0.3 ug/l 
0.4 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L MAC5 
0.5 ug/l MAC1 
0.3 ug/l 

Page3of10 

1596125 
GN 

2021-11-10 
1W21-01-1HR 

0 

0 

9 

0 

<0.010 

0.290 

1.0 

98 
78 

101 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.5 

<0.3 

<0.4 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.3 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Volalilea Bromofonn 
Bromomethane 

o-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
o-1,3-Dich loropropylene 

Carbon Tetrachloride 
Chloroelhane 
Chloroform 

Chloromethane 
Dibromochloromethane 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 

Dichloromethane 
Ethyl benzene 

m/p-xylene 
Monochlorobenzene 

o-xylene 
Styrene 

t-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
t-1,3-Dichloropropylene 

Tetrach loroethylene 
Toluene 

Trich loroethylene 
Trichloroftuoromethane 

Vinyl Chloride 
Xylene; total 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampllne Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L MAC2 
0.2 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.3 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
4.0 ug/L MAC50 
0.5 ug/L MAC140 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L MAC80 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.3 ug/L MAC10 
0.5 ug/L MAC80 
0.3 ug/L MACS 
0.5 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L MAC1 
0.5 ug/L MAC90 
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1596125 
GN 

2021-11-10 
1W21-01-1HR 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.2 

<0.2 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<4.0 

<0.5 

<0.4 
<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.5 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objoc1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

QCSummary 

Analyle Blank 

Run No 412173 ~onData 2021-11-12 

M91hoct AMBCOLM1 

Eschertchla Coll 

Faecal Colll'orms ,_ 
Faecal Streptococcus ,~ 
Heterotrophle F'le119 Count ,_ 
Total Collforms 

Run No 412239 Analpll/Exncllon Dalll 2021-11-12 

M9lhoct C SM2130B 

Turbidity I <0.1 NTU 

Run No 412248 Analpll/Exncllon Data 2021-11-12 

Method EF'A 200.8 

Iron 

-I 

<0.03 mg/L ,_ 
Mangan- <0.01 mQIL 

Run No 412252 Analpllll!!xhctlon Dalll 2021-11-12 

M9lhoct C $M4ij()O-l,;2-D 

$2- I <0.01 mg/L 

Run No 412294 Analpll/l!xnctlon Data 2021-11-12 

M.itloct SM 6310B 

Gulclellne = ODWSOG • = Gulclellne Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 PageSoflO 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

Anaiwat MeC 

-
Anaiwat AK 

I 100 I 70-130 

Anaiwat SD 

-I 

106 l 80-120 

109 80-120 

Anaiwat AsA 

I 89 I 80-120 

Anaiwat AsA 

MRL• Met,od ~~ ~H. AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC• 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1effll Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Oblec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

QCSummary 

Analyta Blank 

DOC <0.5mg/l.. 

Run No 412298 Analyallll!xtnctlon Da111 :.1021-11-15 

Melllocl C SM2120C 

Colour (Apparent) I <2TCU 

Run No 412380 Analpll/ExtlKtlon Datil :.1021-11-15 

11191hoct SM2320,2510,4500H/F 

Alkalinity (CaC03) <5 mg/L 
-

Conductivity <5 uS/cm 
-

F <0.10 mg/L -
pH 

Run No 412387 Analpll/Extractlon Datil :.1021-11-16 

11191hocl EPA 3512 

Total KJeldahl N~rogen I <0.100 mg/L 

Run No 412364 AnalyalllExtractl Datil :.1021-11-16 

Mdloct SM 4110 

Chlorlde <1 mg/L ,_ 
N-N02 <0.10 mg/L ,_ 
N-N03 <0.10 mg/L ,_ 
S04 <1 mg/L 

,_ ·-
Guideline= ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate only totheparometen teoled an the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 Page6of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

107 80-120 

Analpt AA 

I 96 I 90-110 

Anaiwwt AsA 

104 90-110 
- -

101 90-110 
- - -

105 90-110 
- - -

99 90-110 
-

Anaiwwt AET 

I 93 I 70-130 

Analpt RR 

100 90-110 

109 90-110 
- ,_ -

99 90-110 
- ,_ -

100 90-110 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable Cancenra11on, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stond81d, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

QCSummary 

Analyta Blank 

Run No 412408 ~onDa111 2021-11-18 

M9lllocl M SM3120B;J600C 

Pot8$slum I <1 mg/L 

Run No 412412 Ana~on Dalll 2021-11-18 

M9lllocl SM5630DIEF'A420.2 

Phenols I -<0.001 rng/L 

Run No 412466 Ana!Vallll:ldnlGtlon Dalll 2021-11-17 

M9lllocl EF'A 350.1 

N-NH3 I -<0.010 mg/L 

Run No 412485 Ana~on Da111 2021-11-17 

Melllocl M SM3120B;J600C 

Cak:lum <1 mg/L 

Magnesium <1 mg/L ,_ 
Sodium <2 mg/L 

Run No 412472 Ana!Vallll'!Jlhctlon Dalll 2021-11-17 

Method CSM23408 

Hardness as CaC03 

Ion Balanoe ,~ 
TDS (COND - CALCJ 

Guideline= ODWSOG • = Guideline Exoeeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo "'bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U-.H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 Page7of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

Analpt ZS 

I 105 I 87-113 

Analpt AET 

I 50 I 73-127 

Analpt SKH 

I 112 I 80-120 

Analpt ZS 

98 90-110 

102 7&-124 
- - -

107 82-118 

Analnt ZS 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Analyta 

Certificate of Analysis 

QCSummary 

Blank 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

QC 
%Rec 

QC 
Limits 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

Run No 412490 

M9lllocl EPA8260 

~onDa111 2021-11-14 Analpt AX 

Gulclellne = ODWSOG 

Tetrachloroethane, 1,1, 1,2-

Trk:hloroethane, 1,1,1-

Tetrachloroethane, 1,1,2,2-

Trk:hloroethane, 1,1,2-

Dlchloroethane, 1, 1-

Dlchloroethylene, 1,1-

1,2-i!lbromoethane 

Dlchlorobenzene, 1,2-

Dlchloroethane, 1,2-

Dlchloropropane, 1,2-

1,3,o-tr1methylbenzena 

Dlchlorobenzene, 1,3-

Dlchlorobenzene, 1,4-

Benzene 

Bromodlchloromethane 

Bromoform 

• = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.4ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

Page8of10 

88 80-130 

94 80-130 

100 80-130 

105 80-130 

91 80-130 

93 80-130 

80-130 

82 80-130 

97 80-130 

88 80-130 

85 80-130 

90 80-130 

85 80-130 

88 80-130 

92 80-130 

101 80-130 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objoc1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Guideline= ODWSOG 

Analyta 

Bromomethane 

Dlchloroethylene, 1,2-cls

Dlc:hlorupropene, 1,3--cls

Carbon Tetrachloride 

Chloroethane 

Chloroform 

Chlorumethane 

Dlbrumochl01Umethane 

Dlc:hl01Udlllu01Umethane 

Methylene Chlor'de 

Ethytberane 

m/p-xylene 

Chlorubenzene 

o-xylene 

styrene 

Dlchloroethylene, 1,2-b'ans

Dlchlorupropene, 1,3-tn1ns

Tetn1chloroethylene 

• = Gulclellne Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

QCSummary 

Blank 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.2ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<4.0 ug/L 

<0.5ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

Page9of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

91 60-130 

87 60-130 

81 60-130 

90 60-130 

92 60-130 

90 60-130 

60-130 

103 60-130 

89 60-130 

117 60-130 

82 60-130 

84 60-130 

99 60-130 

91 60-130 

87 60-130 

85 60-130 

84 60-130 

81 60-130 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objoc1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966650 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-19 
19125451 
215679 

QCSummary 

Analyta Blank 

Toluene <0.5 ug/L 

Trlchloroethylene <0.3 ug/L ,~ 
Trlchlorofluoromethane <0.5 ug/L 

Vinyl Chloride <0.2 ug/L 

Run No 412506 Anai,.llll!!xhctlon Dam 2021-11-17 

118lhocl EPA 8260 

Xylene Mixture I 
Run No 412541 Analnll/l!!xhctlon Dam 2021-11-18 

1191hocl EPA 200.8 

Fe (tolal) 

I 
<0.03 mg/L 

Mn (1Dla0 <0.01 mg/L 

Run No 412627 Analpll/l!!xhctlon Da111 2021-11-15 

ll8lhocl SUBOONTRACT-A 

Tannin & Llgnln 

Guideline= ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

<0.10 mg/L 

Page 10 of 10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

88 60-130 

88 60-130 
- - -

92 60-130 

89 60-130 

Anqwt AX 

I I 
Anqwt SD 

I I 
80-120 

Anqwt AET 

95 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client Golder Associates L1d. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 
Ottawa.ON 
K2H587 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder Associates L1d. (Ottawa) 

Dear Dale Holtze: 

Certificate of Analysis 

Page 1 of 10 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

Please find attached the analytical results for your samples. If you have any questions regarding this report, please do not hesitate to call (613-727 ~892). 

Report Com men1s: 

APPROVAL: 

Sarah 
Horner 
2021.11.22 
14:48:37 
-05'00' 

Sarah Homer, lnorganios Technician 

All analysis is ocmpleted at Eurofins Environment Testing Canada lno. (Ot1awa, Ontario) unless otherwise indicated. 

Eurolins Environmerrt Testing Canada Inc. (Ottawa, Orrtario) is acx:redited by CALA, Canadian Association for Labora1Dry Accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025 for tesls which appear on the scope of 
acx:reditation. The scope is available at: hltp:/,www:.cala.calsQDpes/2602.pdf. 

Eurolins Environmerrt Testing Canada Inc. (Ottawa, Orrtario) is licensed by the Orrtario Ministry of the Environmen~ Conservation, and Parks (MECP) for specific tests in drinking water Oioense 
#2318). A oopy of the lioense is available upon request. 

Eurolins Environmerrt Testing Canada Inc. (Ottawa, Orrtario) is acx:redited by the Orrtario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs for specific tests in agricultural soils. 

Please note: Field data, where presented on the report, has been provided by the clierrt and is preserrted for informational purposes only. Guideline values listed on this report are provided for 
ease of use (informational purposes) only. Eurolins recommends ocnsulting the official provincial or federal guideline as required. Unless otherwise stated, measurement uncertainly is not taken 
irrto aooount when determining guideline or regulatory exoeedanoes. 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Anions Cl 
F 

N-N02 
N-N03 

S04 
General Chemistry Alkalinity as CaC03 

Colour (Apparent) 
Conductivity 

DOC 
pH 

Phenols 

S2-
TDS (COND - CALC) 

Turbidity 
Hardness Hardness as CaC03 

Indices/Cale Ion Balance 
Metals Ca 

Fe 

Fe (total) 
K 

Mg 

Mn 
Mn (total) 

Na 
Microbiology Escherichia Coli 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate only totheparometen teoled an the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampll119 Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

1 mg/L AO250 
0.10 mg/L MAC 1.5 

0.10 mg/L MAC 1.0 

0.10 mg/L MAC10.0 

1 mg/L AO500 
5 mg/L 0G 30-500 
2 TCU AO5 
5 uS/cm 

0.5 mg/L AO5 
1.00 6.5-8.5 

0.001 mg/L 
0.01 mg/L AO0.05 

1 mg/L AO500 
0.1 NTU AO5 
1 mg/L 0G 80-100 

0.01 
1 mg/L 

0.03 mg/L A00.3 

0.03 mg/L 
1 mg/L 
1 mg/L 

0.01 mg/L A00.05 
0.01 mg/L 

2 mg/L A0200 
0 ct/100ml MACO 

Page2of10 

1596241 
GN 

2021-11-11 
TW21-01-24HR 

30 
0.10 

<0.10 
<0.10 

71 
241 
23• 

650 
7 JJ* 
7.92 

0-002 
<0.01 
422 

0.4 

318* 

0.96 

96 
0.14 

0.11 
2 

19 

0.19* 
0.19 
10 
0 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable Cancenra11on, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Microbiology Faecal Coliforms 
Faecal Streptococcus 

Heterotrophic Plate Count 
Total Coliforms 

Nutrients N-NH3 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 

Subcontract Tannin & Lignin 
voes Surrogates 1 ,2~ichloroethane-d4 

4-bromofluorobenzene 
Toluene-d8 

Volatiles 1 , 1, 1,2-tetrachloroethane 
1,1, 1-trichloroethane 

1, 1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 
1, 1,2-trichloroethane 
1, 1 ~ichloroethane 

1, 1 ~ichloroethylene 
1,2~ibromoethane 

1,2~ichlorobenzene 
1,2~ichloroethane 

1,2~ichloropropane 
1,3,5--trimethylbenzene 
1,~ichlorobenzene 
1,~ichlorobenzene 

Benzene 
Bromodichloromethane 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate .,,1y to theparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampll119 Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

0 ct/100ml 
0 ct/100ml 
0 ct/1ml 
0 ct/100ml MACO 

0.010 mg/l 
0.100 mg/l 

0.1 mg/l 
0 % 
0 % 
0 % 

0.5 ug/l 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l 
0.5 ug/l MAC14 
0.2 ug/l 
0.4 ug/l MAC200 
0.2 ug/L IMAC5 
0.5 ug/L 
0.3 ug/l 
0.4 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L MAC5 
0.5 ug/l MAC1 
0.3 ug/l 
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1595241 
GN 

2021-11-11 
TW21-01-24HR 

0 

0 

19 

13• 

<0.010 

0.400 
1.0 

97 

71 

107 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.5 

<0.3 

<0.4 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.3 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Group An•lyte 

Volalilea Bromofonn 
Bromomethane 

o-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
o-1,3-Dich loropropylene 

Carbon Tetrachloride 
Chloroelhane 
Chloroform 

Chloromethane 
Dibromochloromethane 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 

Dichloromethane 
Ethyl benzene 

m/p-xylene 
Monochlorobenzene 

o-xylene 
Styrene 

t-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
t-1,3-Dichloropropylene 

Tetrach loroethylene 
Toluene 

Trich loroethylene 
Trichloroftuoromethane 

Vinyl Chloride 
Xylene; total 

Guldellne = ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceedence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Labl.D. 
Sample Mau-Ix 
Sample Type 
Sampll119 Da1B 
Samplel.D. 

MRL Units Guldellne 

0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L MAC2 
0.2 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.3 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
4.0 ug/L MAC50 
0.5 ug/L MAC140 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L MAC80 
0.4 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 
0.4 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L 
0.3 ug/L MAC10 
0.5 ug/L MAC80 
0.3 ug/L MACS 
0.5 ug/L 
0.2 ug/L MAC1 
0.5 ug/L MAC90 
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1595241 
GN 

2021-11-11 
TW21-01-24HR 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.2 

<0.2 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<4.0 

<0.5 

<0.4 
<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.5 

<0.4 

<0.2 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<0.3 

<0.5 

<0.2 

<0.5 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

QCSummary 

Analyle Blank 

Run No 412209 ~onDatil 2021-11-13 

M91hoct AMBCOLM1 

Eschertchla Coll 

Faecal Colll'orms ,_ 
Faecal Streptococcus ,~ 
Heterotrophle F'le119 Count ,_ 
Total Collforms 

Run No 412239 Analpll/Exncllon Dalll 2021-11-12 

M9lhoct C SM2130B 

Turbidity I <0.1 NTU 

Run No 412252 Analpll/Exncllon Datil 2021-11-12 

Method C SM4600-S2-O 

S2- I <0.01 mg/L 

Run No 412294 An~Datil 2021-11-12 

11.thocl SM 53108 

DOC I <0.6mg/L 

Run No 412298 Analnll/&ncllon Datil 2021-11-15 

M91hoct C SM2120C 

Colour (Apparent) l <2TCU 

Gulclellne = ODWSOG • = Gulclellne Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 PageSoflO 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

Anaiwat MeC 

-
Anaiwat AK 

I 100 I 70-130 

Anaiwat AsA 

I 89 l 80-120 

Anaiwat AsA 

I 107 I 80-1::lO 

Anaiwat AA 

1 96 l 90-110 

MRL• Met,od ~~ ~H. AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC• 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1effll Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

QCSummary 

Analyta Blank 

Run No 412347 ~onDam 2021-11-15 

M9lllocl EPA200Jl 

Iron 

I 
<0.03 mg/L 

Mangan- <0.01 mg/L 

Run No 412380 Analpll/ExtlKtlon Dam 2021-11-15 

1191hoct SM2320,2510,4500H/F 

Alkalinity (CaC03) <5 mg/L 
-

Conductivity <5 uS/cm 
-

F <0.10 mg/L -
pH 

Run No 412384 Analpll/Extractlon Dam 2021-11-16 

1191hocl SM 4110 

Chlo~de <1 mg/L 

N-N02 <0.10 mg/L 
~ -

N-N03 <0.10 mg/L ,~ 
504 <1 mg/L 

Run No 412412 Analpll/ExtlKtlon Da111 2021-11-16 

1191hoct SM5530DIEPA420.2 

Phenols I <0.001 mg/L 

Guideline= ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 Page6of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

Analpt SD 

I 
106 

I 
80-120 

111 80-120 

Analpt AsA 

104 90-110 
- -

101 90-110 
- - -

105 90-110 
- - -

99 90-110 
-

Analpt RR 

100 90-110 

109 90-110 
-- -

99 90-110 
- ,- -

100 90-110 
-

Analnt AET 

I 50 I 73-127 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • l'rol'nc:lol Water Cl<idlty O.,~e. IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

QCSummary 

Analyta Blank 

Run No 412485 ~onDa111 2021-11-17 

M9lllocl M SM3120B;J600C 

ca1c1um <1 mg/L 

Pdasslum <1 mg/L 
-

Magnesium <1 mg/L 
-

Sodium <2 mg/L 

Run No 412490 Analpllll!JdrMtlon Da1II 2021-11-18 

Method EPA 8290 

Tetrachloroethane, 1, 1, 1,2-

Trk:hloroethane, 1,1,1--
Tetrachloroethane, 1,1,2,2-

-
Trk:hloroethane, 1,1,2-

-

Dlchloroethane, 1, 1--
Dklhloroethylene, 1,1-,_ 

,~ 1,2-<llbromoethane 

Dlchlorobenzene, 1 :i-,_ 
Dlchloroethane, 1,2-,_ 
Dlchloropropane, 1,2-,_ 

Guideline= ODWSOG • = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1pleo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.4ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L , _ 

Page7of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

Analpt ZS 

98 90-110 

102 87-113 
- - -

102 7&-124 
- - -

107 82-118 

Analpt AX 

88 60-130 

94 60-130 - - -
100 60-130 

- - -
105 60-130 

- - -
91 60-130 

- - -
93 60-130 

- ,_ -
60-130 

- ,_ -

82 60-130 - ,- -
97 60-130 

- ,_ -
88 60-130 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11ond O..ld•e. MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlra1lon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<idlty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, Prowdd Water Cl<idlty 
Objec1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Gulclellne = ODWSOG 

Analyta 

1,3,o-t~methylbenzene 

Dlchlorobenzene, 1,3-

Dlchlorobenzene, 1,4-

Benzene 

Bromodlchloromethane 

Bromctorm 

Bromomethane 

Dlchloroethylene, 1,2-cls-

Dlchloropropene, 1,kls-

Cerbon Tetrachloride 

Chloroethane 

Chloroform 

Chloromethane 

Dlbromochloromethane 

Olohlorodlfluoromethane 

Methylene Chlo~ 

Ethylbenzene 

m/p-xylene 

• = Guideline Exceeclence 

Reoults relate .,,1y totheparometen teoled.,, the1111T1ploo 8'1bmltlod. 
Methods ,,,_.,.. and/or a!dltlonal QA/QC lnfonnallan available on request. 

146 Colonnade Rd. U,H8, Otlawa, ON K2E 7Y1 

Certificate of Analysis 

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
Project: 
COC#: 

1966694 
2021-11-11 
2021-11-22 
19125451 
215708 

QCSummary 

Blank 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.4ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.3ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<4.0 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4ug/L 

Page8of10 

QC QC 
%Rec Limits 

85 60-130 

90 60-130 

85 60-130 

88 60-130 

92 60-130 

101 60-130 

91 60-130 

87 60-130 

81 60-130 

90 60-130 

92 60-130 

90 60-130 

60-130 

103 60-130 

89 60-130 

117 60-130 

82 60-130 

84 60-130 

MRL • Met,od ~~ Lln1H, AO• Aesthetic 0111...._, 0G • 0pela11onal O..ld ... e, MAC • 
Mmclnlum Acceplable C<11cenra1lon, IMAC • lntenn -um Accoptallle Concenlrallon, STD• 
Stondaid, FWQO • F'rol'nc:lal Water Cl<iallty O.,.._.,e, IPWQO • ln1erln, l'rolilndal Water Cl<iallty 
Objoc1lve, TOR•~- Range 



-:~ eurofins 
Environment Testing 

Client: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 
1931 Robertson Road 

Ottawa, ON 
K2H5B7 

Attention: Ms. Dale Holtze 
PO#: 
Invoice to: Golder AssoclalBs Ltd. (Ottawa) 

Analyta 

Chlorobenzene 

,_ o-xylene 

styrene ,_ 
Dlchloroelhylene, 1,2-trvns--
Dlchloropropene, 1,3-tran&-

-
Tetrachloroethylene 

-

Toluene -
Trk:hloroethylene -
Trk:hlorofluoromethane 

~ 

Vinyl Chloride 

Certificate of Analysis 

QCSummary 

Blank 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.4 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

<0.3ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.3 ug/L 

<0.5 ug/L 

<0.2 ug/L 

- -

- -
- -
- -

- -

- -
- -

Report Number: 
Date Submitted: 
Date Reported: 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder, member of WSP) was retained by J.L. Richards & Associates Limited (JLR) on 

behalf of the Township of North Dundas (Township) to provide consulting engineering services for the Municipal 

Environmental Assessment (Class EA) of the North Dundas Drinking Water Supply System Capacity Expansion. 

The Class EA is being undertaken to provide a solution to address water supply capacity for both residential and 

industrial use for the future 20-year projection period and provide water supply system reliability over the 20-year 

future projection period for the Village of Winchester (Winchester) and the Village of Chesterville (Chesterville) in 

the Township. As part of the project, Golder was retained to complete a Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA) study 

in support of the Township Class EA for the proposed location for a new communal water supply well, located on 

Lafleur Road on Lot 14, Concession 9 in the Geographic Township of Winchester, Township of North Dundas, 

Ontario. 

This document is to be used to support the Class EA for a proposed communal water supply well and not for 

modifications to the existing Source Protection Plan. Once through the Class EA process, and after a water 

supply well has been constructed and tested, an updated WHPA Study will have to be completed to implement 

modifications to the Source Protection Plan. 

As shown on Figure 1, the proposed communal well site is located approximately 1 kilometre southeast of the 

Winchester Wellfield No. 7 (7a, 7b and 7c or Wellfield No. 7 Site). The proposed well site lies within the limits of 

the existing WHPA established for the Wellfield No. 7 municipal water supply (refer to Figure 1) as part of the 

Source Protection Plan requirements completed for the Raisin River Conservation Authority (RRCA) and South 

Nation Conservation (SNC), also referred to as the Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region (RRCA and 

SNC 2016). 

The combined population of Winchester and Chesterville is approximately 4,071 (Statistics Canada, 2017). 

These communities are located approximately 50 kilometres (km) south of the City of Ottawa, within the Township 

of North Dundas. Their populations are projected to increase due to their proximity to the City of Ottawa and 

future potential developments. The ultimate population is estimated to grow to between 6,039 and 7,229 by the 

20-year projection period (2039) based on projected low and high growth scenarios, where the maximum daily 

water demand is estimated to range between 7,736 cubic metres per day (m3/d) and 8,570 m3/d (JLR 2020). 

The North Dundas Drinking Water System (System) supplies treated water to Winchester and Chesterville. The 

System currently derives its water supply from three municipal wells completed in bedrock (Winchester Wells No. 

1, 5 and 6), and two well fields completed in overburden sediments, comprised of three municipal wells 

(Winchester Wells No. 7a, 7b, and 7c) and two municipal wells (Chesterville Wells No. 5 and 6) and is managed 

by the Ontario Clean Water Agency (OCWA). The System has a future deficit of 2,595 m3/day and 3,429 m3/day 

based on the 2039 projected maximum day demand for both low growth and high growth scenarios, compared to 

the current operational limit of the existing communal wells (59.5 L/s or 5,141 m3/day) which assumes the largest 

well is out of service (Well No. 7b or 7c) (JLR 2020). It is understood the Class EA studies will consider options 

including upgrading the System to include the addition of new municipal supply wells and a watermain to convey 

surface water to the System from Morrisburg, located in the Township of South Dundas, to meet and provide 

reliability to the 20-year future projected period scenarios. 

Golder previously conducted a series of hydrogeological investigations to assess the capacity of the overburden 

aquifer (herein referred to as the Morewood Esker) at the proposed well site in 1992 and 2021. The 
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hydrogeological investigations included drilling and aquifer testing programs to find an additional water supply 

resource for the Township as documented in Groundwater Supply Investigation St. Pierre Property Village of 

Winchester Water Supply Study (Golder 1992) and the North Dundas Drinking Water Supply System Capacity 

Expansion Aquifer Testing Program, Township of North Dundas Municipal Class Environmental Assessment 

(Golder 2021). The studies found that a viable water supply exists within the portion of the Morewood Esker 

underlying the proposed well site, approximately 7 km northeast of Winchester. Based on the results of the 

aquifer testing programs, it is inferred that the construction of a municipal supply well at the proposed site 
(with one well as stand-by for firm capacity) would be capable of supplying an additional 20 Lis to 30 L/s 
(1,728 to 2,592 m3/day) to Winchester. 

1.2 Objective 
The objective of the current assessment is to develop a preliminary estimate of the Well Head Protection Areas 
(WHPAs) for a proposed new municipal supply well, including its potential interaction with the existing Wellfield 

No. 7 in the Morewood Esker complex. The assessment also contains the completion of the vulnerability 

assessment, which includes system characterization, delineation of vulnerable areas, vulnerability area scoring 

and significant threats inventory associated with Source Protection Plan requirements for the Raisin-South Nation 

Source Protection Region (RRCA and SNC 2016). 

1.3 Scope of Work 
To meet the above objective, the following scope of work was completed: 

• The conceptual hydrogeological model in the area of the proposed well site was refined, giving consideration 
to previous pumping test programs completed by Golder in the Morewood Esker (Golder 1992, 1995a and 

2021) and publicly available information (e.g., surficial geology mapping of the Morewood Esker, general 
conceptual models of asker deposits in this region by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC 2007), well 

records, borehole logs and groundwater elevation data). 

• Refinement of the previous regional groundwater model in the area developed by WESA (2011) to reflect the 

updated conceptual hydrogeological model in the area of the proposed well site. 

• Calibration of the refined groundwater model to groundwater elevations and regional flow patterns. 

• Completion of forecast simulations with the refined model to develop preliminary WHPAs for the proposed 
well site as well as Wellfield No. 7. 

• Complete a vulnerability assessment consistent with Source Protection requirements for the preliminary 
WHPAs in accordance with the December 2021 Technical Rules under the Clean Water Act (Technical 
Rules) (MECP 2021). This includes development of aquifer vulnerability mapping and an inventory of 

potential significant drinking water threats. 

This report is organized as follows: Section 2.0 describes the refinements to the conceptual hydrogeological 

model; Section 3.0 outlines the refinement to the numerical groundwater flow model; Section 4.0 presents the 

preliminary WHPAs for the proposed well site and Wellfield 7; Section 5.0 summarizes the vulnerability 

assessment; Sections 6.0 though 8.0 describe land uses within the WHPA and the threats analysis; while an 

overall summary is provided in Section 9.0. Limitations on the use of the findings in this report, and relevant 
references in completing the assessment are provided in Sections 10.0 and 11.0, respectively. 
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2.0 REFINEMENTS TO CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
2.1 Reglonal Context 
The majority of the water supply for the North Dundas Drinking Water Supply System originates from glacio-fluvial 
deposits within the wider Study Area. These long and narrow ice-contact stratified drifts are north-south trending 

features comprised of well-sorted coarse sands and gravels that deposited in melt-water channels within glaciers 
that covered the area long ago. The most prominent features within the wider Study Area are the Morewood 

Esker (part of the Vars-Winchester Esker Complex) and the Maple Ridge Esker, both of which are labelled on 

Figure 1. There is also the Loughlin Ridge located approximately 11 km west of Winchester. 

The Vars-Winchester Esker has been the subject of investigations by the Geological Survey of Canada, using 

geophysical methods to locate and characterize the esker where it is not present at surface but is buried beneath 

marine clay deposits. These studies have been focused on sections of the Vars-Winchester esker in the Russell

Embrun area, north of the Morewood Esker. 

The Morewood Esker is a north-south linear feature that is some 7.5 km long by approximately 250 metres (m) 

wide at the surface (average subsurface width of the esker is ~800 m (GSC 2007)). The presence of the esker is 

reflected by topography and the position of a number of sand and gravel pits located along the esker. The esker 
material generally consists of a highly permeable and transmissive 100 to 200 m wide esker core of well sorted 

sand and gravel, cobbly gravels and sandy gravels. The core is flanked (called the carapace) by finer soils, 
grading from sands to silts and clays. The esker is entrenched into the glacial till and its base is generally at or 

near the underlying bedrock surface; the sandy flanks of the esker are frequently overlain by marine clays. The 

surficial signature of the esker core is delineated in places by a small topographical ridge reworked by nearshore 

processes (former beach). Elsewhere the presence of the esker core is only inferred and may be discontinuous in 

places (GSC 2007; Golder, 1995a and 2003). 

The Maple Ridge Esker is comprised of an assortment of sand, gravel, clay, ice-contact stratified drift, and till, and 

has been referred to as a terminal moraine. This esker deposit is oriented east-west, and its eastern end portion is 
located approximately 4 km west of Chesterville. Its surface expression is approximately 3 km in length and 

between 0.2 and 1.5 km wide. The core of the esker consists of coarse sand and gravel with gravel content 

increasing towards the north. In the southern portion of the esker, glacial till exists (Golder, 2003a). Several sand 
pits are present towards the east end of the Maple Ridge Esker. 

Based on the available surficial geology mapping, there is no surficial feature reflecting the presence of the Vars
Winchester Esker in the intervening land area that extends 4 km north-south between the southern end of the 

Morewood Esker and the north side of the Maple Ridge Esker. Previous investigations in this intervening area 
between these two esker features as part of several previous studies to provide additional groundwater supplies 

for Winchester and Chesterville have found that the overburden is of generally limited thickness, and the soil 

conditions encountered are not the coarse granular core or finer sand flanks that are characteristic of the esker. 

The geophysical studies used to locate the esker where it is buried beneath clay soil deposits were not carried out 
in this intervening area. Although the Vars-Winchester Esker is shown as being present in this intervening area in 

published information (GSC 2007), it has not been encountered in previous targeted investigations, suggesting 
that it may be discontinuous in this area of the Township. 
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2.2 Existing Wellhead Protection Areas 
During the original source protection planning undertaken by the RRCA and SNC, an Assessment Report for the 

South Nation Source Protection Area was completed. As part of the Assessment Report, a WHPA Study and a 

vulnerability assessment was completed for Wellfield No. 7. The following four wellhead protection zones were 

defined for the wellfield: 

• Zone A- 100 metre radius pathogen security/prohibition zone 

• Zone B - 2-year horizontal Time of Travel (ToT) pathogen management zone 

• Zone C- 5-year ToT dense non-aqueous phase liquid /contaminant protection zone 

• Zone D - 25-year ToT secondary protection zone 

These zones are used to assist in identifying the various levels of potential risks faced by municipal supply wells 

from pathogens and chemical contaminants. Figure 1 shows the capture zones that comprise the existing WHPA 

for Wellfield No. 7. The site for the proposed new municipal supply well falls within WHPA-C for Wellfield No. 7. 

The definition of the current Wellfield No. 7 WHPA is based on the results of groundwater modelling and, as such, 

reflects the approach taken to the modelling. From review of the modelling approach used for the Winchester 

Wellfield No. 7 (SNC and RRC, 2016a; WESA, 2011), the area of the Morewood Bog located about 3 km east of 

both Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed well site was defined in the model as a regional recharge area. This 

regional recharge area is reflected in the shape and extent of the capture zones of the Wellfield No. 7 wells that 

swings east from the wells towards the Bog. However, this conceptualization did not consider that much of the 

recharge to the Morewood Esker occurs from direct precipitation on areas of the permeable esker core materials 

that are exposed at surface. Previous investigations in the intervening area between the Morewood Esker and 

the Maple Ridge Esker (located to the south of the Morewood Esker) have not been able to locate the esker 

(either exposed or buried). It is interpreted, therefore, that much of the recharge to the Morewood Esker is much 

more local and occurs on the mapped esker itself. The potential for an actual connection between the 

groundwater in the area of the Morewood Bog (to which the source water protection requirements currently apply) 

is unlikely; however, it is currently reflected in the capture zones of the Wellfield No. 7 WHPAs. 

A detailed conceptual basis for the original numerical model construction is provided in WESA 2011; a summary 

is provided below, which includes the model revisions completed by Golder as part of this WH PA study. 

2.3 Refinements in Vicinity of Morewood Esker 
Within regional context during this investigation, a detailed review has taken place of the conditions of the 

Morewood Esker and the following refinements to the geological conceptual model have been made: 

• Extent of the Morewood Esker: The extent of the esker is consistent with the surficial geological mapping as 

shown on Figure 1. The esker material consists of a highly conductive, 100 to 200 metre wide, esker core of 

well sorted sand and gravel, cobbles and gravel and sandy gravel where the coarse grained glaciofluvial 

deposits form an excellent local aquifer. These sandy gravels extend from the surface to a depth of 

approximately 10 to 14 metres. The saturated thickness ranges from Oto 16 m, with an average of 9 m. 

The Morewood Esker is principally unconfined, but confined conditions persist where the marine clays overlie 

coarse-grained materials of the deposits, or where the deposits are entirely buried (if present). The aquifer is 

recharged by infiltrating precipitation (diffuse) and by the surface ponds created by local gravel extraction 
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operations below the water table. The majority of the recharge will occur where the coarse granular central 

core and sandy flanks of the esker are exposed at the surface. The esker is entrenched into the glacial till 

and its base is generally at or near the underlying bedrock surface; it is frequently overlain by marine clays at 

the margins. The signature of the esker core is delineated in places by a small topographic ridge reworked by 

nearshore processes (former beach). 

• Lateral extent of sand carapace: Based on additional geological data and the findings of previous 

hydrogeological investigations completed by Golder within the study area (Golder 1990, 1995a), in the area of 

the Morewood esker the esker core is interpreted to be flanked on the sides by sand and silty sand deposits 

(herein referred to as the sand carapace) of moderate permeability, ranging between 0.4 and 2 km wide 

(GSC 2007). These sands have a thickness of up to 16 m in the vicinity of the core but are interpreted to 

pinch out approximately 190 m from the core contact in each direction (Golder 2003). Golder's interpreted 

extent of the sand carapace on the flanks of the Morewood Esker is shown on Figure 1. A schematic of the 

interpreted Morewood Esker cross-section showing the interpreted sand carapace is provided in Figure 2. 

• Hydrogeologic properties of primary stratigraphic units: The primary hydrogeological stratigraphic units of the 

study area consist of the Morewood Esker core, surrounding sand carapace, which may be overlain by 

marine muds (basin clays) and underlain by sandy silt till, sub-till sediment and bedrock. Review of the 

hydrogeological properties assigned to the various hydraulic units in the original modelling approach for the 

Winchester Wellfield No. 7 indicates higher permeabilities than expected for stratigraphic units such as basin 

mud (1 x 1~ metres per second, m/s), sub-till sediments (8 x 1o-4m/s) and bedrock (5 x 1o-4 m/s) (WESA 

2011 ). Based on Golder's understanding of the materials present and results of aquifer testing programs 
completed within the study area, the horizontal hydraulic conductivity was reduced to the following 

values:1 x 10-7 m/s for the basin mud, 1 x 1 o-4 mis for the sub-till sediment and 1 x 1 Q-5 to 1 x 10-7 m/s for 

bedrock. 

• Groundwater flow directions: Based on the groundwater elevation data, the general direction of natural 

groundwater flow within the Morewood Esker is to the north, following the long axis of the esker as illustrated 

in Figure 3. However, a component of groundwater flow is in a southerly direction in the south portion of the 

esker, forming a groundwater divide approximately 500 m north of County Road 3. It has been considered 

that this condition is likely a result of the topographic high t that is present in this area (Golder 1996). Based 

on the historic groundwater elevation data available from PGWMN (previously referred to as WESA-16; refer 

to Figure 3), the presence of this groundwater divide does not appear to have been altered by the pumping 

activities at Winchester Wellfield No. 7 (Golder 2008). Long-term groundwater monitoring data completed by 

Golder up to the start of operation of Winchester Wellfield No. 7 on March 21, 1997, and subsequent 

monitoring data completed by OCWA suggests that the divide is a relatively transient feature. As would be 

expected in permeable coarse-grained deposits, the horizontal hydraulic gradient within the esker is quite low 

and has been measured to be 1 x 1 Q-4 (Golder 1996). 
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3.0 GROUNDWATER MODEL REFINEMENT 
3.1 Model Background 
As part of Golder's data review, conceptual model development and calibration of a 3-D groundwater flow model 
for the proposed well site, Golder submitted a formal request to South Nation Conservation (SNC) on May 20, 2022, 

for background information and any previous modelling files for the study area. Laura Crites (SNC Planning 
Technician) provided available modeling files and supporting technical reports on June 28, 2022. A key 

component of the information provided was the 3D groundwater flow model developed by WESA (2011) in 

support of the existing Source Protection Assessment Reports (e.g., including the capture zone, vulnerability, and 

threats assessment reports for Wellfield No. 7). A brief overview of the background of the WESA (2011) model is 

provided below: 

• WESA developed a groundwater flow model in 2011 to conduct a WHPA and groundwater vulnerability 

assessment for the Winchester and Chesterville municipal well fields, using the finite difference code 

MODFLOW. They utilized Earth FX Viewlog 3, ESRI ArcGIS and Microsoft Visual Basic 6 as the pre- and 
post-processing tools. Golder's understanding is that the MODFLOW code within Earth FX Viewlog is a 

proprietary version of the publicly available MODFLOW code. 

• The WESA 2011 groundwater flow model covered an area of 1,017 km2 (33.9 km x 30 km), as illustrated on 

Figure 4. The finite difference grid consisted of 1,009 columns, 968 rows and 8 layers, for a total of 
- 7.8 million cells. In the area of Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed well site, the finite difference grid 

discretization (in plan) was on the order of 25m. Overall details of the WESA 2011 model boundary 
conditions, hydraulic conductivity parameterization and recharge distribution are outlined in the WESA 2011 

report. 

Given the WESA 2011 model provided an existing representation of the regional flow system in the project area, 

this model was used as the initial basis for the 3D Groundwater Flow model for the proposed well site. However, 

to allow for greater efficiency in the numerical simulations, this model was reduced in size considerably to focus 

on the local study area. As shown on Figure 4, the updated model for the current study is reduced in size to 328 

km2 (17.5 km x 18.7 km), with a total number of grid cells of - 3.28 million. In addition, the model was converted 

into a commercially available version of the MODFLOW code (described later in Section 3.2). Additional 
refinements to the smaller model were then made to reflect the updated conceptual model in the vicinity of 

Wellfield No. 7, the proposed well site and the Morewood Esker. These refinements are described in Section 3.3 
below. 

3.2 Model Code 
The commercially available MODFLOW-2000 code (Harbaugh et al. 2000) is used in the current study to simulate 

groundwater flows in the model. MODFLOW-2000 is developed by the United States Geological Survey and is 

recognized as an industry standard for general purpose groundwater flow modelling. It is modular in nature and 
uses the finite difference formulation of the groundwater flow equation in its solution. 

MODPATH (Pollock, 1989), a companion code to MODFLOW, is used to conduct particle tracking for capture 
zone delineation. SAMG (Algebraic Multigrid Methods for Systems) developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for 

Algorithms and Scientific Computing (FhG-SCAI) is used to solve the groundwater flow equations in this analysis. 
Visual MODFLOW (Version 4.6.0.169) was used as the pre- and post-processor for the simulations presented in 

this report. 
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3.3 Model Refinements and Local Callbratlon 
As noted earlier, the model developed by WESA (2011) was used as the initial basis of the groundwater model 

for the current assessment and was subject to several refinements to focus on the proposed well site. The 

following summarizes the specific refinements made to the 2011 WESA model and its calibration to information 

local to the proposed well site. 

3.3.1 Model Refinements 

• As shown on Figure 4, the refined model covers a smaller area than the original WESA 2011 model. The grid 
spacing in the area of the proposed well site and Wellfield No. 7 remains at - 25 m. 

• The modelled hydro stratigraphy and boundary conditions implemented in the WESA 2011 model were 
(in general) retained during the current modelling work, though locally some adjustments in the extent of the 

hydrostratigraphic units were changed. For example, the extent of the core of the esker was adjusted at the 
surface to reflect conditions as they exist on site (discussed earlier in Section 2 and illustrated on Figure 4). 

In addition to the esker core, an additional hydrostratigraphic zone was added to approximate the presence of 

a sand carapace on either side of the core. A width of - 400 m was assumed for the carapace, as illustrated 

on Figure 4. 

• The hydraulic conductivities for each hydrostratigraphic unit in the model were adjusted during the model 

calibration process, the results of which are illustrated on Figure 5. In addition to values established for the 
esker and its sand carapace, revised values were implemented for the previously existing units in the model 

(refer to Tables on Figure 5). 

• Recharge rates were also updated for each of the geologic units, based on their subcrop location. The final 

recharge rates established through the model calibration process are illustrated on Figure 6. 

3.3.2 Calibration Results 

Model calibration involved the refinement of hydraulic conductivities and recharge rates of various geological 

units in the model until the simulated hydraulic head distribution compared reasonably well with the measured 

conditions in the study area. The simulation runs were carried out at steady state, with Wellfield No. 7 pumping 
at 1,486 m3/day (representative of the 2018 average daily taking). The following calibration targets were used in 

this assessment: 

• Water levels at 22 monitoring wells in the area of the proposed well site. This data was collected since the 
start of operation of Wellfield No. 7 on March 21, 1997. These monitoring locations include a series of 

borehole monitoring locations near Wellfield No. 7 (Golder boreholes monitored in 2009 and 2012) and study 

area water levels from 2001 (Golder 2003) The location of these monitoring wells is provided on Figure 3. 

• Water levels from 3282 wells extracted from the MECP water well database. While this information is of 

(generally) lower accuracy than the 22 monitoring wells noted above, this provides a secondary check on the 

reasonableness of the model calibration. 
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The results from the model calibration process are shown on Figure 7. A review of the results allows the 

following observations: 

• The simulated groundwater elevations in the overburden (as represented by model layer #3), are consistent 

(in general) with those conceptualized from the monitoring well data (refer to Figure 7). Groundwater flow 

occurs from the higher topography in the east towards the Morewood Esker with discharge to the lowlands 

west of the esker (or pumping systems within the esker). Within the esker itself, hydraulic gradients are 

relatively low in the area of the proposed well site and Wellfield No. 7. This approximation of the groundwater 

flow system on a conceptual level forms the primary basis for calibration. 

• A scatter plot of the simulated hydraulic head versus the average head for the target observation points 

shows the simulated points are reasonably approximated by the 45-degree line. The mean error (ME) with 

respect to the 22 monitoring well estimates is 1.18 m, with a normalized root mean squared error (nRMS) of 
24.8%. This nRMS represents the lowest of the calibration runs completed, though it is recognized that it 
larger than sometimes achieved for regional and local flow systems. The reason for this may stem from the 

more than 10-year period of record from which the observation well groundwater elevation data is drawn, as 
well as the very low hydraulic gradients in the esker. 

4.0 WELLHEAD PROTECTION AREA DELINEATION 
4.1 Pumping Wells and Rates 
Recognizing the potential interference between Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed well site, both wells are 

considered in the development of WHPAs for this assessment. The rates established for these wells are outlined 

below: 

• The current pumping rate at Wellfield No. 7 (JLR 2020) is estimated at 17.2 Lis (1,486 m3/day), while its 

maximum rate in the Permit to Take Water (PTTW) is 22.5 L/s (1,944 m3/d). This corresponds to a "max day 
factor" of 1.3. This is much lower than a typical "max day factor" calculated for the Winchester/Chesterville 
drinking water system, which was in the 1.6 to 2.15 range (JLR, 2020). For the purpose of developing the 

WHPAs in the current assessment, the long-term pumping rate applied at Wellfield No. 7 remained at 
17.2 L/s. 

• The Maximum Daily Demand (MDD) for the proposed well site is 30 Us (2,592 m3/d). Assuming a "max day 

factor" of 1. 7, a typical estimate when establishing average day demands for municipal supply wells, this 

translates to a pumping rate of 17.6 Lis (1,520 m3/day). This rate was therefore applied for long-term pumping 

at the proposed well site in this assessment. 

The simulated pumping of the proposed well at the proposed well site would affect the size and orientation of the 

existing Wellfield No. 7 WHPAs. To estimate the combined WHPAs, 'particles' were traced backwards in space 

and time in MODFLOW from critical depths at both Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed well site for three travel 

times: 2 years for WHPA-B, 5 years for WHPA-C and 25 years for WHPA-D. A polygon was drawn around each of 
the critical backwards travel times to create the individual zones and then superimposed to create the WHPA. 

A 100-metre radius WHPA-Awas then overlain at each well location. 
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4.2 Base Case WHPA Dellneatlon 
To develop the WHPAs for the proposed well sites, the calibrated groundwater flow model was updated to reflect 

the pumping rates described in Section 4.1, and backward particle tracking completed to determine the 2-year, 

5 year and 25-year time of travel zones. In addition to the pumping rates described in Section 4.1, the capture 

zone estimates consider the effective porosities listed in Figure 5. 

Figure 8 (image on the left-hand side) presents the results of the WHPA delineation with the refined groundwater 

model for the Base Case WHPAs. A review of Figure 8 (image on the left-hand side), allows the following 

observations: 

• The 2 year ToT WHPA extends up to 900 m from Well no. 7 (North) and 400 m (South) from the proposed 

well, aligned primarily in a north-south direction within the core of the esker. 

• The 5 year ToT WHPA extends up to 1.3 km (North) from Well no. 7 (North) and 1 km (South) from the 

proposed well . While primarily contained within the core of the esker, there is some lateral capture of 
groundwater in the surrounding sand carapace. 

• The 25 year ToT extends up to 2.6 km (North) from Well no. 7 and 1.9 km (South) from the proposed well. 
The primary area of capture remains the esker core and its sand carapace, although there is some capture 
simulated for the materials that border the sand carapace east and south of the esker complex. This is 

consistent with the conceptual understanding of the regional groundwater flow system, and likely reflects (in 

the simulated model) a small contribution from the surrounding tills, sub-till sediments and/or weathered 

bedrock units. 

4.3 Uncertainty Analysis and Final WHPA Dellneatlon 
The capture zones (and corresponding WHPAs) discussed in Section 4.2 represent the "best-estimates" from the 
groundwater modelling process. However, it is recognized that there is some uncertainty associated with the 

groundwater flow system, and therefore the actual zones of capture from the wells in the Morewood Esker. 
Recognizing the uniqueness of the flow system in this particular case, which depends heavily on the mapped 

distribution of the Morewood Esker (including both its core and surrounding sand carapace), the approach to 
addressing uncertainty in this assessment was to consider a 100-metre buffer zone for WHPAs B, C and D 

around the outside perimeter of the base case estimates. The resulting (final) WHPAs are illustrated on Figure 8 

(image on the right-hand side). The increase in area within each WH PA as a result of this approach to uncertainty 

is as follows: - 90% increase for the 2 year ToT; - 60% increase for the 5 year ToT; and - 20% increase for the 

25yearToT. 

5.0 VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT AND SCORING 
Surface and subsurface contaminants pose a risk to groundwater resources and can have long-lasting impacts 
that can impair water quality conditions. The intrinsic vulnerability of the aquifer refers to the level of protection 

provided by the geological materials overlying the aquifer and is independent of the potential contaminant. The 

Technical Rules document the methods for assigning the intrinsic vulnerability of groundwater, identification of 
transport pathways that may increase the vulnerability, delineation of WHPAs and procedures for assigning 

vulnerability scores. The groundwater quality vulnerability analysis was carried out as follows: 

• Delineate WHPA (Technical Rules V (42), V.3 (47- 50.1)); 

• Assess groundwater intrinsic vulnerability (Technical Rules IV.1 (37 - 38.2)); 
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• Detennine impact of transport pathways (Technical Rules IV.1 (39 - 41 )); 

• Assign groundwater vulnerability scores (Technical Rules Vll.3 (82 - 83)); and 

• Detennine level of uncertainty in vulnerability assessment (Technical Rules 1.4 (13 - 15)). The delineation of 

the WHPA including uncertainty is described in the previous section and the remaining components are 
described below 

5.1 Aquifer Vulnerablllty Index 
The vulnerability of the Morewood Esker (current and proposed municipal well supply aquifer) was calculated 

using the Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI) method. The AVI is a method for mapping the susceptibility of an 

aquifer to surficial contaminants and was based on both the refined conceptual model infonnation (i.e., layers, 

hydraulic conductivity, etc.), geological infonnation available from previous Golder investigations (Golder 1989, 

1995a) and geological mapping (GSC 2007) completed within the limits or vicinity of the Morewood Esker, 

geological infonnation from the MECP Water Well lnfonnation System (WWIS) database and the previous 
assessment presented in WESA (2010). It is noted that the scoring previously completed by WESA used the 
Surface Well Advection (SWAT) vulnerability scoring method at the request of the RRCA and SNC. For the 

purpose of this assessment, the AVI method was deemed an appropriate methodology based on Golder's 

understanding of the refined conceptual model of the Morewood Esker. 

The AVI assigns a score (index) at each well location using the following method: 

• Areas where the supply aquifer is unconfined: multiplying the depth to the aquifer by the "hydraulic 

conductivity factor'; or, 

• Areas where the supply aquifer is confined (within sand carapace region and beyond esker core): multiplying 

the thickness of the unit by the "hydraulic conductivity factor" and summing the product for all layers above 

the supply aquifer. 

This index value is then interpolated between the well locations to produce a complete spatial assessment (map) 
of the intrinsic vulnerability of the aquifer(s). The AVI scores were converted into "low'', "medium" or "high" aquifer 

vulnerability values based on Technical Rule IV.1 (38) as follows: 

• High Aquifer Vulnerability - AVI less than 30; 

• Medium Aquifer Vulnerability-AV! between 30 and 80; and 

• Low Aquifer Vulnerability - AVI greater than 80. 

The resulting AVI map, presented in Figure 9, shows that the area within the limits of WHPA-A is generally 
classified as having a "high" intrinsic vulnerability, WHPA-B has both "high" and "medium" intrinsic vulnerability, 

while WHPA-C and WHPA-D located within the extent of the sand carapace are generally classified as having a 
"medium" intrinsic vulnerability. A "low'' vulnerable area is mapped beyond the sand carapace in WHPA-D. 
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5.2 Vulnerablllty Score and Mapping Methodology 
The WHPAs were overlain/integrated with the AVI map for the study area to produce vulnerability scoring maps. 

The vulnerability scoring and mapping was performed using the methodology outlined in the Technical Rules. 

The Vulnerability Score of the WHPA is determined by the intrinsic vulnerability classification and the WHPA zone 

(Table 1 ). A Vulnerability Score of 10 represents a high Vulnerability versus a score of 2 that represents a Low 

vulnerability within the WHPA; the Vulnerability Score decreases with distance away from the well and with 

decreasing aquifer vulnerability. 

Table 1: WH PA Vulnerability Score 

Intrinsic WHPA-A WHPA-B WHPA-C WHPA-0 
Vulnerability (100 m Radius) (2YearToT) (5YearToT) (25 Year ToT) 
High 10 10 8 6 
Medium 10 8 6 4 
Low 10 6 4 2 

5.3 Results of the Vulnerability Scoring 
Figure 10 presents the vulnerability scoring for the WH PAs for the study area. A score of 10 is assigned to 

WHPA-A regardless of the intrinsic vulnerability classification as this area is near the wellheads. The majority of 

the Winchester Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed new municipal supply well WHPA-As lie within their respective 

site property boundaries. This means that the Township would have control over land use activities within the 

most vulnerable WHPA and could manage the property to avoid any Significant Threats within this zone. The land 

north of Wellfield No. 7 within WHPA-A is comprised of a rural residential property, while the land east of the 

proposed well's WHPA-A is comprised of agricultural land, both which may be subject to threats. 

5.3.1 Vulnerability Score Modifiers 

Constructed Transport Pathways 

The Technical Rules allow for increasing the Vulnerability Score based on transport pathways that are 

anthropogenic in origin, including: 

• Private water wells, unused water wells and abandoned water wells; 

• Construction of underground services; 

• Subsurface excavations; and, 

• Pit and quarries. 

A constructed preferential pathway is "a pathway, or shortcut, that can make it easier for a contaminant to be 

transported to a drinking water source". The vulnerability of the surficial Morewood Esker is being assessed to 

account for the natural protection provided by the materials overlying the aquifer of interest (where present). 

However, anthropogenic activities can bypass this natural physical protection thereby increasing the vulnerability. 

An analysis of potential preferential pathways within the WHPAs was conducted as part of this study, which were 

identified through a review of aerial photography, location of private water wells and a windshield survey 

conducted by Golder personnel on September 30, 2022. The identified potential preferential pathways are 
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presented in the next sections followed by an assessment of the potential preferential pathways to determine if 

the vulnerability should be adjusted. 

Private well records and monitoring wells within the WHPAs were examined. A total of 20 water well records are 

listed in the MECP WWIS database, which are indicated as being for private water supply and that fall within the 

WHPA (Figure 10). An additional two unlisted water supply wells are also identified within the proposed well 

WHPA (on-site well historically referred to as St-Pierre well within property limits of the proposed well site and a 

water supply well at 1780 Lafleur Road, located approximately 250 m to the north, refer to Figure 11), based on 

Golder's knowledge of previous of hydrogeological investigations completed within the area. All private water 

supply wells are completed within the bedrock aquifer underlying the Morewood Esker, therefore do not pose a 
significant risk for the unconfined supply aquifer. An exception to this is the St-Pierre well that consists of a 
slotted steel casing installed within the Morewood Esker; however, the well is no longer operational. At least 16 

monitoring wells screened within the Morewood Esker and/or sand carapace still remain within the WHPA, of 
which 15 are monitored by OCWA in support of the operation of Wellfield No. 7. However, it is understood the 

monitoring wells are completed with a casing height above grade, secure and in good condition, therefore do not 
pose a significant risk for the supply aquifer. 

Water from Wellfield No. 7 is transported south towards Winchester via an underground watermain located along 

Lafleur Road at about 2 metre depth within the extent of the Morewood Esker, which then travels west along 

County Road 3 to the Village of Winchester. A section of this watermain is located within and crosses the esker 

core and sand carapace; this watermain trench does not create a greater risk of contamination to the supply 

aquifer than the aquifer materials that are exposed at surface. Beyond the esker the trench is within glacial till or 

clay soils and not directly connected to the supply aquifer. It is also noted that the pipe is carrying water and not a 
potentially contaminating liquid. Therefore, this does not pose a significant risk for the supply aquifer. 

A total of three pits, Aggregate Resource Act (ARA) license areas 5783, 5868 and 19708, are located within the 
WHPA-A or WHPA-B. This includes the proposed well site, which consists of a partially developed licensed 

aggregate pit (portion of ARA license area 5783) (refer to Figure 11). The current and/or future pit operations 
within the WHPA may pose a transport pathway of potential concern. 

5.3.2 Vulnerability Uncertainty 

The Technical Rules require an analysis of the uncertainty, characterized as high or low, be made for the 
completed Vulnerability and WHPA assessments. Within the Technical Rules a specific uncertainty analysis is 

not ouUined but indicates that the following factors are to be considered in the analysis: 

• The distribution, variability, quality and relevance of data used in the assessment; 

• The ability of the methods and models used to accurately reflect the flow processes in the hydrogeological 
system; 

• The quality assurance and quality control procedures applied; and, 

• The extent and level of calibration and validation achieved for models used or calculations or general 

assessments completed. 
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In addition, previous guidance documents (MOE, 2006} list some of the factors where it would be reasonable to 

expect that a low uncertainty would be applied: 

• In areas where the density of the data is high, and there is a high level of confidence in the quality of the data; 

• In areas where hydrogeological studies have been completed to confirm the regional scale mapping that has 
been completed; and, 

• Where a numerical model has been sufficiently calibrated to observed data that includes aquifer testing at 
the well location, and water level data across the capture zone footprint, and there is a high level of 

confidence in the representation of the flow system (and flow system boundaries} through local 

hydrogeological studies, or subsequent verification simulations. 

The vulnerability assessment for the new proposed municipal well and Wellfield No. 7 is based on a combination 

of the information provided by the numerical model, and a review of the geological and hydrogeological data 

available in previous investigations completed by Golder and the MECP WWIS. The WHPA delineation was also 

based on the numerical flow model and therefore the uncertainty associated with both items are similar as they 

are both linked with the ability of the numerical flow model to satisfactorily represent actual conditions. 

The model updates in the study area are based on high-quality drill logs and aquifer testing. The subsequent 

model calibration (Section 3.3} demonstrates that the model can achieve a reasonable representation of 

hydrogeologic conditions, particularty in the area of the proposed well site. Considering these factors, the level of 
uncertainty is considered low in the area of the proposed well site and Wellfield No. 7 and increases to the outer 
reaches of the WHPA-D area. However, as described previously, the final WHPA-D incorporates a conservative 

"uncertainty envelope" (100 m buffer}, which, in effect, reduces overall uncertainty in the capture zone results. 
As such, the overall vulnerability and WHPA uncertainty is characterized as Low. 

5.3.3 Adjustments to Vulnerability Accounting for Preferential Pathways 

Constructed preferential pathways may provide a faster pathway for the potential threats and contaminants to 

travel to the aquifer and ultimately to Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed new municipal supply well site. As part of 
this study, preferential pathways were reviewed and analyzed to determine their effect on the aquifer vulnerability. 

The vulnerability of the aquifer may be increased by any land use activity or feature that disturbs the surface 

above the aquifer, or which artificially enhances flow to that aquifer. In areas where preferential pathways exist, 

the intrinsic vulnerability can be increased to reflect the higher vulnerability caused by the constructed pathway 

(i.e., from low to moderate or high and/or moderate to high}. In some cases, the intrinsic vulnerability index is 

already high and can not be further increased. Based on the assessed presence of preferential pathways and 
modified vulnerability index, the resultant vulnerability score increases to reflect the identified enhanced 

vulnerability. When modifying the intrinsic vulnerability, the following factors were evaluated according to 
Technical Rule IV.1 (41}: 

1} Hydrogeological conditions; 

2} The type and design of any transport pathways; 

3} The cumulative impact of any transport pathways; and, 

4} The extent of any assumptions used in the assessment of the vulnerability of the groundwater. 
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Our interpretation of the Technical Rules is that the vulnerability of the aquifer should only be increased to 

account for a preferential pathway where there is sufficient confidence in the available data to justify increasing 

the vulnerability. The vulnerability should be adjusted to account for deep excavations, pits and quarries, etc., 

where it is documented that the features penetrate a confining unit or remove sufficient material and thus 

decrease the natural protection of the material overlying the municipal aquifer. These areas are delineated based 

on supporting documentation including air photo interpretation and local knowledge of the study areas. 

A greater degree of interpretation is required to determine whether the presence of a well (used, unused, 

decommissioned) warrants an increase in the calculation of vulnerability ranking. The existence of a well(s) that 

would pose a significant risk to the municipal aquifer is considered an exception, not a rule. Wells can pose 
varying degrees of risk to a municipal aquifer; however, a well constructed into a municipal aquifer does not 
necessarily pose a risk to the municipal aquifer. A true risk of a well acting as a transport pathway to the 

municipal aquifer is mainly influenced by the actual construction of the well (i.e., presence and competence of the 
annular seal); given the available information from most well records, there is no way of confidently assessing if 

annular seals are properly installed in the well without a site well inspection, which is not a practical exercise. 

Since the nearby water supply wells (unlisted and listed in the MECP well records) are constructed into the 

bedrock aquifer underlying the Morewood Esker, there are no confirmed private well pathways and, as such, no 

increases to vulnerability due to the presence of private wells have been included. However, the 

decommissioning of abandoned wells or unused wells (i.e., St-Pierre well) is an important part of source 

protection and these potential wells within the WHPA should be investigated by the Township as part of future 
studies. This is not only for the protection of municipal drinking water sources, but also the protection of the 

quality of the groundwater resource for all users. Since the pits and the subsurface excavations for the 
watermain, where the esker core is near surface, are already located within the high vulnerability area, there is no 

need to adjust the vulnerability scoring. 

6.0 DRINKING WATER ISSUES 
The objective of the Issues evaluation is to identify drinking water Issues where the existing or trending 

concentration of a parameter or pathogen would result in the deterioration of the quality of water for use as a 

source of drinking water (Technical Rules X1 .1). 

6.1 Drinking Water Issues Evaluation 
A Drinking Water Issue is defined in the Technical Rules as: 

• The presence of a parameter or pathogen in water at a well or monitoring well if the parameter is listed in 

Schedule 1, 2 or 3 of the Ontario Drinking Water Standards (ODWS) or Table 4 of the Technical Support 
Document for Ontario Drinking Water Standards, Objectives and Guidelines; and, 

• The parameter is present at a concentration that may result in the deterioration of the quality of water for use 
as a source of drinking water; or 

• There is a trend of increasing concentrations of the parameter or pathogen, and a continuation of that trend 
would result in the deterioration of the quality of the water for use as a source of drinking water. 

The MECP has indicated that naturally occurring parameters that exceed the Ontario Drinking Water Quality 
Standards (ODWQS, MOE, 2003) (e.g., iron and manganese) should be noted in assessment reports but not be 

listed as Drinking Water Issues unless there is concern that human activities would adversely affect the 

concentration. 
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The water quality results from well testing completed at the proposed well site indicates that the water quality 

meets the ODWQS for all parameters tested except for the maximum allowable concentration (MAC) of total 

coliforms, aesthetic parameters manganese and colour and operational guidelines hardness and organic nitrogen 

(Golder 2022). The MAC was exceeded for total coliforms in the final sample collected towards the end of the 

24-hour pumping test. The source of the total coliforms is unknown but may be related to groundwater under the 

influence of the nearby pond present at the time of the pumping test, which is subject to potential water quality 

contamination from local and nearby migratory bird species. As part of this assessment, it is assumed that the 
existing on-site pond will be filled in with suitable soils prior to the proposed well site being developed as a 
municipal water supply. The manganese and colour exceedance are considered to be a naturally occurring condition 

of the aquifer. Given the isolated hydrogeologic setting and calcium-bicarbonate type aquifer, the hardness and 
organic nitrogen in the aquifer are considered to be from a naturally occurring condition of the aquifer. 

Groundwater quality at Wellfield No. 7 is routinely monitored as part of on-going groundwater supply activities for 
the Township (OCWA 2019). The results of the testing indicate the presence of the water quality is good, with 

occasional detections of non-pathogenic bacteria in raw water supply. Water treatment was sufficient to reduce 

these detections to below the ODWQS. Based on the testing completed by OCWA under Ontario Regulation 

170/03, inorganic and organic parameters met the standards. 

A Groundwater Under the Direct Influence (GUDI) study was completed for the Winchester Wellfield No. 7 in 2002 

(Golder 2002). Winchester Wells No. 7b and 7c were determined not to be GUDI, whereas Winchester Well No. 

7a was determined to be potentially GUDI based on the criteria defined in MOE, 2001. In a follow-up study 

(Golder 2002a), results from particle counting concluded that the aquifer is providing effective in-situ filtration for 
Winchester Well No. 7a. 

7.0 MANAGED LAND AND LIVESTOCK DENSITY 
7.1 Managed Land 
The Technical Rules (Part II, Rule 16(9)) require that the percentage of managed lands be assessed within the 

vulnerable areas. The calculated percent managed land is used in the threat assessment to determine the 

nutrient application related threats including application of Agricultural Source Material (ASM), commercial 

fertilizer and Non-Agricultural Source Material (NASM). Managed land is broken into two subsets; agricultural 
managed lands and non-agricultural managed lands. Agricultural managed lands include areas of crop land, 

fallow and pastureland that may receive nutrients. Non-agricultural managed lands include golf courses, sports 
fields and residential lawns and other built-up grassed areas that may receive nutrients (primarily commercial 

fertilizers). The percentage of managed land is considered to be the sum of agricultural managed land and non

agricultural managed land divided by the total land area of the vulnerable zone. It should be noted that the area 

only includes those parts of a property that are within the vulnerable zone regardless of whether the property 

extends beyond the zone. 

The managed lands are to be identified within each WHPA zone where the Vulnerability Score for that area is 

high enough for Activities to be considered a Significant, Moderate or Low Drinking Water Threat. WHPAs with 

managed lands of less than 40% of the total land area are considered as areas with low potential contamination 
risk, 40 to 80% as moderate potential contamination risk and over 80% as high potential contamination risk 

related to nutrient application. 

For the purposes of this assessment, the methodology used to calculate percent managed land included a review 

of aerial imagery, and a windshield survey completed in September 2022. Figure 11 illustrates the distribution of 
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agricultural and non-agricultural managed land within the WPHA and includes the location of the three licensed 

ARA pits. The percent managed lands are mapped per the following classes: less than 40%, 40 to 80%; and 

greater than 80%. As shown in Figure 12, the contamination risk related to nutrient application increases further 

away from the existing Wellfield No. 7 and proposed new municipal supply well. WHPA-A has the percent 

managed lands as less than 40% and is subject to a low potential contamination risk. A moderate potential 

contamination risk exists within WHPA-8, which is mapped as 40 to 80% managed lands. WHPA-C and WHPA-D 

have greater than 80% managed land and are therefore subject to high potential risk of contamination related to 

nutrient application. 

7 .2 Livestock Density 
The Technical Rules (Part II, Rule 16(16)) require the mapping of livestock density. Livestock density is defined 

as the number of nutrient units over a given area and is expressed by dividing the nutrient units by the number of 

acres in the agricultural managed land area or the livestock grazing area depending on the threat being assessed. 

The livestock density is calculated for the purposes of determining the circumstances related to the application of 

nutrients. 

The calculation of livestock density involves the following steps: 

• Estimate the number of each category of animal present. 

• Convert the numbers of each animal present into nutrient units (to allow for all animals to be compared on an 

equivalent unit of measure). 

• Sum the total nutrient units of all animals present and divide by the agricultural managed land within the same 

WHPA. The maximum livestock density of an area is based on the assumption that all existing barns are in 

service to full capacity based on their size. Nutrient units are calculated for an entire property; however, 

nutrient units on a property that crosses a WHPA boundary are prorated for the area within that WHPA zone. 

• The total nutrient units (NU) of all livestock generated nutrients in the WHPA is divided by the acreage of the 

agricultural managed land. 

For the purpose of this study, the methodology used to calculate livestock density included identifying agricultural 

properties within a WHPA based on reviewing satellite imagery for suspected livestock barns and conducting a 

windshield survey (completed in September 2022). If the livestock density is less than 0.5 NU/acre, the area is 

considered to have low potential for nutrient application exceeding crop requirements, if livestock density is over 
0.5 and less than 1.0 NU/acre, the area is considered to have moderate potential for nutrient unit application 
exceeding requirements and if livestock density is over 1.0 NU/acre, the area is considered to have a high 

potential for nutrient application exceeding requirements. 

A total of three livestock operations (dairy, horse and beef farms) were identified within the WHPA. A beef farm 

was identified within the northern limits of WHPA-C at 13214 which results in an estimated livestock density of 

>1.0 NU/acre. A livestock density of <0.5 NU/acre was estimated for WHPA-D which includes a horse farm 

identified within the northern limits of WHPA-D at 13300 County Road 13 and a dairy farm identified at 13077 

County Road 3 within the southern boundary of WHPA-D. No livestock operations were identified in WHPA-A and 

WHPA-8, therefore a livestock density of <0.5 NU/acre was assigned to these areas. The mapped livestock 

density is presented in Figure 13. 
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7 .3 Impervious Area Mapping 
The Technical Rules require calculation and mapping of the percentage of impervious land where road salt can be 

applied. This impervious surface area mapping is used in the risk scoring and assessment of Threat Circumstances 

relating to road salt application. For this assessment, total impervious land is defined as the surface area of all 

highways and other impervious land surfaces used for vehicular traffic and parking and all pedestrian paths. 

Impervious features and their associated areas within the WHPAs were manually quantified using the GIS 

measurement tool and using Google satellite imagery. Impervious land is mapped per the following classes: less 

than 1 %; 1 % to 8%; 8% to 80%; and greater than 80% groupings. It was found that the percent impervious land 
within all of the designated WHPA areas (WHPA-A, -B, -C and -D) was between 1.1 % and 8.0 % (Figure 14). 

8.0 DRINKING WATER THREATS 
8.1 Threat Assessment Methodology 
A threat assessment was performed as part of this study to identify, evaluate and rank the significant threats to 
the Morewood Esker water supply occurring on individual properties located within the WH PA. A Drinking Water 

Threat is an Activity or Condition that adversely affects or has the potential to adversely affect the quality of 
drinking water and includes an Activity or Condition that is prescribed in the Technical Rules. An Activity is a 

current land use whereas a Condition is the result of past Activities at a location in which contamination of the 

subsurface has occurred. 

The MECP defines the following as prescribed Threats: 

1) The establishment, operation or maintenance of a waste disposal site within the meaning of Part V of the 

Environmental Protection Act; 

2) The establishment, operation or maintenance of a system that collects, stores, transmits, treats or disposes 
of sewage; 

3) The application of agricultural source material (ASM) to land; 

4) The storage of ASM; 

5) The management of ASM; 

6) The application of non-agricultural source material (NASM) to land; 

7) The handling and storage of NASM; 

8) The application of commercial fertilizer to land; 

9) The handling and storage of commercial fertilizer; 

10) The application of pesticide to land; 

11) The handling and storage of pesticide; 

12) The application of road salt; 

13) The handling and storage of road salt; 

14) The storage of snow; 

15) The handling and storage of fuel; 
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16) The handling and storage of a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL); 

17) The handling and storage of an organic solvent; 

18) The management of runoff that contains chemicals used in the de-icing of aircraft; 

19) An Activity that takes water from an aquifer or surface water body without returning the water taken to the 

same aquifer or surface water body; 

20) An Activity that reduces the recharge of an aquifer; and, 

21) The use of land as livestock grazing or pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area or a farm-animal yard 

(generation of ASM). 

Prescribed Threats 19 and 20 are considered water quantity Threats and are not within the scope of this report. 

Following the identification of the above listed threats, the threat assessment involved ranking a threat as 

significant, moderate or low based on the vulnerability score and the circumstance information in the Tables of 

Drinking Water Threats listed in the Technical Rules, which detail specific 'Circumstances' for each prescribed 

Activity to determine if the Threat would be characterized as Significant, Moderate or Low. The Source Water 

Protection Portal developed as a cooperative project between the MECP and Upper Thames River Conservation 
Authority (UTRCA) was used to access the Provincial Tables of Drinking Water Threat web-based tool to identify 
where activities would be significant, moderate or low (MECP and UTRCA 2022). 

In accordance with the Source Protection Plan developed for the Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
(RRCA and SNC 2016), the main objective of the threats assessment is to identify any potential significant 

threats. A significant threat to a source of drinking water is a threat with a high likelihood of rendering a current or 
future drinking water source impaired, unusable or unsustainable, combined with a potential route for the threat to 

enter the source water. According to the Technical Rules, significant threats can occur within the following areas 
inaWHPA: 

• Vulnerability of 8 - 10 for chemical threats; 

• Vulnerability of 10 in WHPA-A and WH PA-B for pathogen threats; 

• WHPA-A, WHPA-B and WHPA-C for DNPAL threats; and, 

• The entire Issue Contributing Area if an Issue is present. 

Figures 15, 16 and 17 identify the potential areas where Chemical, Pathogen and DNAPL, respectively, would be 
Significant Drinking Water Threats within the WHPAs. 

A search of the Federal Contaminated Sites Inventory and MECP Record of Site Conditions (includes those filed 
since July 1, 2011) revealed no historical contamination within the WHPA (Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 

2022 and MECP 2022). Review of available water quality data within the study area does not indicate any 
evidence of groundwater contamination as a result of current and/or former land use operations within the study 

area (refer to Section 6.1 ). Based on Golder's understanding of historic land use practices and the primarily rural 

agricultural setting, no areas were identified within the WHPA that would constitute a significant condition in 

accordance with Technical Rule 140. 
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8.1.1 Significant Threat Enumeration Results 

The Technical Rules require estimation of the number of locations at which an Activity is a significant drinking 
water threat. This enumeration of significant threats was completed as part of this assessment. 

A summary of the significant threat risk scoring results, grouped by threat type, are included in Table 2. These 
include the total number of identified significant threats within the applicable WHPA. 
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Table 2: Enumeration of Significant Threats in WHPA 

The establiahrren~ operation, or mainlenance of a w113le disposal site 0 0 0 0 within the meaning of Part V of the Environmental Proleclloo Act 

2 The B&tabliahrnBn~ operation or maintenance of a system that 
1' 1' 101 2' 2' 101 

collects, stores, transmits, treats or disposes of sewage 

3 The application of ASM to land 0 0 9' 9' 103 

4 The storage of ASM 0 0 0 0 

5 The management of ASM 0 0 0 0 

6 The application of NASM to land 0 0 0 0 

7 The handling and slorage of NASM 0 0 0 0 

B The application of00nnmerciel fertilizer to land 0 a 0 0 

9 The handling and slorage of commercial fertilizer 0 0 0 0 

10 The applicalion of pe&licide to land 0 0 B' B' 102 

11 The handling and slorage of pesticide 0 0 0 0 

12 The application of road salt 0 0 0 0 

13 The handling and slorage of road salt 0 0 0 0 

4 Th eo n 0 0 0 

15 The handling and slorage of fuel 1' 1' 102 2' 2' 102 

16 The handling and slorage of a DNAPL 0 0 0 0 

7 The ndin s f 0 

18 The management of runoff that 00ntains chemicals used in the de-
icing of aircrafts 0 0 0 0 

21 The use of land u llvestQCk grazing or pasturing land, an outdoor 0 0 0 0 c:onfinement area or a farm-animal yard 

22 The B&tabliahrnBnt and operation of a liquid hydrocarbon pipeline 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL (2', 1') 2 (12', 11') 9 

Notn: 
'Denotes cherrical and pathogen threat applicable to WHPA 
2 Denotes cherrical threat only applicable to WHPA 
3 Denotes pathogen thll9at only applicable to WHPA 
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There are a total of 23 significant threats identified within the WHPA on 11 parcels (many threats are located on 

the same property). Figure 18 identifies the approximate locations of the 14 significant chemical threats identified 

(8 non-point sources and 6 point sources). Figure 19 identifies the approximate locations of the 12 significant 

pathogen threats identified (9 non-point sources and 3 point sources). 

It is important to note that enumeration of threats is based on a number of circumstances at individual properties, 

which were evaluated using conservative assumptions and a precautionary approach during discussion with 
select property owners. It is expected that these threats, and mitigation measures, will be further investigated by 
the Risk Management Official. A copy of Table 13: Winchester-Activities, Vulnerable Areas, Treats and Policies 

included in the Source Protection Plan is provided in Appendix A and includes the list of prescribed activities, 
threat applicability and policy implementer. 

There are four types of threats present within the WHPA: the establishment, operation and maintenance of a 
system that collects, stores, transmits, treats or disposes of sewage; the application of ASM to land; the handling 

and storage of fuel and; the application of pesticide to land. 

The establishment, operation and maintenance of a system that collects, stores, transmits, treats or disposes of 

sewage is related to septic systems identified at three residential properties, of which one is located in the 
Wellfield No. 7 WHPA-A at 13225 Thompson Road, and two are located in WHPA-B at 13243 Thompson Road 

and 1780 Lafleur Road. The Source Protection Plan Policies SEWG-4 and SEWG-5 (included in Appendix A) 

references existing requirements under the Ontario Building Code for private on-site sewage (septic systems) and 

future development to minimize the threat to drinking water quality (RRCA and SNC 2016). 

The application of ASM and commercial fertilizer is assumed at the 11 parcels of land with cash crop (com and 

soybean) agricultural operations identified within WHPA-B. The Source Protection Plan policies AG-1 and AG-2 
(included in Appendix A) references existing requirements to minimize the threat associated to drinking water 

quality (RRCA and SNC 2016). 

The handling and storage of fuel was identified at Wellfield No. 7 (windshield survey with follow up 

correspondence with OCWA in October 2022) for an on-site backup generator, which will supply power to the 
municipal pump house during power failure, and at 13243 Thompson Road for refueling equipment associated 

with the active pit operations at ARA license 19708 based on a telephone discussion with the pit owner on 

October 12, 2022. It is noted 13243 Thompson Road is comprised of a residential property and active pit 

operation (ARA license 19708), whereby handling and fuel storage are limited to the northern portion of the 

residential property and not within the limits of ARA license area and in accordance with the conditions of the ARA 

license. The Source Protection Plan Policy FUEL-1 (a copy is included in Appendix A) references existing and 
future fuel storage oil (O.Reg. 213/01) Risk Management Plan Requirements to minimize the significant drinking 

water threat. A telephone conversation between Golder and the pit manager for ARA license 5868 on October 

12, 2022, confirmed pit operation equipment is refueled by a licensed fuel truck at entrance to the pit at Lafleur 
Road and no handling or fuel storage occurs on-site. 

The application of pesticide is assumed at the 8 parcels of land identified within WHPA-B, where the managed 
land area (on each parcel) ranges from one hectare to greater than 10 hectares. The Source Protection Plan 
policies PEST-1 and PEST-2 (included in Appendix A) reference existing requirements to minimize the threat 

associated with drinking water quality (RRCA and SN C 2016). 
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The Vulnerability Assessment completed for Wellfield No. 7 (WESA 2010) previously identified the handling and 

storage of a DNAPL as a significant threat within the WHPA at the two ARA license areas 5868 and 

19708. Recent conversations with the pit manager and/or property owner as part of the current WHPA study 

confinn DNAPLs are currently not stored on-site and/or may only be handled for incidental use. Source Protection 
Plan policies CHEM-1 and CHEM-2 (refer to Appendix A) have prohibited the handling and storage of DNAPLs 

apart from incidental volumes that are not subject to a Risk Management Plan. 

8.1.2 Moderate and Low Threat Enumeration 

In addition to the significant threats, enumeration of moderate and low threats was also completed as part of this 

assessment at the request of SNC in an email correspondence with Michael Malaney (Hydrogeologist) and Dale 

Holtze (Golder) on October 13, 2022. The results of the threat enumeration are presented by threat type. 

A summary of the moderate and low threat risk scoring results, grouped by threat type, are included in Table 3 

and Table 4. These include the total number of identified moderate and low threats within the applicable WHPA. 
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Table 3: Enumeration of Moderate Threats in WHPA 

Number of 
Number of 

Number of 
Number of 

Number of 
Number of 

Moderate 
Parcels with WHPA-A 

Moderate 
Parcels with WHPA-8 

Moderate 
Parcels with WHPA-C 

Threat Threats in Moderate Vulnerability Threats in Moderate Vulr.-ability Threats in Moderate Vulnerability 

WHPA-A 
Threats in Score 

WHPA-S 
Threats in Score 

WHPA-C 
Threats in Score 

WHPA-A WHPA-8 WHPA-C 

1 The eslBblishment, operlltion, or 
maintenance of a waste disposal 

0 site within the meaning ol Part V of 0 - 0 0 0 0 

the Envlrcnmental Protecllon Act 

2 The establishment. operation or 
maintenance of a system that 

0 0 0 0 2' 2' a• 
collects, stores, transmls, treats or 
disposes of sewage 

3 
The applicaUon of ASM lo land 0 0 

g> g> 102 6' 6' 6' 9' 9' g> 

4 The storage of ASM 0 0 - 0 0 1' 1' a• 
5 The management of ASM 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 The applicaUon of NA$M to land 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 The handling and storage of 0 a 0 0 0 a 
NASM 

8 The appllcaUon of commercial 1' 1' 10' B' B' 10' 6' &' B' 
fertilizer to land 

9 The handling and atoraga of 
0 a - 0 0 0 0 commercial fartlllzar 

10 The application of peslic::ide to land 0 0 - 9' 9' B' 6' 6' a• 
11 The handling and storage of 0 0 0 0 0 a pasUclda -

12 The application of road salt 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 The handling and storage of road 0 0 
satt - 0 0 0 a 

14 The storage of snow 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15 The handling and storage of fuel 0 0 B' B' 102 6' 6' a• 
16 The handling and storage of a 

0 a 0 0 0 a DNAPL 

17 The handling and storage of an 0 0 0 0 0 a organic solvoot 
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Number of 
Number of 

Number of 
Number of 

Number of 
Number of 

Parcels with WHPA-A Parcels with WHPA-8 Parcels with WHPA-C 
Threat Moderate Moderate Vulnerability Moderate Moderate Yulr-..bility Moderate Moderate Vulnerability Threats in Threats in Thl9al&in 

WHPA-A Threats in 

18 The management of runoff that 
oontains !lhemilals used in lhe d&- 0 
iang of airurafts 

21 The use of land as llveslock 
grazing an ouldoor oonfi_,,ent 0 
area or a fann-animal yard 

22 The astabHshment and operalion 
0 of a liquid hydrCCBrbon pipeline 

TOTAL 1• 

Notes: 
1 Denotes cherrical and palllogen th real applicable to WHl'A 
' Denol&s chenical threal only applicable to WHPA 
• Denote, pathogen threelonly appllcableto WHPA 

WHPA-A 

0 

0 

0 

1• 

Score 

-

-

WHPA-6 
Threats in Score WHPA-C Threats in Score 
WHPA-8 WHPA-C 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1' 1' 8' 

0 0 0 0 

34', 9' 91 28' 6' 

There are a total of 72 moderate threats identified within the WHPA on 14 parcels (many threats ere located on the same property)_ Figure 18 

identifies the approximate locations of the 64 moderate chemical threats identified (60 non-point sources and 4 point sources). Figure 19 identifies 

the approximate locations of the 9 moderate non-i)oint source pathogen 1hreats identified. 
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Table 4: Enumeration of Low Threats in WHPA 

Number of Numberof WHPA-B Number of Numberof WHPA-C Number of Number of WHPA-0 
Th!Nl Low Threats 

Parcela with 
Vul,-ablllty Low Threats 

Parcela with 
Vul,-ablllly Low Threats 

Parcela with 
Vulnerablllly 

Low Threat.a LowTlveata LowTlveata 
lnWHPA-a inWHPA-8 Score lnWHPA-C inWHPA-C Score lnWHPA-0 inWHPA-0 Score 

1 The establishmen~ operation, or 
maintenance of a waste disposal 
sile within the meaning of Part V 0 0 - 1 1 8 8 8 8 
ol the Envtronmenlal Protection 
Act 

2 The es1Bblishmen~ operation or 
maintenance of a system that 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -ooll~ stores, transmits, treats 
or disposes of sewage 

3 The application of ASM lo land 9 9 8 12 12 6 8 8 6 

4 The storage of ASM 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -
5 The management of ASM 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -
6 The application of NASM lo land 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -
7 The hand ling and s\grage of 

0 0 0 0 0 0 NASM - - -
8 The application of oormierciat 9 9 8 12 12 6 6 6 6 fertilizer to land 

9 The handling and lltcrage of 
0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -oommerdat fertilizer 

10 The appllcaijon of pesticide to 0 0 - 12 12 6 e 6 e land 

11 The handling and storage of 0 0 0 0 0 0 pesticide - - -

12 The application of road salt 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -
13 The hand ling and 5torage of road 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -salt 

14 The storage of snow 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -
15 The hand ling and storage of fuel 9 9 8 11 11 6 6 6 6 

16 The hand ling and s\grage of a 
0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -DNAPL 
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17 The handling and storage of an 
0 0 0 0 0 0 organic solvent 

18 The management of runoff that 
contains chemicals used in Ille 0 0 0 0 0 0 
de-icing ol aircrafts 

21 The use of land as livestock 
grazing an outdoor confinement 0 0 0 0 8 
area or a farm-animal yard 

22 The establishment and operation 
ol a liquid hydrocarbon pipeline 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOl'. L 2 6 

Now: All low threats in WHPA relate to chemical threats 
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There are a total of 87 low threats identified within the WHPA on 18 parcels (many threats are located on the 

same property). Figure 18 identifies the approximate locations of the 16 significant chemical threats identified (80 

non-point sources and 7 point sources). 

9.0 SUMMARY 
As part of the vulnerability assessment for a proposed new municipal supply well in support of the Township of 

North Dundas Water Supply Expansion Class EA, wellhead protection areas were delineated, vulnerability 

mapping was confirmed at the WPHA scale and vulnerability scoring was completed. Individual WHPA-A zones 

were delineated for Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed municipal well; however, WHPA-B, -C and -D over1ap for the 

two sites. The revised WHPA for Wellfield No. 7 takes into consideration Golder's revised conceptual model for 

the Morewood Esker, including extents, hydrogeological properties, recharge and groundwater flow conditions. 

The vulnerability mapping performed for the WHPAs in relation to the simultaneous operation of Winchester 

Wellfield No. 7 and the proposed new municipal supply well located at the proposed well site indicates the 

vulnerability near the wells (WHPA-A) is high (10) and decreases with distance away from the municipal wells. 

The uncertainty associated with delineating the WHPAs, preparing the vulnerability mapping and assigning the 

vulnerability scoring is considered to be low. 

Impervious area, managed land and livestock density maps were prepared to help identify potential future 

significant threats. 

No issues have been identified at Wellfield No.7 and the proposed municipal well site. 

There are a total of 23 significant threats identified within the WHPA on 11 parcels (many threats are located on 

the same property). Figure 18 identifies the approximate locations of the 14 significant chemical threats identified 

(8 non-point sources and 6 point sources). Figure 19 identifies the approximate locations of the 12 significant 

pathogen threats identified (9 non-point sources and 3 point sources). 

The information collected and compiled as part of the future Source Water Protection Technical Studies will help 

with the implementation of source protection initiatives. 

10.0 DATA LIMITATIONS 
10.1 Use of This Report 
This report has been prepared by Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) for use by J.L. Richards & Associates Limited 

and its agents. The report, which specifically includes all tables, figures and appendices, is based on data and 

information collected by Golder Associates Ltd. and is based solely on the conditions of the properties at the time 

of the work, supplemented by historical information and data obtained by Golder Associates Ltd. as described in 

this report. Each of these reports must be read and understood collectively and can only be relied upon in their 

totality. 

Electronic media is susceptible to unauthorized modification, deterioration and incompatibility and therefore 

authenticity of any electronic media versions of Golder's report should be verified. 

Golder Associates Ltd. has relied in good faith on all information provided and does not accept responsibility for 

any deficiency, misstatements, or inaccuracies contained in the reports as a result of omissions, misinterpretation, 

or fraudulent acts of the persons contacted or errors or omissions in the reviewed documentation. 
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The assessment of environmental conditions and possible hazards at this site has been made using the results of 

physical measurements and chemical analyses of liquids from a limited number of locations. The site conditions 

between sampling locations have been inferred based on conditions observed at sampling locations. Conditions 

may vary from these sampled locations. 

The services performed, as described in this report, were conducted in a manner consistent with that level of care 

and skill normally exercised by other members of the engineering and science professions currently practicing 

under similar conditions, subject to the time limits and financial and physical constraints applicable to the services. 

Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on, or decisions to be made based on it, are the 

responsibilities of such third parties. Golder Associates Ltd. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, 

suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report. 

The findings and conclusions of this report are valid only as of the date of this report. If new information is 

discovered in future work, Golder Associates Ltd. should be requested to re-evaluate the conclusions of this 

report, and to provide amendments as required. 

10.2 Groundwater Modelling General Limitations 
Hydrogeological investigations and groundwater modelling are dynamic and inexact sciences. They are dynamic 

in the sense that the state of any hydrological system is changing with time and the science is continually 

developing new techniques to evaluate these systems. They are inexact in the sense that field data provides a 

fraction of information for the site or model domain; as such a truly complete, comprehensive characterization of 

the groundwater system is not possible. Therefore, every groundwater model is, by necessity, a simplification of a 

reality. 

The professional groundwater modelling services described in this report are conducted in a manner consistent 

with that level of care and skill normally exercised by other members of the engineering and science professions 

currently practicing under similar conditions. The results of previous or simultaneous work provided by sources 

other than Golder and quoted and/or used herein are considered as having been obtained according to 

recognized and accepted professional rules and practices, and therefore deemed valid. 

The model presented herein provides a predictive scientific tool to evaluate the impacts of specified hydrological 

stressors on a real groundwater system and to compare various scenarios in support of a decision-making 

process. The model's accuracy is bound to the normal uncertainty associated to groundwater modelling and no 

warranty, express or implied, is made. 
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APPENDIX A 

Source Protection Plan Reference 
Documents (RRCA and SNC 2016) 



Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Source Protection Plan 

Policy AG-1 

Existing and future agricultural activities subject to a Prescribed Instrument 

Where the following activities are or could be an existing or future significant threat, the 
threat shall be managed though the Nutrient Management Act, 2002 (as amended): 

• storage and application of agricultural source material; 
• the handling, storage, and application of non-agricultural source material; 
• the use of land for an outdoor confinement area or a farm-animal yard; and 
• the application of commercial fertilizer to land. 

The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs will work with farmers to review 
existing and future Nutrient Management Plans, Strategies, and Non-Agricultural Source 
Material Plans to ensure that they contain best management practices to ensure that 
agricultural activities are not, or do not, become a significant drinking water threat. 
Instruments that exist before the day the Source Protection Plan takes effect must be 
reviewed and, if necessary, amended within three years. 

Note: Additional policies apply. See MONITORING-3. 

Version 1.4.0 
September 1, 2016 

Page 13 



Policy AG-2 

Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Explanatory Document 

Existing and future agricultural activities subject to a Risk Management Plan 

Intent 
To manage the threat associated with existing and future storage and application of 
agricultural source material, the use of land for an outdoor confinement area or a farm-animal 
yard, and the application of commercial fertilizer to land where these activities would be a 
significant drinking water threat. 

Rationale 
The Committee realized that ASM can be land applied without a Nutrient Management 
Plan/Nutrient Management Strategy (e.g. an outdoor confinement area or a farm-animal 
yard). The Committee felt that Risk Management Plans (RMP) could be used to catch these 
exceptions and that the RMP should be structured to achieve the same goals as the existing 
Prescribed Instruments. During the consultation stage OMAFRA stated that Category 1 Non
Agricultural Source Material is sufficiently regulated under the Nutrient Management Act, 
2002, and should not be subjected to a RMP. 

The Committee wanted the RMP to be based on the same principles as a Nutrient 
Management Plan or Strategy. The RMP would also address all drinking water threat activities 

on the property in one Plan and take into account the good work already being done by 
farmers on their properties. The fertilizer RMPs should be modelled after the Canadian 
Fertilizer Institute guidelines. Farmers will also have the option to voluntarily develop a 
Nutrient Management Plan with a person certified by OMAFRA. This Plan would be reviewed 
and approved by the Risk Management Official as a Risk Management Plan. 

OMAFRA suggested that this policy be clarified to emphasize that RMPs will be based on the 
requirements of the Nutrient Management Plans and Strategies, and that the listed 
components be given as examples of what should be included, rather than minimum 
requirements. 

Version 1.4.0 
September 1, 2016 Page 23 



Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Explanatory Document 

• Organic solvents are toxic to humans used in many manufacturing processes, which can 
be result in release to air and water. 

• Ethylene/propylene glycol is the active ingredient in aircraft de-icing fluids. While other 
formulations have been considered, it is noted that glycol continues to be a major 
chemical used in this application. The runoff of large volumes of de-icing fluids into 
surface water bodies over a short period of time can lead to oxygen depletion which 
results in poor water quality and toxicity to aquatic life and mammals. 

• The toxicity associated with the de-icing chemical can originate from both the glycol 
formulation as well as the additives mixed into these formulations. 

• Although there are no existing aircraft de-icing operations identified in the Assessment 
Report, the Source Protection Committee felt it was theoretically possible that an 
airport could establish prior to the Source Protection Plan taking effect, and therefore 
an applicable policy was written. 

• There are no Prescribed Instruments available for any of the chemical threats. As a 
result, the Part IV tools described in the Clean Water Act were used. 

Policy CHEM-1 

Risk Management Plans for existing chemical threats 

Intent 
To manage the threat associated with existing handling and storage of Dense Non-Aqueous 
Phase Liquids (DNAPLs), organic solvents, and aircraft de-icing using where they would be a 
significant drinking water threat. 

Rationale 
The Committee noted that DNAPLs and organic solvents are common in many industries; 
however, it was understood that these compounds are being phased out due to their 
hazardous nature. The Committee felt that the development of a Risk Management Plan 
would sufficiently manage existing significant chemical threats. Prohibiting existing activities 
was seen as a significant hardship to affected property owners; the Committee felt that an 
established operation should not be put out of business. 

Although DNAPLs are a significant threat at any volume, this policy was not written to capture 
residential use of incidental volumes of products which may contain DNAPLs (like nail polish); 
and incidental volumes will not be addressed through a Risk Management Plan. The policy is 
targeted at the chemicals when stored or handled in a raw form (including chemicals that can 
degrade into DNAPLs). 

Version 1.4.0 
September 1, 2016 Page 25 



Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Explanatory Document 

Policy CHEM-2 

Prohibition of future chemical threats 

Intent 
To prohibit future handling and storage of Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids {DNAPLs), 
aircraft de-icing fluids, and organic solvents where the activity could be a significant threat. 

Rationale 
The Committee considered prohibition the most appropriate option for future non-residential 
instances of DNAPLs, aircraft de-icing, and organic solvents. This policy is not intended to 
capture residential use of incidental volumes of DNAPLs. 

Prohibition was chosen because these chemicals can very serious, irreversible impacts on 
drinking water systems. The prohibition is not intended to apply to small volume residential 
uses {ex. nail polish remover) or household cleaners. 

In some cases these chemicals can be replaced with other less harmful products {the 
prohibition applies to the chemical used, not the business). Business that must use these 
harmful chemicals will be located outside of the vulnerable area to reduce the risk to drinking 
water. This is not anticipated to cause undue hardship as these requirements will be flagged 
early in the planning and approvals process through the restricted land uses policy. 

Page 26 
Version 1 A.O 

September 1, 2016 



Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Source Protection Plan 

Policy FUEL-1 

Existing and future fuel oil storage (0. Reg. 213/01) subject to a Risk Management 
Plan 

The future and existing handling and storage of fuel as defined under Ontario Regulation 
213/01 except for the handling and storage offuel regulated under the Safe Drinking Water 
Act, 2002 is designated for the purpose of Section 58 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 (Risk 
Management Plan) where this activity is a significant drinking water threat. 

The Risk Management Plan shall include the following risk management measures: 

DESIGN & OPERATION STANDARDS 

• Single-walled steel tanks with side-feed must be replaced immediately 
• The replacement of single-walled steel tanks with bottom-feed when the tank is 15 

years old (or earlier if a leak detection device indicates a leak) 
• The replacement of double-bottom steel tanks with bottom-feed when the tank is 25 

years old (or earlier if a leak detection device indicates a leak) 
• The installation of oil lines in a manner that protects them from physical damage 
• In all cases, new installations of fuel tanks shall meet the most up-to-date 

standards/technologies available (ex. more leak resistant than a single walled tank) 
• Decommissioning of unused fuel oil tanks in accordance with Section 6.16 of the Ontario 

Installation Code for Oil-Burning Equipment. 

TRAINING 

• Information on procedures to be followed in the event of a spill for businesses and 
home owners 

• Education related to basic filling precautions and procedures for spills during handling 
(from the Ontario Installation Code for Oil-Burning Equipment) 

If yearly inspections are required under Section 13 of the Ontario Installation Code for Oil
Burning Equipment the Risk Management Official/Inspector shall request evidence to show 
that yearly inspections are being done by a certified Oil Burner Technician. 

Note: Additional policies apply. See: MONITORING-1, GENERAL-5, and GENERAL-6. 

Page 18 Version 1 A.O 
September 1, 2016 



Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Source Protection Plan 

Policy SEWG-4 

Existing and future on-site sewage systems (septic systems) 

a. When the Source Protection Plan takes effect, the Municipality shall manage existing and 
future septic systems and septic system holding tanks where they would be a significant 
drinking water threat through the Ontario Building Code Act, 1992 and Ontario Regulation 
315/10 {as amended) in accordance with the On-Site Sewage System Maintenance 
Inspections Program {MMAH, 2011, as updated). 

The Municipality shall also ensure that existing septic systems and septic system holding 
tanks are decommissioned where inspectors determine the need for replacement or when 
connecting to municipal services. This would require the tank to be pumped out and 
collapsed/backfilled. The leaching bed can degrade naturally. 

b. Where existing or future septic systems or septic system holding tanks are or would be a 
significant threat {including large septic systems >10,000 L/day) the Municipality shall, 
within one year of the Plan taking effect, require connection to municipal sewer services 
{capacity permitting) by passing a Mandatory Connection By-law {under the authority of 
the Municipal Act, 2001) where services are available at the property line in the following 
situations: 

• Failure of a Phase II inspection; 

• Principal Authority deems the existing system inadequate to service a proposed 
redevelopment/renovation; or 

• For new development on existing vacant lots of record. 

The Municipality shall also explore the potential of municipal servicing within the 
significant threat areas which currently have private services. 

c. It is strongly recommended that the City of Ottawa explore the opportunity to deepen the 
Shadow Ridge Municipal Well to the Nepean aquifer to reduce the significant threats 
related to septic systems and septic system holding tanks in the Village of Greely within 
one year of the Plan taking effect. 

Note: Additional policies apply. See: MONITORING-3 and MONITORING-5. 

Page 30 Version 1 A.O 
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Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Explanatory Document 

Policy SEWG-5 

Planning requirements for future and proposed on-site sewage 

Intent 

To manage the threat associated with on-site sewage where it would be a significant threat, 
for the development of proposed lots or for any future development of properties with septic 
systems and/or septic system holding tanks. 

Rationale 

The Committee felt that the outright prohibition of future on-site sewage systems would 
restrict development in some communities. It was originally proposed that any new on-site 
sewage systems should require tertiary treatment; however, it was not known whether this 
type of treatment would effectively treat the contaminants of concern {pathogens, nitrates 
etc.). Due to this uncertainty, tertiary system requirements were not included in the policy 
text. 

The Committee agreed that the developer must show that the lots are adequately sized and 
that existing conditions can accommodate on-site sewage treatment for any future on-site 
sewage systems where they would be a significant drinking water threat. 

Policy SEWG-6 

Large (>10,000Uday) on-site sewage systems 

Intent 

To manage the threat associated with on-site sewage where it would be a significant threat. 

Rationale 
The use of large{> 10,000 L/day) on-site sewage systems and septic system holding tanks are 
regulated under an Environmental Compliance Approval under the Ontario Water Resources 
Act, 1990. The Committee determined that the Prescribed Instrument is sufficient to manage 
the threat in significant areas. These Approvals must be reviewed to ensure conditions are in 
place to protect sources of drinking water. 

Page 42 
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Raisin-South Nation Source Protection Region 
Explanatory Document 

4.4 Pesticides 

Activities related to Pesticides 

The following activities, prescribed as drinking water threats through the Clean Water Act, 
2006 Regulations, are related to pesticides: 

• The application of pesticide to land; and 

• The handling and storage of pesticide. 

Contaminants of Concern 
The activities have been prescribed as drinking water threats because under certain 
circumstances the following contaminants pose a hazard to drinking water sources: 

• Atrazine; 

• Dicamba; 

• Dichlorophenoxy Acetic Acid (D-2,4); 

• Dichloropropene-1,3; 

• Glyphosate; 

• MCPA (2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid); 

• MCPB (4-(4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy) butanoic acid); 

• Mecoprop; 

• Metalaxyl; 

• Metolachlor; and 

• Pendimethalin. 

Policy Considerations 
The Source Protection Committee considered all available technical information and Provincial 
guidance as part of the policy development process. The following points are a summary of the 
discussion relating to this threat category. 

• Pesticides are well regulated at the Federal and Provincial level. People who store or 

apply pesticides receive appropriate training. 

• Manufacturing, processing, and wholesale activities of pesticides are generally 

permitted on lands that are zoned for industrial uses. 

• Storage of pesticides for retail sale or for use in extermination could occur on many 

properties since this activity is generally associated with agricultural, recreational, 

institutional, commercial, industrial land uses, and public works (use alongside roads 

and utility corridors). 

• Various forms of legislation, guidelines, and protocols already exist for pesticide 

manufacturing. For example: 

o Agrichemical Warehousing Standards Association requirements are 

comprehensive and effectively address all aspects of safely siting a new storage. 
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o Golf courses and certain public works must become accredited for Integrated 

Pest Management and report annually to the public about how they have 

minimized their pesticide use. 

o Pesticide manufacturers, operators, and vendors must be licensed and report 

their pesticide storage to local fire departments. 

o Farmers and licensed exterminators must also have completed the Pesticide 

Safety Course which addresses many aspects of the threat. 

o A pesticide permit issued by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate 

Change under the Pesticides Act, 1990 is required for aerial spraying. 

o Ontario's Cosmetic Pesticide Ban prohibits the use of pesticides for cosmetic use 

with some exceptions for protecting the health and safety of people {e.g., 
controlling mosquitoes that can transmit West Nile Virus, plants that are 

poisonous to the touch, fleas on pets, indoor pests or pests that can cause 

structural damage to a home). 

Intent and Rationale 

Policy PEST-1 

The existing and future application of pesticide to agricultural or commercial land 
subject to a Prescribed Instrument 

Intent 
To manage the application of pesticide to land where it would be a significant threat using 
existing regulations. 

Rationale 
The Committee believes that existing and future pesticide application can be managed through 
Ontario's many existing protocols, regulations, and requirements. This approach was used 
whenever possible to avoid regulatory burden and overlap, and is consistent to the approach 
used to manage other agricultural-related threats. 

Policy PEST-2 

The existing and future application, storage and handling of pesticide subject to a 
Risk Management Plan 

Intent 
To manage the application, handling, and storage of pesticides on land where it would be a 
significant threat and is not currently regulated through a Prescribed Instrument. 

Rationale 
The Committee preferred to use a Risk Management Plan for pesticide application, storage, 
and handling for operations that are not prohibited through the Cosmetic Pesticide Ban and 
are not regulated through a Prescribed Instrument. This allows a Risk Management Official to 
assess the activity and negotiate a site and activity specific Risk Management Plan with the 
landowner. The Plan will include information on what to do in the case of a spill including 
contact information for the local drinking water plant operator. 
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Prohibition of future commercial storage and handling of pesticide 

Intent 
To prohibit the future manufacturing and processing (industrial/retail handling and storage) of 
pesticides where they would be a significant threat. 

Rationale 
The establishment of processing and wholesale facilities for pesticides, including retail outlets 
and custom applicators, is a serious and unnecessary risk in the vulnerable areas. 

The Committee understood that these storages could be associated with larger volumes of 
pesticide stored for longer periods of time compared to other pesticide users. As with other 
large scale developments which pose a significant threat to drinking water, these facilities can 
be established in another suitable location. 

There was no Prescribed Instrument available in relation to this specific threat so prohibition 
was achieved through Section 57 of the Clean Water Act, 2006. 
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Table 13: Winchester - Activities, Vulnerable Areas, Threats and Policies 

Prescribed Activity 
WHPA 

PollcyCode and Implementer 
A B C D 

waste Dllpoaal Sites llunlclpdty MOE 
1.1 Applicatbn d Septage X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.2 Mile Tailings X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-3 WASlE-4 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.3 Land-faming Petroleum Waste X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.4 Landfill - Hazardous Waste X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.5 Landfill - Municipal Waste X X X"" - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.6 Landfill - hdustrial/Conmercial X X X"" - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.7 Liquid Waste hjection X X X"" - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.8 PCB Waste StX>rage X x- - - WASTE-2 WASTE-3 WASlE-4 
1.9 Storage of Hazardous Waste X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 
1.10 Storage of Other Waste X x- - - WASTE-2 WASlE-1 WASlE-2 

Sewage Works llunlclpea, MOE 
2.1 Com:>ined Sew er llscharge - - - - SEVVG-3 SEVVG-2 
2.2 Stornw ater Pond Effluent X x- - - SEVVG-7 SEVVG-7 
2.3 Industrial Effluent llscharges - - - - SEVVG-3 SEVVG-2 
2.4 Sanitary Sewers and Pipes X x- - - SEING-1 SEVVG-1 
2.5 Septic SystelTB X x- - - SEVVG-4 SEING-5 SEVVG-5 SEVVG-6 
2.6 Septic Holding Tanks X x- - - SEVVG-4 SEING-5 SEING-5 SEVVG-6 
2.7 Sew age Treatn-ent Bypass - - - - SEVVG-3 SEVVG-2 SEVVG-3 
2.8 Sew age Treatn-ent Effluent X x- - - SEING-3 SEVVG-2 SEVVG-3 
2.9 Storage of Sew age X X X"" - SEING-3 SEVVG-2 SEVVG-3 

Agrlcu ltu ral Activities llunlclpdty OMAFRA 
3 Applicatbn d ASM X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 
4 Storage of ASM X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 
5 Managen-ent of ASM" - - - -
6 Applicatbn d NASM X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 
7 Storage of NASM X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 

8 Applicatbn d Fertilizer - - - - AG-2 AG-1 
9 Storage of Conmercial Fertlizer X x- - - AG-2 

21.1 Grazilg - ASM Generatbn X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 
21.2 Pasturing - Farm AniTels X x- - - AG-2 AG-1 

Pe1tlcidH llunlclpeay MOE 

10 Application d F\9sticides X x- - - PEST-2 Ferr-1 
11 Storage of Pesticides X x- - - PEST-2 PEST-3 

Salt and Snow llunlclpeay IITO ,..__ -
12 Application d R>ad Salt - - - - SALT-1 SALT-4 SALT-5 
13 Storage of !bad Salt X x- - - SALT-2 SALT-3 
14 Storage of Snow X x- - - SALT-2 SALT-3 

Fuel llunlclpeay MOE 

15 Storage of Fuel X x- - - R..B..-1 R..B..-2 R..B..-4 RJa.-3 
Chemlcall llunlclpeay 

16 Storage of l»IAPLs X X X - 0-EM-1 0-EM-2 
17 Storage of Organic Solvents X x- - - 0-EM-1 0-EM-2 
18 Aircraft De-lcilg X x- - - 0-EM-1 0-EM-2 

Water Quantity 

19 Consun-pttve Actlvfy' - - - -
20 Aqufer OepletbnA - - - -

Threat Appllcablllty Polley Implementer 

m 
The policy applies i1 this area. 
The policy applies i1 a portion of this area where the vulnerabity score is 10. 
The policy applies i1 a portion of this area where the vulnerablty score is 8 or hgher. 
No policies apply in this area as the actlvty is not considered a sgnficant threat 
This actlvty is not a sgnificant threat w lhin the Source Protectbn Area 
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